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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate the applicability of image processing and pattern recognition 
techniques to seismic section analysis and interpretation in oil exploration. A seismic sec­
tion obtained from seismic reflection prospecting is an acoustic image which displays the 
cross section of the subsurface structure. The data is employed by the seismic interpreters 
to infer the probable location of underground resources such as hydrocarbon accumula­
tions. However, the task is labour intensive and must be performed by human experts 
with sound geological and geophysical knowledge and experience. The interpretation 
procedure is based on visual inspection, data comparison, geologic reasoning and deci­
sion making to confirm any subsurface reserves. Hence, automating the task could have 
a tremendous impact in terms of speeding up the interpretation task and giving more 
consistent interpretation results by virtue of minimizing the element of human subjective 
judgement. Much work is still required to develop an automatic analysis/interpretation 
system. Moreover, even a partial automation of the interpretation process would bring 
important productivity benefits. In this context, we limit the scope of investigation herein 
and place the emphasis on extracting geologic events from seismic images/sections based 
on perceived textural appearance of the data.
We adopt the stance that seismic section data can be perceived as a texture image 
where the character of each distinct geologic event is manifest in its textural appearance. 
First we quantify such seismic textures using texture representation techniques suggested 
in the literature. Based on the representation we develop various methods for extracting 
important geological events from the data automatically. In this thesis, we propose two 
new approaches regarding the problems of extracting seismic events at the regional and 
local scales:
• Regional scale -  Seismic Section Segmentation: Image regions of different textural 
appearance may represent distinct geologic regions. Thus by segmenting a seismic 
section into regions of homogeneous textural properties it should be possible to 
identify and delimit regions of different seismic and therefore geological character. 
A supervised segmentation scheme based on the Bayesian decision rule and using
a multiresolution data representation is developed and is demonstrated on seismic 
images with good results.
• Local scale -  Seismic Horizon Extraction: The perceived seismic texture is constituted 
by seismic horizons which are caused by a change in the acoustic impedance across 
the subsurface rock layers and are an indication of rock boundaries in the Earth's 
subsurface. The seismic horizon extraction procedures result in a line map of the 
subsurface rock boundary structure. However, the continuity of seismic horizons is 
invariably corrupted by noise and variation of lithology. Hence, we develop a new 
robust approach using a probabilistic relaxation labelling technique with a view to 
automatically locate the seismic horizons and preserve their continuity.
The significance of the work is twofold: firstly it provides information to the interpreter 
which supplements or enhances visual information available in the seismic data which 
otherwise are less obvious and may be ignored. Secondly, it serves as a building block 
for more advanced automatic analysis/interpretation system.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Image Processing, Pattern Recognition and Seismic Section 
Interpretation
Recent advances in the fields of image processing and pattern recognition techniques 
have stimulated and lent new insights into a wide spectrum of science and engineering. 
The term image processing can broadly refer to processing of any two-dimensional data. 
It includes data compression, reconstruction and restoration, image quality enhancement 
as well as visible feature extraction. Pattern recognition can be defined as a process which 
classifies perceived data into meaningful categories. It will be assumed that patterns to 
be recognised have already been subjected to any necessary preprocessing. The ultimate 
objective of these studies, many believe, will lead to the development of a machine which 
can simulate the human visual functions.
The quest for such a machine is primarily driven by the need to be able to automate 
complex vision tasks and perform them more quickly and reliably in many domains of 
industrial application and scientific research. In particular, we are interested here in its 
application to seismic data interpretation. Nevertheless, the work presented in this thesis 
is of general applicability.
Reflection seismic data constitutes an important source of information in oil ex­
ploration. The data acquired from a seismic survey is usually displayed as a series of 
two-dimensional pictures  ^which depict the vertical cross section of the earth subsurface 
geologic structure. The purpose of seismic exploration is to map out the internal struc­
ture of the earth in order to detect geologic structure which could serve as traps for oil 
reserves. As far as the interpretation process is concerned, visual analysis forms the basis 
of the process. A human interpreter starts by seeking visually predominant features in
1 Figure 1.4 on page 8 shows a typical example of seismic section which we are going to analyse in this 
thesis. The seismic section features a cross section of a salt dome. The data acquisition procedure will be 
described in Section 1.2.
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a seismic section and gradually builds up a model of the underlying geologic structure. 
The hypothesis is then tested by fitting to it one of the many models of a hydrocarbon 
deposit. Additional information is also drawn from other crossing seismic data sets to fine 
tune the model (see Figure 1.1). Once the geologic structure is clarified, the exploitable 
potential of the prospected area is verified by tying together the borehole findings con­
cerning the lithology around the region of interest and the results of various numerical 
analyses applied to the seismic data. In short, interpretation is based on data, but also on 
experience and subjective judgement of the interpreter as a section is visually inspected.
The implication is that human visual data processing and pattern recognition are 
the cornerstone of the interpretation process and that it should therefore be possible 
to simplify the task of the interpreter by bringing the technology of image processing 
and pattern recognition to bear on this problem. For instance, such techniques may be 
beneficial in enhancing the data presented to the interpreter which otherwise are less 
obvious and are ignored.
However, there are other reasons for pursuing the path of automation. First of all, 
the data quality of the seismic image is still far from ideal for the interpretation purpose, 
in spite of using the most sophisticated data gathering and processing techniques. Since 
the seismic images are ambiguous and noise-prone, interpretation results are varied even 
among expert interpreters. Possibly more consistent and objective interpretation could be 
achieved by relying on machine pattern recognition, analysis and comparison algorithms 
in the interpretation process.
Last but not least, automated interpretation would offer the possibility of a sys­
tematic screening of large quantities of seismic data collected from extensive surveys. 
The growth of economic pressure to increase the production and return on investment 
has driven the oil exploration industry to divert attention to explore less accessible and 
geologically more complex areas. As the complexity of geology increases, so does that of 
the data involved. As the difficulty and value of an exploration task grow, it is not sur­
prising that the time and expertise of the specialist becomes increasingly valuable. Hence 
by identifying and eliminating uninteresting seismic data the resources of experienced 
interpreters could profitably be diverted from routine processing to concentrate only on 
the subsets of data that look promising, to increase productivity and efficiency.
1.2 Seismic Surveys and Data Display
Reflection seismology is an important tool for subsurface investigation to depths up to 
ten thousand metres [10]. Figure 1.1 shows a marine survey conducted on a planned
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Figure 1.1: Seismic Survey.
survey grid. The survey ship sails back and forth to collect seismic data. Each pass, or 
seismic survey line results in a record of the vertical cross section of the subsurface rock 
strata and eventually a three-dimensional picture of the subterranean geology emerges.
The principle of the seismic reflection method is simple. A near surface explosion 
serves as an acoustic source and emits a signal which propagates downward into the 
earth, partially reflects from subsurface strata boundaries due to the change of acoustic 
impedances, and propagates back to the surface where it is detected. By measuring the 
signal travel time and estimating its velocity of propagation, the depth of individual 
reflection layers can be estimated. The seismic response recorded is a series of polarized 
wave amplitudes at constant time intervals and is called a seismic series. The recordings 
are usually arranged in a source-receiver pair for processing.
A much simplified model known as the one-dimensional convolutional model of 
the seismic trace s(t) is shown in Figure 1.2 to illustrate the principle [13]. The propagating 
acoustic signal is normally considered as a seismic source wavelet, w(t). Each contrast 
in acoustic impedance is marked by a reflection event having a simple waveform. The 
polarity or sense of the reflection and its size indicates the nature of the contrast. The 
recorded seismic trace is then the superposition of individual reflection events. The 
change of acoustic impedances constitutes a spiky function called a reflection series e(t). 
One of the important stages in seismic data processing is to retrieve this reflection series 
from the recorded seismic trace, the so-called deconvolution process [13].
Seismic data is noisy and subjected to severe distortion due to diffraction, multiple 
reflection and amplitude attenuation of the acoustic signal when making its way through 
the subsurface reflection path. In order to improve the signal to noise ratio, a format 
known as multi-channel common reflection point is commonly used to gather data. 
Figure 1.3 shows a simplified marine multi-channel acquisition system to illustrate the 
procedures. In practice as many as 96 receivers may be used [10].
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Figure 1.2: One-dimensional convolutional model of the seismic trace.
Firstly, the reflected signal from each excitation is recorded by a series of receivers 
which are placed along a line at various distances from the acoustic source, see Figure 1.3a. 
Each emission of acoustic signal is called a shot. The experiment is repeated with the 
acoustic source and the receivers moved together in steps along the survey line until the 
area of interest has been crossed. The distances between consecutive shots are designed 
such that many different source and receiver positions share the same common reflection
point. In this example, individual points, i.e. (a), (b), ( c ) .... , are imaged from three
different offsets between sources and receivers as shown in Figure 1.3a.
After initial processing of individual seismic traces which includes the procedures 
of noise filtering and deconvolution etc [13], the recordings corresponding to a particular 
common reflection point taken at different source-receiver distances are gathered to form a 
trace gather as illustrated in Figures 1.3a-b. We show here a trace gather of reflection point
(a) which collects three seismic traces assuming reflection from this point. The hyperbolic 
trajectory of the corresponding reflection events shown in Figure 1.3b is caused by the 
offsets between the source-receiver pairs. The trace gathers are then subjected to a process 
known as normal moveout correction (NMO) to adjust trace-to-trace time variations of 
reflections. Finally, the time corrected traces are added (stacked) together to form a single 
seismic trace. If the corrections have been done well, the reflections from the interface 
will add in phase and be amplified; random noise tends to cancel. The result is an 
enhanced profile which contains information about the geology of the subsurface at one 
point (see Figure 1.3b) which can be described by the one-dimensional convolutional 
model illustrated in Figure 1.2.
By displaying such traces for each reflecting point side-by-side at the surface po­
sition of this common reflecting point, one can construct a profile, in effect an acoustic
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(a) DATA ACQU1STION
Common Reflection Point Gather 
for Reflection Point (a)
0.896 J, 210.896
(c) TWO DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY
A seismic section is generated by 
displaying many stacked traces 
side-by-side at the surface position 
of each reflection point. Negative 
peaks are darkened to enhance the 
continuity of the reflections.
Figure 1.3: Marine acquisition system using Common Reflection Point method
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image, of the subsurface geology. This is known as a seismic section. Distance across 
the seismic section represents surface position; the vertical scale is the time it takes the 
acoustic wave to reflect from different strata. A further process, called 'migration' may be 
required in order to compensate for the distortion introduced by the original assumption 
of a horizontal reflection in common reflection point data gather format [13].
A typical piece of a seismic section is shown in Figure 1.3c. The seismic events, 
called horizons, appear as bright (positive polarity) or dark (negative polarity) lines which 
mark the rock strata boundaries (a more detailed description will be given in Section 7.1). 
These seismic horizons form the basis for an interpreter to infer the subsurface geologic 
structure. In response to the growing popularity of colour graphics based interactive 
interpretation workstations, the data is also displayed in 'traditional' image format that 
is a two-dimensional function I(x,y) where both dimensions are of spatial nature. Each 
entity or pixel on the image is characterized by the amplitude value of the seismic trace 
which is scaled appropriately for display. For example, the seismic sections shown in 
Figure 1.1 are in image format which we use throughout the thesis.
1.3 Scope of the Thesis
Seismic section interpretation is a complicated and arduous task. This is not surprising 
because the process is not based solely on the visual and numerical features extracted 
from the seismic sections, but also on the well-logs and other geophysical data, knowledge 
of the local geology history and the accumulated experience of experts in geology and 
geophysics [11). However, having recognised the advantage of an automatic seismic data 
interpretation system, researchers from various disciplines have participated actively in 
this field for a decade and many significant results have been reported [1-3,6,7,14].
In spite of much work a general purpose interpretation scheme has not yet emerged. 
Problems which obstruct progress are as follows:
• The difficulty to recognize and extract useful features from noisy seismic sections.
• The difficulty to merge these diverse sources of information for reasoning.
• The difficulty to quantify and to formulate expert experience.
Artificial intelligence techniques, can provide a powerful framework needed to merge 
these diverse sources of information and to perform the geological reasoning based on the 
information available and the set of inference strategies learned from a human interpreter. 
Hence augmenting image processing and pattern recognition techniques with artificial
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intelligence technology undoubtedly holds the possibility of developing a system which 
can automate, at least partly, the visual oriented interpretation task.
The scope of this thesis is confined to the seismic feature enhancement and ex­
traction stage of the automatic interpretation process. The reliability of an automatic 
interpretation system, we believe, depends heavily on the quality of the input data. The 
problem of feature enhancement and extraction is important, owing to the difficulty of 
acquiring good quality seismic data and the ambiguous nature of the data. Hence our 
task is to identify, enhance and extract effective information required for the geologic 
reasoning/interpretation stage. In particular, we emphasize the extraction of semantic 
primitives from the noisy seismic data based on the visual textural information, that is 
the signal characteristic and the geometrical shape of the seismic horizons.
1.4 Aims
Consider Figure 1.4. The interpretation process starts with seeking and highlighting 
eye-catching seismic horizons in terms of their strength (reflection amplitude), length, 
smoothness and geometrical shape. More precisely, the seismic section is segregated into 
regions of common signal character or individually highlighted seismic horizons which 
constitute some complex geologic structures. The interpreter can then base decisions on 
the textural appearance and the geometry of the highlighted regions or individual seismic 
horizons and gradually build up a geologic model of the subsurface.
The image shown in Figure 1.4, for example, features a complex salt dome structure 
and has been interpreted by a human expert. A sedimentary basin was deformed by the 
uprising of buried salt which may be the result of evaporation of an ancient sea bed. The 
lateral continuity of the sediment layers was disrupted with the sedimentary overburden 
pulled up alongside its flanks. The upward dip, terminating against the impermeable 
salt, produces a potential trapping mechanism for hydrocarbons. As can be seen, the 
salt dome is texturally distinct in terms of its chaotic interior configuration due to the 
disruption of the continuous sediment strata during the salt tectonics. The sedimentary 
basin is also divided into a few regions of common perceptual character indicating the 
various stages of the sediment deposition.
However, the visibility of the seismic patterns or individual seismic horizons can 
be weakened by interfering noise and lithological changes along the stratum. One should 
be aware that the data quality of the seismic image shown in Figure 1.4 is considered 
very good. Hence it is important to have systematic methods to delineate and represent 
the regions of similar textural characters which are robust enough to withstand much
TI
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Figure 1.4: A test image: an example of a real seismic section which features a salt dome.
Distance across the seismic section indicates the reflection point position; the vertical 
scale is the time it takes the acoustic wave to reflect from different strata. A manual 
delineation of the regions of common character is shown by the white lines.
noise interference. The interpretation also involves a detailed study of individual seismic 
horizons in terms of reflection amplitude and geometrical shape. For example, the salt 
dome is delineated by the detection of a large amplitude convex shaped horizon rather 
than through the chaotic appearance of the horizons at the top of the image. Furthermore, 
interpretation of the continued extension of some strata boundaries is made possible only 
by human intervention to keep the coherence of the signal which otherwise is disrupted 
by noise.
In general, a seismic survey produces a series of images slicing through the region 
of interest. The textural configuration of some geologic events, such as a salt dome, will 
be fairly consistent and appear simultaneously on several images. Hence, it is worth 
establishing a screening procedure to keep track of such events.
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Using the above discussions as a basis, the aims of the thesis are to:
1. Investigate and develop information measures to quantify visible seismic patterns 
using texture representation techniques suggested in the literature on image analy­
sis. In particular, we restrict our study to one class of textures: flow-like or oriented 
texture [12].
2. Develop a robust and computational efficient segmentation scheme which will make 
use of the above texture measures for segmenting seismic sections into regions of 
similar character;
3. Develop an automatic seismic horizon extraction algorithm to yield good laterally 
continuous seismic horizons;
4. Suggest areas of work which need further investigation and/or development.
1.5 Layout of the Thesis and Summary of Contributions
The objective of this thesis is to develop new approaches to extract semantic primitives 
from noisy seismic images based on perceived seismic textures. In the following chapters, 
we attempt to set out the problems in detail and then examine and propose appropriate 
techniques to tackle them. The thesis is divided into three parts and is organized as 
follows:
The Overview: The first part composed of this chapter and Chapter 2 is an overview 
of the basic elements and issues in seismic data interpretation and analysis. We begin 
by introducing the nature of seismic image and discussing the applicability of image 
processing and pattern recognition techniques to the work of automatic seismic data 
analysis and interpretation. The overview chapters, taken together, form a self-contained 
study and can be read by anyone interested in gaining an introduction to the applicability 
of image processing and pattern recognition techniques to seismic data interpretation and 
analysis.
The Study on Seismic Texture Representation: The second part formed by Chapters 3-4 
is devoted to the topic of seismic texture representation. In order to analyse visual textural 
information using image processing and pattern recognition techniques, we need to derive 
certain quantitative measures on the textures. In Chapter 3, we first give our definition of 
seismic textures from an image point of view and introduce the necessary mathematical
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apparatus. This is followed by a critical review of the current techniques. In Chapter 4 we 
perform some comparative experiments/tests to identify the most promising approach to 
seismic texture representation. We adopt empirical segmentation accuracy as a criterion 
of comparison on a set of texture image composed of Brodatz texture patches [4].
The Work on Extracting Seismic Events: The final part of this thesis constituted by 
Chapters 5-7 details the implementation and validation of two new techniques for ex­
tracting seismic events: Seismic Section Segmentation and Seismic Horizon Extraction.
In Chapters 5-6 we propose a supervised image segmentation scheme. The new 
scheme builds on Bayes decision rule and a multiresolution data representation and is 
aimed at image analysis applications involving routine processing. The details of the 
construction of multiresolution data representation are given in Chapter 5. A general 
approach to designing a generating kernel for the pyramid construction is proposed 
which satisfies the constraints imposed on the kernel coefficients as specified by Burt [5]. 
The theoretical foundations and the implementation considerations of the segmentation 
scheme are detailed in Chapter 6. The major problem in applying Bayes decision rule 
to a pyramidal data structure is that the class statistics at each level of the pyramid 
must be available. We shall point out the problems involved in direct calculation of the 
class statistics at each resolution level. Instead, we introduce an efficient method for 
acquiring the parameters of the class distributions at each resolution level without actual 
recourse to the data from this level. Experimental work and results are demonstrated on 
seismic images and the previously used Brodatz texture images, which validate the new 
segmentation scheme.
A new seismic horizon extraction algorithm is introduced in Chapter 7. The algo­
rithm is developed with a view to automatically locate the seismic horizons and preserve 
their lateral continuity. To achieve this, we consider a two stage process which utilizes a 
dictionary-based probability relaxation labelling technique [8,9]. Firstly an initial measurement 
at each image point is obtained by combining the image convolution outputs obtained 
from a set of two-dimensional directional filters (the even parts of quadratures filters). 
This measurement is the evidence used for computing an initial estimate of the proba­
bility of the pixel belonging to a class of seismic horizons. A postprocessing stage uses 
dictionary-based probabilistic relaxation to refine iteratively the initial probability estimates 
via contextual constraints imposed by neighbouring objects. In doing so, support is incor­
porated from an increasingly larger neighbourhood; the final label assignment eventually 
reflect the global structure which should give a consistent and well connected horizon 
map of the seismic section.
Finally, in Chapter 8 we summarize the material covered in the thesis, followed by 
a statement of some areas for further research.
The ideas under investigation in this thesis are applicable to seismic data interpre­
tation and analysis as well as general image processing. The main contributions of the 
work can be summarized as follows:
1. the applicability of image processing and pattern recognition techniques to seismic 
data analysis and interpretation in oil exploration is assessed. (Chapters 1-2 )
2. it is demonstrated that the Gabor multichannel receptive field model and Local 
texture energy measure using orthogonal Discrete Cosine Transform (DCD basis 
masks are inherently identical in terms of the representational structure. This allows 
us to perform a fair comparison of the two approaches on a texture segmentation 
problem. (Chapter 4 )
3. the notion of the symmetry ambiguity inherent in the DCT/Cartesian separable spatial 
masks is introduced. This undesirable property limits the directional discriminabil- 
ity of the DCT based texture representation. (Chapter 4 )
4. a general approach to designing a generating kernel for the pyramid construction 
which satisfies the constraints imposed on the kernel coefficients postulated by Burt 
for the Gaussian pyramid construction [5] is proposed. The kernel design procedure 
is formulated as a constrained nonlinear optimization problem. It can be used to 
obtain a generating kernel of arbitrary size and is applicable to different decimation 
rates. (Chapter 5 )
5. a supervised segmentation scheme using a multiresolution data representation is 
developed. The new scheme increases the classification accuracy compared with 
conventional pixel based statistical classifiers. The improvement is achieved by 
taking into account the spatial contextual information which is conveyed via the 
multiresolution structure and by exploiting its ability to perform local noise sup­
pression. (Chapter 6 )
6. a novel approach to obtaining the class distribution parameters at each resolution 
level in a multiresolution data representation is proposed. This involves estimating 
the class statistics on training sites of the full image resolution under the assump­
tion that the original data is statistically independent and identically distributed 
according to a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The corresponding parameters 
at lower resolution are computed by multiplying the class statistics at full resolution
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with scaling factors determined from the generating kernel used to construct the 
multiresolution data representation. Consequently, we can freely experiment with 
different generating kernels in the supervised segmentation scheme without the 
problem of predetermining the class statistics for every setting. (Chapter 6 )
7. an automatic seismic horizon picking algorithm using dictionary-based probabilistic 
relaxation techniques [8,93 is proposed. A five label representation of permissible 
line structures in a two-dimensional sampling grid is introduced. A dictionary 
of such label structures works in conjunction with a set of four two-dimensional 
directional filters which are used to estimate the pixel label probability for starting 
the relaxation process. (Chapter 7 )
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Chapter 2 
Automatic Seismic Section Analysis in Oil 
Exploration
2.1 Introduction
Although reflection seismology is applied in various geological and geophysical studies, 
by far the most important application of the technique is in oil and gas exploration [30]. 
The object of seismic interpretation is to locate hydrocarbon deposits. A seismic inter­
preter searches for geologic structures which most likely form traps enclosing exploitable 
quantities of hydrocarbons.
Seismic section interpretation is a complex task requiring knowledge and informa­
tion from various sources. In short, a seismic interpreter has to consider the following 
aspects to search for hydrocarbon traps in conjunction with the visible seismic evidence 
revealed in the seismic sections [36]
• "To establish whether conditions within a sedimentary basin were likely to have been capable, 
at some time during its history, of producing sufficient organic source material as well as 
the correct environment for primary production and migration of hydrocarbon fluids."
• "To establish whether suitable source and reservoir rocks actually occur within the rock 
sequence, or in the absence of definitive borehole data, to assess the likelihood of such 
occurrences from an evaluation of palaeoenvironmental considerations."
• "To assess whether or not any phase of excessive tectonic activity might have resulted in the 
loss of previously formed hydrocarbons by studying the structural history of the basin."
• "To assess the relationship between present structural features and those associated with 
earlier phases of basin development, thus hopefully establishing an integrated history of 
basin development, hydrocarbon generation, tectonic activity and hydrocarbon migration."
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Hence, mapping of seismic evidence to potential hydrocarbon bearing geologic structures 
is the interpreters main task -  seismic structural analysis; however, a study of seismic 
sections can give crucial information on changes in lithology1 within rock groups, changes 
which can be of paramount importance to the development of exploitable resources -  
seismic stratigraphic analysis.
As described in Section 1.4, visual inspection forms the basis of both processes: 
Seismic structural analysis and Seismic Stratigraphic analysis. Much work has been done 
on automating the visual task to discern the structural and stratigraphic elements from 
the seismic sections. In this chapter, a brief introduction on the aspect of associating 
observable seismic patterns to various geologic events is presented in order to put the 
literature review in perspective. This discussion is by no means a comprehensive study 
of the subject of seismic section interpretation. However, we do want to discuss this in 
relation to our work on seismic feature extraction and enhancement.
Attention is focused firstly on illustrating the structural and stratigraphic expres­
sions of various types of hydrocarbon traps. A comprehensive classification of seismic 
reflection patterns provided by Mitchum et al. [37] is then shown. The patterns reflect the 
sediment deposition which enable an interpreter to infer the original depositional envi­
ronment in the sedimentary basins. In Section 2.3 we review the major work undertaken 
in the field of automatic seismic event detection and analysis. Finally we summarize and 
detail our approach to the problems presented in this thesis.
2.2 Visible Patterns for Seismic Section Analysis
2.2.1 Structural Features of Hydrocarbon Traps
Hydrocarbon traps are formed by any combination of rock structure and of permeable 
and impermeable rocks that will keep oil and gas which has percolated upward towards 
the surface. More specifically, the hydrocarbons are contained in the pore spaces of 
sandstones, carbonates or other porous rock, and their escape from this body of permeable 
rock is prevented, both upwards and laterally, by enclosure of the accumulation by an 
impermeable strata. Traps may occur in a great variety of configurations but they are 
generally classified as of three different types; structural traps, stratigraphic traps and 
combination traps [36].
Structural traps are created by post-depositional deformation of rock strata with devel­
opment of folds, domes, faults and unconformities.
lithology. A term usually applied to sediments, referring to their general characteristics, that is, their 
mineral composition and texture -  the size and shapes of particles in rock and their mutual interrelationships.
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(a) Anticline trap (b) Fault trap
Figure 2.1: Physical models of structural traps.
Figure 2.1 shows the structural configurations of this kind of hydrocarbon 
traps. An anticline trap is shown in Figure 2.1a for which the ridge serves as a cap 
and the sides form barriers to trap and contain any hydrocarbon deposits. Another 
common type of structural trap is shown in Figure 2.1b. A fracture of the earth's 
crust caused by a violent movement from below may bring an impermeable strata 
into contact with a porous and permeable one as shown in the illustration. If the 
strata faulted in this way are invaded by hydrocarbons the oil may become trapped 
by the impermeable layer and form a fault trap reservoir.
(a) Channel (b) Pinch-out (c) Reef
Figure 2.2: Physical models of stratigraphic traps.
Stratigraphic traps are formed as a result of the occurrence of lithological variation2 in the 
strata, or an up-structure termination of the reservoir rock, irrespective of the cause. 
It is directly related to environmental conditions at the time of deposition. This 
is defined by the character of the material in the reservoir rock and the conditions 
under which it was being deposited.
2referring to variation in composition and texture of rocks
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(a) Uncomfonnity trap (a) Complex salt dome
Figure 2.3: Physical models of combination traps.
Nearly all stratigraphic traps, indeed, relate to some structural elements. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates three important stratigraphic traps which are associated with 
the existence of ancient channels, regional up-dip structures and reefs. Hydrocarbon 
reservoirs can be found within or nearby these structures [31,46]. For example, an 
ancient river channel suggests the accumulation of sandstones and organic source 
material which may evolve to become hydrocarbon bearing reservoirs.
Combination traps include an element of both stratigraphic and structural control and 
within this group traps associated with unconformities and with salt movements 
are among the more important.
In Figure 2.3 the configurations of two types of combination traps are shown. 
The first is a typical unconformity trap in which layers of permeable strata are sand­
wiched by impermeable strata and sealed by younger impermeable strata above 
the unconformity3. The second example shows a complex salt dome structure. 
Stratigraphic traps are formed with the productive reservoir sand up-dipped and 
terminated against the impermeable salt mass at a number of levels. Above the cap 
rock a faulted anticline forms a number of structural traps. The anticlinal structure 
developed at the early stage of the salt intrusion.
For a seismic interpreter the task is then to inspect and locate the seismic reflectors which 
constitute and resemble the structural configurations of hydrocarbon traps.
However, there are some exceptions which generally suggest traps without regard 
to the regional dip or to any arching or deformation. In particular, isolated lenticular sand 
bodies embedded in impermeable rocks or the result of a lateral variation in the lithology
3Surface of erosion or nondeposition that separate younger strata from older rocks and represent a 
significant hiatus not represented by strata [36].
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of a thin layer of sandy sediment form an important class of stratigraphie trap -  lens-type 
trap. The lack of structural seismic evidence associated with this type of stratigraphie 
trap makes it difficult to detect. Furthermore, the formation can occur within a layer 
of strata only tens of meters thick which reaches the limits of the seismic prospecting 
resolution. To detect such a trap, the analysis requires a close inspection of the character 
of the reflected seismic waveform altered by such faint structures which is a much subtler 
indication of geology [46]. For example, reservoirs bounded by small lateral changes of 
porosity may be reflected by lateral waveform variations [15]
2.2.2 Seismic Patterns for Stratigraphie Analysis
In seismic stratigraphy, a seismic interpreter attempts to determine lithological and strati­
graphie relationships of the subsurface structures via visual and numerical analyses of 
the seismic data. The results are then used to infer the palaeostructure and palaeoen- 
vironment for determining the potential for forming hydrocarbon traps of substantial 
exploitable quantities.
The interpretation starts by segregating the seismic section into a set of depositional 
sequences or seismic sequences. Each depositional sequence is assumed to be deposited 
contemporarily under relatively constant environmental conditions and is likely to be dis­
tinct from neighbouring depositional units according to its distinguishing depositional 
pattern manifested by the reflection parameters including configuration, continuity, fre­
quency and amplitude [46]. By studying the depositional sequence, the interpreter is 
able to reconstruct the geologic history, the tectonic behaviour, and the changes in the 
depositional environments that occurred in the region of interest, and thus to predict the 
zones of greatest hydrocarbon potential. The exploitable potential of a prospected area is 
then verified by tying together the borehole findings concerning the lithology around the 
region of interest and the results of various numerical analyses applied to the seismic data. 
Hence identifying discernible visible seismic patterns forms the basis of the subsequent 
analyses. A basic set of seismic reflection patterns including reflection configurations 
and the nature of cycle terminations at the depositional unit boundaries is illustrated in 
Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
Figure 2.4 shows the typical reflection patterns that can be observed within the 
depositional sequences as suggested by Mitchum et al. [37]. From these patterns con­
siderable information can be revealed such as the depositional energy and depositional 
environment of sediments, which are particularly useful for determining the rock prop­
erties and the probability of accumulating material of organic origins. The nature of these
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reflection patterns are described as follows [37,46]:
Reflection-Free: Reflection-free configurations are indicative of a uniform, single lithol- 
ogy, possibly of extremely steep dip, or of intense postdepositional homogenization 
of multiple lithologies.
Chaotic: Discontinuous discordant reflections observed in chaotic configurations suggest 
a disordered arrangement of reflection surfaces and either a relative high energy and 
variability of deposition or a disruption of beds after deposition i.e. salt intrusion.
Parallel: Parallel arrangements suggest uniform rates of deposition on a stable or uni­
formly subsiding surface. A modifying term such as subparallel configuration is 
associated with fairly uniform deposition energy.
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Truncation 1—
(define the deposition unit)
Figure 2.5: Seismic reflection terminations unthin idealized depositional sequence.
Divergent/Convergent: Divergent or Convergent arrangements suggest areal variation 
in the rate of deposition, progressive tilting of the deposition surface, or a combina­
tion of the two factors.
Sigmoid and oblique clinoforms: Both of these patterns form through progressive de­
velopment of depositional surfaces that slope from a gently dipping, relatively 
shallow-water area into deeper water. The distinction is mainly based on appear­
ances at the top of the unit. For example, the sigmoid pattern is distinguished by 
a very gentle "S" shape, with the top of the pattern tending to be parallel with the 
sequence boundary, whereas the oblique pattern shows toplap or angularity with 
the upper boundary of the sequence.
The sigmoid pattern represents deposition in quiet water with low depo­
sitional energy so that the top of the unit is not disturbed during deposition. In 
contrast, the oblique pattern represents deposition near the wave base in a high- 
energy environment. A complex sigmoid-oblique clinoform consists of a combination 
of variably alternating sigmoid and oblique progradational reflection configurations 
within a single deposition sequence.
The termination patterns of strata against the sequence boundaries mark a time 
gap in the history of sediment deposition; they are particularly important to model 
the interplay of sedimentation and sea-level change. Figure 2.5 shows some idealised 
termination patterns of sediment layer [37]. As far as locating hydrocarbon prospects is 
concerned, the terminations indicate the structural causes of some stratigraphie traps, i.e 
unconformity trap and pinchout as shown in Figures 2.2b and 2.3a.
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2.2.3 Remarks
Identifying familiar seismic patterns from seismic sections is the first important step in 
pursuing the goal of locating hydrocarbon deposits. In this section, a brief description 
of the range of seismic patterns detectable on seismic sections and their significance in 
terms of locating hydrocarbon traps and historical development of a sedimentary basin 
have been presented.
To study these many different visible patterns it is required simultaneously to per­
ceive regions of concordant reflections as well as to be aware of the geometry, continuity 
and shape of individual reflectors. For example, the detection of anticline traps or river 
channels depends on the ability to pick up horizons with convex or concave appear­
ances. Hence the task is merely a localized inspection process. On contrast, the study 
of the depositional structure of sediments involves regional based inspection of seismic 
reflectors.
Having a machine to automatically delineate and classify depositional sequences, 
pick up and qualify significant seismic horizons would definitely benefit the manual 
interpretation and would form a basis of an automatic interpretation system.
2.3 A Review of Approaches to Seismic Section Analysis Using 
Image Processing and Pattern Recognition Techniques
Researchers from various disciplines have participated actively in the development of 
methodology for the automatic analysis and interpretation of seismic data and a consid­
erable amount of work has been reported. In spite of that a general purpose interpretation 
system has not emerged yet owing to the complexity of the task which involves both per­
ceptual and reasoning components. Nevertheless, in some of the work a varying degree 
of success has been demonstrated in a number of specific interpretation and analysis 
tasks. Overviews on recent developments in pattern recognition and image processing 
techniques applicable to automatic seismic data analysis and interpretation can be found 
in [2,6,10,14,47].
To proceed, let us reiterate the meaning of Image Processing and Pattern Pattern 
and this will help us to understand how the state of the art in this area has been advanced 
by research. The term image processing refers to processing of any two-dimensional data. 
It is overviewed in the following categories: image enhancement, image reconstruction 
and image restoration. In seismic terms, it associates with the procedures to improve 
the visual quality of the data and highlights important seismic events. Pattern recogni­
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tion, on the other hand, deals with techniques for assigning patterns to their respective 
classes. For example, pattern recognition techniques were used for the identification of 
hydrocarbon bearing reservoirs in seismic interpretation. The many different approaches 
applying image processing and pattern recognition techniques to the problem of seismic 
data analysis can be classified into distinct categories according to various goals. For 
instance, most of the published work focuses on seismic event extraction, enhancement 
and recognition problems in which the task is to draw the attention of the interpreter to 
valuable information obtained from the seismic data via some objective decision crite­
rion. More specifically, such techniques are designed to work interactively with a human 
interpreter in order to eliminate oversights, rank the likelihood of alternative interpreta­
tions, effectively reduce the guesswork of the interpreter and help in the decision making 
process.
However, the significance of the work is not restricted to providing information to 
the interpreter which supplements or enhances visual information available in the seismic 
data. It is also to serve as a building block for the ultimate automatic interpretation 
system. A few prototypes of such a system have been built and reported with promising 
results [8,40-43]. The major influence in the development of these systems was made by 
the recent advances in artificial intelligence techniques and knowledge based systems. 
As described in Section 1.4, the interpretation process is not based solely on the visual 
and numerical clues derived from the seismic data sections, but also on the various field 
measurements, history of local geology and the collected experience of experts in geology 
and geophysics. Artificial intelligence technologies can provide a powerful framework 
for merging these diverse sources of information and perform the geological reasoning 
based on the information available and a set of inference strategies learned from the 
human interpreter. Having said that, the success of such a system as much as that of the 
human interpreter depends heavily on the effectiveness of the knowledge representation 
and procedural and inferential elements of the interpretation system and the reliability of 
the input data. In the meantime, much effort is still required to improve and advance the 
seismic feature extraction and enhancement techniques applied to this extremely noisy 
data. The choice of approaches to the problem can be considered from two perspectives: 
from the signal or the image point of view.
1. From the signal point of view: A seismic section is regarded as a collection of one­
dimensional seismic traces. Hence seismic feature/event extraction and recognition 
are made on the basis of individual seismic traces or segments of these seismic traces.
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2. From the image point of view: This regards a seismic section as an image in which 
image pixel values represent the amplitude of the reflections. Features are extracted 
or enhanced exclusively from the image point of view without considering the 
nature of the data. This view is commonly adopted when attempting to discern and 
interpret seismic patterns.
Our aim in addressing this problem is therefore to advance the seismic feature extraction 
techniques. In particular, the emphasis is on the ability to automatically identify and 
recognize visual textural information from noisy seismic images. In the following, we 
review the published work on such aspects.
2.3.1 Visual Feature Enhancement and Extraction
Image processing techniques were employed explicitly and implicitly in various stages 
of seismic data processing. The main objective of such procedures is to improve the 
data quality by suppressing any noise disturbance and restoring geometric distortion of 
the data caused by the violation of middle reflection point assumption in the procedure 
known as 'migration' (cf. Section 1.2); and ultimately to provide the reconstruction of the 
subsurface structure in displayable form with high fidelity. Spatial frequency filtering 
techniques, for example, are applied intensively in the process of removing the noise 
caused by multiple reflections of seismic wave and the random noise from background 
or the recording instrument [9,34,45].
A common approach in applying image processing techniques to seismic data is 
to extract visual features from the noisy data by simulating the human visual functions. 
For example, in the procedures of applying normal moveout correction to seismic traces as 
described in Section 1.2, one has to correlate the corresponding peaks from successive 
seismic traces to estimate the theoretical hyperbolic trajectory in order to determine the 
correct offset to be applied to the individual traces. Huang et al. [23] applied the Hough 
transformation technique [21] to detect such hyperbolic trajectories of the reflected seismic 
peaks from a seismic image. On the other hand, Wu et al. [52] applied the A* algorithm [51] 
to automate this visual task.
Seismic Horizon Extraction
The other topic of perennial interest in automated seismic data analysis is automatic 
seismic horizon picking or seismic event tracking. The prime aim of the process is to 
obtain an unambiguous abstract representation of a seismic data section in terms of 
seismic horizon segments. The resulting line image is actually the image of the geometric
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configuration of geological layers of the subsurface. The importance of this work is as 
follows. Firstly in the interpretation process, eye-catching seismic horizons manifested 
by their reflection amplitude, continuity and geometric shape will be considered as an 
indication of major geological interest in the region and a place from where the interpreter 
can look for further evidence to progress the interpretation procedures (cf. the description 
in Section 7.1). However, such continuities are very often disrupted by noise and this 
creates difficulty for a human interpreter to detect them objectively. Hence in reducing the 
redundant parts of the information from the seismic data to such abstract representations 
it is necessary to minimize the uncertainty inherent in the data. Secondly, to obtain 
unambiguous termination patterns of the seismic horizons as illustrated in Figure 2.5 it 
is important to infer the deposition environment of sediments in seismic stratigraphic 
analysis (cf. Section 2.2.2). Furthermore, such abstract data representations are the key 
input to an automatic interpretation system [5,41,42].
Approaches based on individual one-dimensional seismic traces: The many approaches 
to the problem can be distinguished by the way the data is perceived, i.e. either considered 
as a collection of one dimensional signal series or as a two dimensional picture image. 
Early work by Bois [7], for example, took the former view and extracted features directly 
from the seismic traces. For example, seismic features are derived from each seismic trace 
or segment of seismic trace in terms of amplitude of the local predominant peaks detected 
and the geometric shape of their waveforms. Using such a feature extraction technique, 
an automatic picking was proposed by correlating predominant peaks from adjacent 
traces with maximum similarity of waveforms. The similarity calculation is based on 
Mahalanobis distance between the two feature vectors derived from the corresponding 
peaks. The links between the corresponding peaks for all traces give the seismic horizons.
The method of correlating predominant local peak reflections to neighbouring seis­
mic traces was also investigated by various researches. Lu [33] used a string-to-string 
matching algorithm to detect seismic horizons. Matching the detected peaks in one seis­
mic trace to the adjacent one is done by the dynamic programming technique. In a recent 
work, Cheng and Lu [12] proposed a new matching scheme called a binary consistency 
checking scheme for the horizon extraction problem. Comparing the two schemes, they 
concluded that the binary consistency checking scheme can be applied to a wider range 
of problems and provides a user with more direct control on the results of correlation 
than the dynamic programming scheme. Furthermore, they extended the problem to 
track seismic horizons from a set of seismic sections from the same survey which formed 
a close loop around a region as shown in Figure 2.6. As a result, the tied seismic horizons
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Open Loop (four individual seismic images) 1 >  Closed Loop
Figure 2.6: Seismic loop.
from these seismic images yields a three-dimensional model of the subsurface rock layer 
in the region of interest [36].
Several other algorithms have also been proposed for the peak matching problem 
including the heuristic line following approach of Pitas and Venetsanopoulos [41] and 
Geerlings and Berkhout [19] and branch and bound search for automatic linking of seismic 
horizons by Huang [22].
The use of Markov random models is also found in the problem of seismic horizon 
extraction. Azencott et al. [4] proposed an 'automatic7 seismic horizon tracking scheme in 
an interactive context using Markov random field techniques. The tracing of horizons is 
initiated by the interpreter by giving a few guiding points. The algorithm tries to connect 
these points with horizon segments, the complete horizon being the union of these seg­
ments. Idier and Goussard [25] applied the Markov model specifically to the problem of 
multi-channel deconvolution in order to restore the earth reflectivity sequences as shown 
in Figure 1.2 on page 4. The technique should also work on the seismic horizon tracking 
problem since the underlying principle is the same -  tracking the abnormalities in spatial 
context. The problem was also attacked by using Artificial neural network. Notable work 
was reported by Harrigan et al. on applying a two hidden layer neural network which 
was trained to track seismic horizons running across a salt dome and faulted events. 
Wang [50] has constructed a neural detector to recover the seismic reflectivity sequences 
in the deconvolution process.
Seismic data considered as a two-dimensional image: Keskes et al. [27] considered the 
problem of seismic horizon picking as finding the edges in a seismic image. They applied 
two different size lowpass filters on the image and computed the difference between the 
two resulting images. The corresponding zero crossings found in the final image are
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considered as the regions containing the seismic horizons. This is similar to the technique 
of using Difference of Gaussian filter or Laplacian of Gaussian filter in the context of edge 
detection in the image processing literature. Keskes and Mermey [28] extended the work 
to extract seismic horizons which form a closed loop using a heuristic search technique 
(cf. Figure 2.6). More precisely, the problem of following a seismic horizon in a particular 
loop was formulated as a minimum cost graph searching using the A* algorithm [51].
Other techniques for image enhancement such as histogram equalization were used 
by McMechan [35] to increase the visibility of the structures of interest in a seismic image. 
A comprehensive report of the applicability of image processing technology to seismic 
data processing and analysis can be found in [1].
2.3.2 Seismic Pattern Classification and Recognition
The application of pattern recognition to automatic interpretation and analysis of seismic 
section is rather diversified.
Seismic Stratigraphy Trap Classification: Most of the early work focused on solving 
seismic stratigraphy problems. Specifically, the work on classifying segments of individ­
ual seismic traces in order to recognize, locate and quantify specific types of stratigraphic 
traps is notable. Features or seismic attributes are computed from individual seismic 
traces or a segment of the seismic trace by using time series analysis techniques [7,26]. 
The rationale for using these features can be found in [26]. Since the features are taken lit­
erally from a one-dimensional seismic trace, the lateral relationship between consecutive 
traces is not taken into account.
Bois [7] applied the Bayes classifier to delineate the boundaries of an oil bearing 
reservoir. Training statistics are estimated from the seismic features derived from the 
seismic traces obtained from both oil bearing areas and non-productive areas. Dumay 
and Fournier [17], Chen and Fu [11] and Sinvhal and Khattri [49] addressed similar topics 
but the main difference in their method was in the features used and the classification 
strategies. Chen and Fu [11], for example, evaluated three different types of decision 
processes which included Bayes classifier, Fisher's linear discriminant and the nearest 
neighbour decision rule [16]. The Bayes classifier performed slightly better than the other 
two.
Since classification is carried out on a trace by trace basis, it is only possible to locate 
the lateral position instead of the exact geometric shape of the target region. Aminzadeh 
and Chatterjee [3] and Kubichek and Quincy [29] derived their segmentation schemes on
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a sample by sample basis for identifying seismic stratigraphic traps. In [3] each sample 
point is represented as a vector of seismic attributes. A clustering technique is employed 
for the segmentation. Kubichek and Quincy [29], on the other hand, used a supervised 
Bayes classifier for the segmentation.
Seismic Texture Segmentation: It has been demonstrated that visual appearance of the 
seismic data provides important clues for defining geological boundaries (cf. Section 1.4). 
This naturally leads to the use of texture analysis techniques on the problem. However, 
there is only a limited number of papers published along this line. Specifically, we mention 
the works of Simaan and co-workers [32,48,54,55], Pitas and Kotropoulos [38,39] and 
Roberto et al. [44]. Their work shares some common characteristics.
• Textural seismic patterns are used as a clue to define the geological boundaries.
• Domain dependent knowledge is embedded in most of the reported segmentation 
schemes.
• These segmentation schemes are usually termed as low level processes and are in­
tended to integrate into some general automatic seismic data interpretation systems.
The works of Simaan and co-workers [32,48,54,55] concentrates on segmenting 
seismic section into regions of similar geology. Various texture measures have been 
employed which include template matching, run length, co-occurrence matrices, and spatial 
filtering Laws masks [20]. They concluded that spatial filtering using Laws mask gives the 
best texture description [48]. In segmentation, heuristic rules, derived from geological 
and geophysical knowledge, have been incorporated into three classification processes 
to influence the segmentation. The classification processes used include a tree classifier, 
a region growing algorithm and a region splitting algorithm. Among those approaches, 
they pointed out that the knowledge-based region splitting scheme gave more accurate 
segmentation.
Pitas and Kotropoulos [38,39] adopted a different approach to the problem. First, 
the textured seismic image is skeletonized [41] to give an image in which all the seismic 
horizons are approximated by line segments. Various features such as length, reflection 
strength, position and orientation are then computed from this set of line segments (seis­
mic horizons). These features represent the texture of the seismic image. Preliminary 
segmentation is obtained by clustering the line segments. In their later work [39], seg­
mentation of these line segments is done by a supervised tree classifier using minimum 
entropy learning rule techniques. Region growing proceeds around the classified line
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segments to give the segmentation of the whole image including the pixels not lying on 
those line segments. Two different approaches to region growing are used. The first one 
is based on Voronoi tessellation and mathematical morphology. The second one is based 
on the so-called "radiation model" for region growing and image segmentation.
Roberto et al. [44] defined a set of image processing procedures which include seg­
mentation as one of the low-level processing modules of their knowledge based system 
for seismic data interpretation. The segmentation module, involves similar processes to 
those used in [38] to detect the seismic horizons. Instead of computing features from 
individual line segments a run length method is applied to represent the texture properties 
of this pre-processed seismic image. The image is initially subdivided into 16 x 16 pixel 
non-overlapped blocks (texels). Initial labels are assigned to texels according to texture 
features obtained from the run length matrix. Four class labels are used to describe 
the geometrical configurations of the seismic horizons within the texel: horizontal, ascen­
dant, descendant or non-uniform. Relaxation labelling is used to stabilize the classification. 
Further interpretation incorporates heuristic rules for reasoning.
Structural Pattern Recognition: The work described above is concerned with segment­
ing fairly large size regions of common reflection configurations. However, such features 
are not sufficient to describe all geologic events. For example, some geologic events may 
be composed of a set of seismic horizons with varying geometric configurations which are 
arranged concordantly to form certain characteristic patterns. Such structural patterns 
are easier to describe and represent using syntactic pattern recognition techniques or rule 
based systems endorsed with appropriate generating rules for those patterns.
Huang et al. [24] proposed a supervised classification scheme using syntactic pattern 
recognition techniques [18] to discriminate a set of structural seismic patterns. The system 
is trained by a set of seismic patterns which are first transformed into a hierarchical (tree) 
structure based on the geometric shape of the seismic lines. Hie associated production 
rules for constructing individual patterns can be inferred from the training pattern by 
using grammatical inference and learning procedures. To detect and recognize a pattern 
from an input seismic image, the data is first converted to a line image using the automatic 
seismic horizon picking algorithm reported in [23] and then to its tree representation. 
The recognition of the seismic pattern is then carried out by a technique known as error- 
correcting tree parsing. Both a maximum-likelihood criterion and a minimum distance 
criterion were tested in the error-correcting tree parsing algorithm.
Xu [53], on the other hand, adopted and improved the Hough Transform tech­
niques [21] to recognize certain seismic patterns. He noted that the seismic patterns
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as shown in Figure 2.4 can be approximated piecewisely by straight line segments and 
give distinct peak distribution patterns in the Hough space. This is achieved using an 
improved version of the twin Hough Transform proposed by Davies [13]. Patterns in 
seismic images can be recognized by identifying the corresponding peak configurations 
in the Hough space.
However, the above studies were carried out only on synthetic data. In contrast, 
Roberto et a l  [42,43] demonstrated their knowledge-based geological structure interpret­
ing system on real data with promising results. Pitas and Venetsanopoulos [40,41] also 
demonstrated their automatic interpretation system on real data to detect some structural 
patterns such as faults and anticlinal trap etc. In both cases, individual seismic patterns 
are characterized by some decision rules concerning the spatial relations between dif­
ferently shaped seismic lines. Recognition of the seismic patterns is carried out by a 
hypothesize and test control mechanism which generates and verifies the hypothesis of the 
existence of certain seismic patterns in an input seismic image.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the importance of seismic section analysis and interpre­
tation in the field of oil exploration. To locate subsurface hydrocarbon reserves, a human 
interpreter starts by seeking familiar seismic patterns from the seismic sections which, by 
experience and accumulated knowledge, he associates with certain geologic structures 
of hydrocarbon bearing potential. A brief description of the range of seismic patterns 
detectable on seismic sections and their significance have been presented. The discussion 
was intended to allow us to appreciate the recent developments of Image Processing and 
Pattern Recognition techniques to assist and advance this demanding task.
The trend in the recently published work indicates clearly that the future automatic 
seismic data interpretation/analysis is going to build on the technology from artificial 
intelligence and image processing and pattern recognition research. However, it is also 
clear that much work is still to be done in order to improve the potential and reliability 
of the techniques for the extraction of features from noisy seismic data so that they can 
be processed by the interpretation system more efficiently and effectively. Notably the 
visual textural appearance of seismic data is very important for generating any hypotheses 
regarding the geologic structure of the region of interest. Given the important role that 
seismic textural patterns play, we are going to suggest better ways to extract and describe 
such features.
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Chapter 3 
Issues in Seismic Texture Representation
3.1 Introduction
From the preceding chapters, it is clear that part of the process of seismic section in­
terpretation involves identifying and recognizing patterns perceived as visual texture. 
To achieve the goal of automatic seismic section interpretation, it is essential to develop 
measures facilitating the quantification of the seismic textural information from which 
a semantic representation for the subsequent geologic reasoning/interpretation can be 
devised.
Visual textures have long been recognized as valuable features in many domains 
of image analysis ranging from classification and recognition of terrain images [36,41] 
to recovery of surface shape in three-dimensional scenes [3,4,44]; a fact demonstrated 
by the enormous amount of work that has been done, catalogued and reported in the 
literature over the past decades [12-14,26,30,35,39,43]. Although this progress has been 
fruitful and uninterrupted, a general definition of texture has not yet emerged. This has 
inspired many attempts to develop texture models which can effectively represent and 
discriminate various classes of textures. For a detailed review of these models, their 
effectiveness and limitations in texture representation, refer to [12,14,18,26,30,35,43].
In this chapter, we investigate the aspect of computing quantitative measures using 
texture representation techniques suggested in the literature. The study forms the basis 
of the work on seismic section segmentation and seismic horizon extraction presented in 
Chapters 5 - 7.
This chapter is organized as follows: We first classify seismic textures and introduce 
the necessary mathematical apparatus in Section 3.2. The discussion is focused on the 
problem of assigning quantitative measures to textural information. In Section 3.3 we
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Figure 3.1: Perspective plot of a seismic section. The heavy lines are those to be recognized 
as interfaces of rock layers, the seismic horizons (see description in Section 
1.2).
make some general observations about the required texture measures in order to facilitate 
the subsequent study. In this context, seismic textures are identified as directional textures. 
A brief review of the major work on analysing directional textures is given in Section 3.4 
to motivate our approach. We conclude the chapter with some remarks gathered from 
the survey in order to prepare the way for the subsequent work to be presented in the 
thesis.
3.2 Defining Seismic Texture
Many attempts have been made to define texture, however, there does not exist a well- 
recognized definition [13,18,30,35]. In this respect, we adopt the taxonomic scheme of 
Rao [32] to catalogue visual textures. A seismic texture falls in the category of weakly 
ordered texture or oriented texture. Rao [32] defines weakly ordered textures as
" ... characterized by local selectivity of orientation, which can vary arbitrarily over 
the entire image. In other words, the texture is anisotropic. Every point in the image 
is associated with a dominant local orientation "
One way to visualize the oriented textures, as suggested by Rao [32], is "to think about 
the image intensity surface as being comprised of ridges, whose direction and height can vary 
continuously". Consider the perspective plot of a piece of seismic section in Figure 3.1; 
it is easy to see that seismic data conforms to this description. Notable examples also 
include fingerprints, wood bark, and various flow patterns occurring in nature and the 
man-made environment.
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Image Domain Fourier Domain
Figure 3.2: The energy contributions in the Fourier domain of two patches of oriented 
texture with different dominant local orientations and radial frequencies (mod­
ified from [20]).
Oriented textures can be illustrated more clearly in Figure 3.2. For instance, it 
shows that individual points coupled with their neighbourhoods display certain linear 
structures. As the variation in the flow direction is much slower than the variation in 
the perpendicular direction, the neighbourhood can be considered as being composed of 
locally parallel' entities which loosely resemble a sinusoidal grating characterised by the 
spatial frequency F, = y/Uf + V2 propagating in the direction 0, = t a n S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  
the local dominant orientation is measured by the direction of propagation with respect to 
the x-axis. The energy of each patch of texture is concentrated in a pair of narrow sectors 
of the Fourier plane centered respectively at (U„ V,) and (-£/„ -  V,) as shown in Figure 3.2. 
The evenness of the energy contribution is due to the fact that a real valued image has 
a Hermitian Fourier transform. Analytically, individual patches of sinusoidal grating like 
textures can be sufficiently described, at least locally, by a quasi-monochromatic function 
which is spectrally concentrated, or narrow band as introduced in [6]. Thus the locally 
defined two-dimensional quasi-monochromatic texture function ta (x, y) parameterized by 
Ft and 6, as defined earlier, can be expressed as
ta(x,y) = 2 |c(x,y) cos[2n(U,x + F,y)] + s(x,y) sin[2n(Upc + V,y)]}
= 2a(x, y) cos[27r(i/,x + Vty) + p(x,y)] (3.1)
where a(x,y) = \/c2(x,y) +s2(x, y) and p(x,y) = -  tan“1 [>(*, y) I c(x,y)] are smoothly varying 
amplitude and phase terms. The assumption as justified in [5] arises from the observation 
that image textures project from surfaces which are smooth at the scale of perception, with 
reflectance properties which also vary smoothly in some sense. The Fourier transform 
T q( u , v ) of i n ( x ,y )  is given by
To(u, v) = T {tu(x, y)} = [C(u + U„v + V,) + C(u -  Ut, v -  V,)]
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Spatial Domain Fourier Domain
Figure 3.3: An infinite extended rectangular bar and its power spectrum.
+ j [S(u +U„v + V{) -  S(u - U t, v -  Vty\ (3.2)
where (c(x,y), C(u, v)) and (s(x,y),S(u,v)) are Fourier transform pairs. The distribution of 
energy along the sector in the radial direction reflects the spatial variation of the textures 
propagating in the direction 0,. The more evenly packed the quasi-sinusoidal grating is, 
the narrower the section will be and the further away from the origin.
Suppose now that the region of interest is allowed to reduce to the size accommo­
dating only the texture primitive or texel which was referred to as a "local parallel' entity 
previously. In terms of oriented textures, the texel can then be generalized as a two- 
dimensional line segment characterised by orientation and intensity profile measured 
along the direction perpendicular to the main axis of the structure. The oriented texture 
shown in Figure 3.2 can then be considered as a piecewise approximation of many such 
concatenated texels. For convenience, we take a rectangular ridge as the intensity pro­
file and thus the line function can be considered as an infinite extended rectangular bar. 
For a line arbitrarily positioned in a two-dimensional plane, this can be mathematically 
expressed as
fune(x, y ) - l ( x  cos 0 + y sin 0 -  R) (3.3)
which is parameterised by: offset R from the coordinate origin, orientation 0, contrast c 
and profile width t (for the definition of l(x) in terms of c and t see illustration in Figure 3.3). 
The energy spectrum is concentrated on a radial line in the Fourier plane. This can be 
shown by considering the Fourier transform of fu ne{x,y), i.e.
FlUU.v) = 6(v), (3.4)
where (u, v) = (ucos 0 + y sin 6, — usin 0 + vcos 0) are the rotated coordinates, and L() is the 
one-dimensional Fourier transform of the intensity profile /(•). The factor 6(v) resulting
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from the infinite extent of the line function is responsible for the spectral concentration 
along the radial line. On the other hand, the Fourier transform of a finite length bar 
segment would show a spread of spectrum about the radial line. With the definition of a 
line function, the local texture function formulated above is equivalent to a set of arbitrary 
parallel lines of finite length which can be expressed as
ta(x,y)| fiSe(x>y) -  l{k}(* °°s 0 + y sin 6 -  k /F),
k
where 6 and F characterise the grating, and Q's are the individual line profiles.
In short, local textures and their constituent elements are rich in orientation struc­
ture, but they differ in their spatial support.
3.3 The Desired Nature of the Seismic Texture Representation
Having perceived the nature of seismic textures and sought a model to describe them 
from the image viewpoint, we now turn to identify the main requisite properties of a 
potential seismic texture feature extraction algorithm.
1. It is necessary to discriminate textures with different frequencies and orientations. 
In particular, the representation should provide information about the directional 
distribution of texture energy.
2. Seismic textures are generally noise-prone. It is required to obtain a statistically 
reliable estimate of texture parameters without jeopardising the spatial accuracy of 
texture segmentation as underlined later in Section 4.1. In other words, the task is 
to make (spectrally) accurate and (spatially) localized textural measurements.
3. In extracting seismic texture primitives -  seismic horizons -  it is required to enhance 
the primitive in order to minimize the noise interference which will otherwise 
disrupt the lateral continuity of linear structures. Furthermore, no prior knowledge 
of the texture primitive orientation can be assumed. The primitive enhancement 
algorithm should work on arbitrarily oriented structures.
Given this background, the main issue is to design a standardized scheme working simul­
taneously on different spatial supports to obtain and enhance seismic textural information 
for our task; namely seismic section segmentation and automatic seismic horizon picking. 
The review in Section 3.4 is presented to provide some insight on this aspect.
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3.4 Survey of Directional Texture Representation
The problem of directional texture measurement and description occurs in a variety of 
applications, notably in texture mosaic segmentation [6], textural defect detection [31] 
and study of flow patterns in many domains of science and engineering [19,30], Only 
recently, however, have the issues of analysing directional textures been identified as a 
separate class of texture problems [30], In this section, we present a brief summary of the 
current work.
Traditional approaches to texture measurement such as co-occurrence matrices [13] 
work well on an entire image and are aimed at problems such as texture classifica­
tion. However they are inadequate in describing the local variations in orientation. The 
anisotropy of such directional textures is evident in the local power spectrum as demon­
strated by Equation (3.2). To obtain a quantitative measure of the energy distribution, it is 
sufficient to examine the energy in the output of a number of directionally selective filters. 
The orientation at which the energy is maximal can be expected to be perpendicular to 
the flow orientation.
The use of directional filters to capture local spectral properties is also supported 
by the multichannel spatial filtering model inspired by psychophysical studies on early 
processing in the human vision system which are gaining acceptance. The research 
suggests the existence of orientation selective mechanisms in the visual cortex that are 
'tuned7 to combinations of frequency and orientation in a narrow range. The mechanisms 
are often referred to as 'channels' and are appropriately interpreted as band-pass filters. 
The incoming pictorial information is then decomposed by this set of channels into a 
sequence of filtered images, each of which contains intensity variations over a narrow 
range of frequency and orientation specifying the regularity, coarseness and directionality 
of the original image. How a human brain combines the channel outputs to make visual 
judgements, such as recognition or discrimination, is still an open question.
Note that the multichannel representation model with a set of channels with 
frequency- and/or orientation selective properties is accepted explicitly and implicitly 
as a primary computational tool for textural description. However, the views on how to 
interpret channel outputs and make use of them are rather diverged. Broadly speaking, 
the work on directional texture representation falls into the following categories: spatial 
frequency representation, abstract and qualitative description of oriented patterns. Neverthe­
less, the use of directional filters as the means to acquire anisotropic information about 
the local image is common in all approaches.
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Spatial Frequency Representation
For texture description the multichannel spatial filtering computational framework is 
intuitively appealing because of the structural feasibility to identify differences in domi­
nant spatial frequencies and orientations of different textures. However, the diversity of 
modelling the channel response, and the subsequent stage of combining features to solve 
various image analysis problems, particularly in texture segmentation, produces the variety 
of approaches published in the literature. Rather than giving a detailed description of 
each, some representative approaches are briefly described.
Knutsson and Granlund [20,22] proposed a computational framework using two- 
dimensional polar separable quadrature filters for local texture property estimation. Es­
timates of local orientation and frequency are produced by combining the output from 
a bank of quadrature filter pairs with different frequency characteristics. They serve as 
texture features for image segmentation via clustering.
A considerable research effort has been devoted to developing spatial localized con­
volution masks for texture description in the spirit of locating a texture region boundary 
with good accuracy. The best known is the Laws mask [23]. Laws modeled individual 
channels by small, Cartesian separable masks designed to respond strongly to certain 
local texture structures such as bars, rings, edges and spots etc. The texture features are 
given by the value of local variance estimates which are produced via a two-step proce­
dure. In the first step an image is convolved with a mask, and in the second step the local 
variance is computed over a moving window. Segmentation is obtained with a clustering 
algorithm using the above features [23]. It is interesting to note that some of the Laws 
masks can be regarded as band-pass filters which resemble discrete Gabor filters. Thus, 
these masks/filters can be viewed as measuring the local spatial frequencies present in an 
image, discarding phase, and are coined by Laws as local texture energy measures [23].
In contrast to the ad hoc approach of Laws, Unser [37] proposed a formal approach 
to deriving the convolution masks using discrete orthogonal transforms such as the 
discrete sine transform or the discrete cosine transform. Recent work by Unser and 
Eden [38] discussed a multiresolution feature selection scheme to work with multiple 
feature outputs from a set of spatial masks in a texture segmentation problem.
The formulation of the above work is focused on achieving localized measures in 
either the spatial or the spatial frequency domain, but not both. Recent studies have 
shown that human visual channels can obtain local measurements that are compact in 
both the spatial and spatial frequency domain. That is they have the ability to extract 
representable local textural information and retain the spatial accuracy. This is partic­
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ularly advantageous during segmentation. The spatial and spatial frequency localized 
properties of the channel response are mathematically well modelled by two-dimensional 
Gabor functions [8 ]. A more detail description will be given in Section 4.2.2.
The study has inspired great interest in using Gabor filters or Gabor-like filters in 
textural information extraction for the texture segmentation problem [6,7,9,15,17,35]. For 
example, Bovik and his associates [5-7] considered that texture can be regarded as a 'car­
rier' of region information in which the texture structure is described by the orientations 
and frequencies of the carrier. The concept originates from the amplitude modulation 
in communication theory. They proposed a texture segmentation scheme via amplitude 
demodulation using Gabor channels. However, their approach requires human interven­
tion to select the appropriate filter parameters depending on the textures. Tan [35], on 
the other hand, implemented spectral peak identification procedures in the preprocessing 
stage of his edge based automatic texture segmentation scheme. The number of Gabor 
channels needed is adaptive to the image content and is determined at the spectral peak 
identification stage. The region boundaries are obtained from integrating edge maps com­
puted separately from individual channel outputs. Horne [15], on the contrary, utilized 
a complete Gabor spectral decomposition approach in his unsupervised multiresolution 
dynamic thresholding segmentation scheme. For complete decomposition, a set of Gabor 
filters is employed which constitute a rosette-like partition of one half of the frequency 
plane since the other half contains duplicated information (for explanation see page 35).
The approaches mentioned above all take the modulus of the complex Gabor filter 
outputs as features, the so-called texture energy. Such features, however, discard phase 
information thus providing no information about the spatial phase discontinuity of tex­
tures. For example, an illusory contour can be formed as a byproduct of the difference in 
spatial phase of the texture in the two regions, which are indiscriminable when viewed 
separately (have the same dominant frequency components). The regions should be in­
terpreted as belonging to separate regions when viewed together [6]. An application of 
the Gabor phase spectrum to locate the spatial phase discontinuity has been reported 
in [6,9].
The work by Farrokhnia and Jain [10] introduced a different theme in using Ga­
bor filters in texture segmentation. First, the channels are represented by a bank of 
even-symmetric Gabor filters instead of the generally used complex-valued Gabor filters; 
based on psychophysical grounds suggested by Malik and Perona [25]. Features are 
obtained by subjecting each channel filter output to a nonlinear transformation and com­
puting a measure of energy around each pixel. The nonlinearity bears certain similarities 
to the sigmoidal activation function used in artificial neural networks. The segmentation
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scheme is composed of two parts: region-based segmentation and edge-based segmen­
tation. Region-based segmentation is obtained via a square-error clustering process [16]. 
Edge-based segmentation is similar to Tan's approach [35]. The final segmentation is the 
result of integrating the two segmentations. The advantage is that the spatial accuracy 
of boundaries is improved without over-fragmentation of the otherwise uniform texture 
regions. The approach was refined and reported in [17]. Note that neighbouring pixels 
are very likely to belong to the same texture category. This spatial information can be 
utilized by including the spatial coordinates as features, together with textural informa­
tion. Hence, good segmentation can be produced via clustering without the previous 
edge-based segmentation step.
The preceding discussion has only considered the spatial and spatial frequency 
localization properties of a Gabor function in the continuous sense. In terms of discrete 
implementation, prolate spheroidal sequences [34] and quantized Gaussian functions can 
be made practically equivalent [24]. Given finite support, a prolate spheroidal sequence 
maximizes the spectral and spatial energies of a band-limited function. Wilson and 
Spann [42] utilized finite prolate spheroidal sequences to produce a set of discrete polar 
separable quadrature filter kernel pairs for texture description in conjunction with a 
nonsupervised quadtree segmentation scheme. Zhao et al. [45-48] proposed several 
simplified design procedures for polar separable prolate filters.
A strong assumption is behind the methods discussed above, namely that the texture 
image is composed of regions in which the component textures are in most instances 
approximately space invariant and contain a relatively concentrated energy contribution. 
However, based only on the textural features described above, methods tend to fail if the 
texture mosaic segmentation problem is cast in the general framework thereby allowing 
space-variant directional textures.
Abstract and Qualitative Description of Directional Patterns
Space-variant directional textures arise from various deformation processes on otherwise 
uniform spatial texture. Despite occurring in many situations, only a few authors have 
considered the problem of analyzing spatially varying directional texture.
The general approach to the problem is to decompose the intensity images into 
intrinsic images in terms of some generic properties, i.e. the orientation and degree of 
anisotropy at each image point respectively, or the constituent elements of the image 
such as curve and line primitives. Such representations are believed to constitute a 
more meaningful description to explain the underlying physical formation processes.
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Subsequently, more complex descriptions can been derived from these representations.
For example, a key issue in low level vision is to abstract the intensity image 
content in terms of generic properties from which more complex structures are more easily 
detected and analyzed. Traditional approaches are limited to extracting simple primitives 
such as lines and edges. More complex representations such as crossing lines, corners, 
T-junctions etc are then built upon such primitives via feature grouping. The process 
requires a considerable amount of scrutiny and effort. A more recent effort was devoted 
to developing techniques which allow more complex structures to be extracted via low 
level processing [1,11,28,29]. This is extremely important, especially in noisy domains 
where spatial features are difficult to obtain reliably as it directly affects the grouping 
results. Such a research trend was also noticed in the field of analysing directional 
patterns [2,27,30,31,33,40] The applicational aspect of generating such a description 
of directional texture patterns is quite significant. For example it can be useful in the 
characterization of flow patterns, textural defect detection, and in providing complex 
primitives for high level vision which otherwise are difficult to obtain.
Knutsson and Granlund [20,22] used the quadrature filter describe earlier on page 39 
to analyze spatially varying directional textures. Quantitative measures were obtained 
in terms of local orientation and radial frequency estimate and which were shown in 
an orientation map and a frequency map respectively. They made use of these intrinsic 
descriptions to find circularly symmetric patterns manifested as spirals, stars and concen­
tric circles in an image. The work was further theoretically investigated by Bigiin in [2]. 
The algorithm proposed by Bigiin utilizes Lie differential operators to obtain quantitative 
measures of the rotation and scaling of the pattern. Westin [40] applied tensor filters 
developed by Knutsson [21] to detect the same patterns.
Kass and Witkin [19] developed a scheme to analyze directional texture patterns. 
The texture pattern is first decomposed into a flow field, describing the direction and 
the coherence of the flow pattern. Having estimated the local anisotropy, they then 
constructed a flow coordinate system by integrating along the flow direction, namely 
the residual pattern. This could be used to analyze the image formation process. The 
algorithm for computing the texture orientation is based on values taken from directional 
derivation of a filtered image using Difference of Gaussian (DOG) filter.
Rao and Schunck [32] proposed an alternative scheme to compute the flow field 
based on the gradient of Gaussian as the analytical tool for local orientation. Their 
algorithm requires less computation and has better signal-to-noise characteristics since 
it incorporates fewer derivative operations. They also suggested a better approach to
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compute flow coherence. Utilizing the computed flow field of the oriented texture, Rao 
and Jain [30,31] developed a powerful scheme to derive qualitative descriptions of various 
oriented patterns. The basic idea originates from the qualitative theory of differential 
equations. Accordingly they devise a set of six flow patterns in terms of singularities. 
The pattern set includes star-node, node, improper node, saddle, center, and spiral; these 
can all be found in flow patterns. Based on this theory, they devised an algorithm to 
segment space-variant textures and detect textural defects. The algorithm was refined 
and improved by Shu et al. [33] in terms of computation efficiency and stability. They 
also augmented the number of flow patterns from six to eight by introducing two new 
classes: No-flow and constant flow.
Zucker [49] developed a computation scheme to recover texture orientation field 
structures in terms of the constituent elements -  curves. This algorithm works in a 
coarse-to-fine strategy: In the first stage, a coarse description of the global structure is 
produced in terms of localized quantized tangents at each trace point of the possible 
curves. The description is derived using orientation sensitive filters and a relaxation 
labelling technique. The final refined structures of the global curves are obtained by a 
process of dynamically fitting splines according to a potential distribution constructed 
from the discrete tangent field.
3.5 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter was to investigate and develop information measures allow­
ing to quantify seismic patterns using texture representation techniques. To facilitate the 
study, we formally defined seismic texture as directional texture which can be mathemat­
ically described by a quasi-monochromatic function.
A review of methods for directional texture representation was given. The review 
has provided a systematic way to glance at this recently established branch of the texture 
analysis problem. The necessity for this review is two-fold: It provides insights to 
motivate our work. Furthermore there is no review paper on the subject in the open 
literature. The survey is by no means a complete study of the whole subject, however, we 
believe a representative segment of the work reported is included.
Let us now return to the problems of seismic texture segmentation and seismic 
horizon extraction. They seem to fit in the categories of texture mosaic segmentation and 
abstract description respectively. To advance our work, the first thing is to decide on a 
texture representation approach to be adopted which would be suitable equally well for 
both the segmentation and line extraction problems. A plausible choice is a multichannel
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spatial filtering framework accomplished with directional selective channel filters. The 
question we now have to address is how to model the channel response. This issue will 
be investigated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 
Texture Representation by Multichannel Spatial 
Filtering
4.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapter we concluded that directionally selective mechanisms are re­
quired to measure the local anisotropy. We present in this section a comparative study of 
two approaches to texture representation under the computational framework of Multi­
channel Spatial Filtering.
One of the main issues in multichannel spatial filtering is to model the channel re­
sponse. The two approaches compared are the Gabor multichannel receptive field model 
and Local Linear Transform techniques: Both of them have frequency and orientation 
selective abilities, as briefly mentioned in the survey in Section 3.4. The former can be 
considered as the representative of a class of filters known as orientation sensitive or 
directional filters. The latter represents a class of spatial convolution masks generated 
by some one-dimensional discrete basis operators derived either from some ad hoc ap­
proaches such as Laws masks [8] or orthogonal transforms, like the discrete cosine, the 
sine, or the Hadamard transform [12].
Although the texture representation concepts of orthogonal basis masks and Gabor 
filters are fundamentally different, i.e. in the former approach texture is represented by 
the variance of the convolution mask output in contrast to the energy of filter output in 
the latter approach, we shall show that the representational structure of both approaches 
is inherently identical. Only the parameters of the representational structure differ. This 
raises two pertinent questions: Which of the two methods provides the more powerful 
representation? How do these approaches compare computationally?
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We have devised an experiment to attempt to answer the above questions. The 
comparison criteria are defined in terms of texture discriminability evaluated by seg­
menting a set of texture images composed of Brodatz textures. The effectiveness of the 
representation approaches will be justified primarily in terms of segmentation results 
obtained on a set of texture images: boundaries are smooth and continuous, and regions 
do not contain many holes.
Although empirical segmentation results with Brodatz texture mosaic [3] seem to 
favour the local texture energy representation approach, we consider the Gabor receptive 
field model to be the preferred choice for our applications. The decision is justified by a 
study of the directional selectivity of DCT masks in Section 4.4. The problem is due to the 
symmetry ambiguities inherent in the DCT approach. The findings are also applicable to 
other real valued Cartesian separable spatial masks. We conclude the chapter with some 
remarks related to seismic section segmentation and automatic seismic horizon picking.
4.2 Channel Filter Modelling and Texture Representation
In the multichannel spatial filtering model, a texture image is first decomposed by a set 
of channel filters. Features are then determined individually from the channel outputs. 
The product is then a multifeature representation of the original image. Methods for 
designing a set of channel filters that adequately cover the spatial frequency domain 
are considered here in order to cope with an arbitrary texture. In the following, the two 
channel characterization approaches used in this comparative study are briefly described. 
Different strategies to compute the features from the channel outputs are also mentioned.
4.2.1 Channel Filters Modelled by Discrete Cosine Transform
Linear transformation techniques for texture description have been used extensively 
[1,8,12]. In these approaches, the local texture properties are characterized by a set of 
statistics associated with the outputs of a bank of relatively small size convolution masks. 
The filter masks are derived specifically to match the local texture structures in order to 
give best discrimination among textured regions with accurate spatial localization.
Most of these approaches can be included in a general computational framework 
suggested by Unser known as Local Linear Transformation [12]. In this formulation, a bank 
of local convolution masks can be viewed as a set of basis operators and stacked to form 
a transformation matrix. Hence the outputs from this bank of filters have the equivalent 
structure to the transformation coefficients which are obtained by matrix multiplication 
of all local neighbourhoods in a sliding window fashion. The orthogonal masks derived
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Figure 4.1: Discrete cosine transform (DCT) filter channel.
from the discrete cosine transform (DCT) have some interesting features which resemble 
channel filters. More specifically, DCT masks act as spatial band-pass filters in very much 
the same way as Gabor filters.
The linear transform we selected for this study is the discrete cosine transform 
(DCT). For an N order one-dimensional DCT, there are N basis vectors um/ m = 1, ...,7V, 
with the vector elements expressed as
1 / y/N\ m = 1
Mm(i) = < (4. 1)
^ / i c o s { ffl 1)n} ;  m =  2 , . . . , 7V
for i = 1 ,...,7V. Two-dimensional DCT masks can be generated by the product of the 
corresponding basis vectors. Excluding the mask with low-pass character, a set of TV2 -  1 
two-dimensional DCT band-pass masks can be produced from N basis vectors. The /-th 
entity in this filter bank, di(-, •), is given as
di(i,j) = «*(0 un(j) or di -  un u l  (4.2)
where / = m — 1 +N(n — 1) for 1 < / < N2 — 1 and 1 < m ,n < N except m - n -  1.
Texture features are determined from individual channel filter outputs. For instance, 
the output from channel I, see Figure 4.1, is given as
N -l
y fa j)  -  di(fl + l , b + l ) x t f -  a ,j -  b) (4.3)
a,i>=0
where xfi,j) is a real valued image function. The texture feature is then specified by 
the local variance calculated on a moving window of W x W pixels. The computational 
procedure referred to as local texture energy estimation was proposed by Laws [8], Formally 
it is defined as
1 lv“ 1
fvarjdJ) &>/(* “  P>J ~ 4) ~ (4. 4)
p,q=0
and Hid>3) denotes the corresponding local average in the sliding window expressed by
(4.5)
p,q=0
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Figure 4.2: Definition of a complex two-dimensional Gabor filter in the spatial frequency 
domain.
4.2.2 Channel Filters Modelled by Gabor Functions
The Gabor multichannel receptive field model originates from the experimental study 
on the receptive field profiles of certain simple cells found in the visual cortex of some 
mammals. The findings showed that the neighbouring simple cells tuned to the same 
orientation and spatial frequency bands occur in spatial quadrature pairs [10] forming a 
channel [11]. Daugman [4], extending the work of Gabor [6], concluded that the channel 
responses have optimal joint localization in both the spatial and the spatial-frequency 
domains and can be mathematically approximated by the complex Gabor functions . The 
Gabor receptive field model is widely used for modelling the channel response in texture 
extraction problems.
The frequency response of a complex Gabor function is real valued and specified 
by four parameters, namely the radial center frequency f c, the preferred orientation Q0, the 
radial frequency bandwidth Bu, and the orientation bandwidth Be. That is
where (u , v) = (ucos Q0 + vsin60, — u sind0 + v cos 60) are the rotated coordinates (see illus­
tration in Figure 4.2). The bandwidths are measured from the half-peak of the Gaussian 
envelope. The corresponding impulse response of the Gabor function is complex and can 
be interpreted as a two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian modulated by a spatial complex 
sinusoidal grating, which is
where (x, y ) = (x cos 60+ y sin 6ot —x sin 0o + y cos 0o) are the rotated coordinates, and
(4.6)
g(x, y) = G aussé, y) exp[/ 2 n(iioX + v0y)] = GauSS(x, y) exp(j2nfoX), (4.7)
Gaussfoy) =   exp
LUGXOy
(x I ax)2 + (y I ay)2 
2
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Figure 4.3: Complex Gabor kernels in the spatial domain. Real and imaginary parts of 
the filter are displayed separately. Filter parameters are f a = 0 .25, 60 = 0°,
Bu = 1.0 and Be = 30°.
is a two-dimensional Gaussian envelope with the major axis aligned with the axis of 
modulation. The spatial extent of the Gaussian envelope is governed by scaling factors 
ax and oy which are given by
By varying the four parameters f Q/ 0o/ BUf and Be, a bank of Gabor filters can be generated 
which span the Fourier plane. The quadrature relationship associated with a Gabor 
channel can be demonstrated by rewriting Equation (4.7), that is
g(x,y) = gr(x,y) +;'gi(x,y) = GauSS (*',/) cos(27r/*x ) + j  GauSS(x,y) sw(2nfoX). (4.9)
The real and imaginary parts of the Gabor channel filter demonstrate the phase relation­
ships between adjacent cortical cells which can be considered as line and edge detectors 
respectively [9]. Figure 4.3 shows the spatial form of a complex Gabor function with the 
real and imaginary components displayed separately.
The texture measures we used are the energy of the filtered image. Consider 
gi(■, ) = grfc, ) + j g i i ( ) to denote a complex Gabor filter associated with channel / defined 
in the spatial domain and xfi.j) a real value image function (see Figure 4.4). Applying 
the complex Gabor filter to xfi,j) yields a complex response ki(i,j) = kri(i,J) + j  kit{i,j) with 
respective real and imaginary components where
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
kr,(i,j) = 8ri(a>b) x{i -  a ,j -  b); and
kii(i,j) = gh(,a,b)x{i -  a ,j -  b). (4.10)
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The amplitude of the filtered image, \ki(i,j)\, provides an instantaneous envelope which 
yields large values over the regions of the original image corresponding to the particular 
texture attributes the filter is tuned to. The energy of the filtered image is then defined as
fgoborAiJ) = k r f a j f  + kii(i,jf. (4.11)
As the complex gabor filter is approximately analytic [2] it can therefore be considered 
as a quadrature filter pair. Hence when taking the amplitude of the filtered image as 
a texture measure, only one half of the Fourier plane has to be covered by the filter set 
since a real value image has a Hermitian Fourier transform, i.e. both half-planes convey 
identical information [7].
4.2.3 Structural Similarity of the Two Approaches
In the preceding sections we detailed the texture representation concepts of orthogonal 
basis masks and Gabor filters based on local variance computation and energy estimation, 
respectively. Although these two methods seem fundamentally different, we shall show 
here that the representational structure of both approaches is inherently identical.
To start with, we consider Equations (4.4) and (4.5). The orthogonal masks are 
derived to act as spatial band-pass filters, hence the sum of the elements of the mask is 
zero. If the local statistic is computed in a relatively large window, Equation (4.5) will 
have a zero value for all neighbourhoods. Thus Equation (4.4) can be expressed as
1 w~1
f v a r j ü . j )  =  ÿ ÿ 2  7/0' -  p j  -  <z)2- (4.12)
p,q=0
Substituting for y/(-, •) from Equation (4.3), we have
 ^ W-l N~ 1
fvarjVJ) -  -ÿ p Y l  [*(* -  P ~ a J  -  q -  b) x ( i - p -  c ,j -  q -  d)
p,q=0 a,b,cM=# -l
di(a + 1, b + 1) d fc  + 1 , d + 1) . (4.13)
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Rearranging the Gabor texture energy expressed by Equation (4.11) and substituting for 
kri(i,j) and kii(i,J) from Equation (4.10), we have
As it can be seen from Equations (4.13) and (4.14), the two approaches have similar 
structural representation and only the parameters of the representational structure differ. 
One can therefore consider the orthogonal mask approach in Equation (4.4) to compute 
the energy of a set of corresponding W x W filters, very much like in the Gabor filter 
approach.
4.3 The Experiment
4.3.1 Aims and Experimental Procedures
Our interest is to compare the performance of the two texture feature extraction ap­
proaches for image segmentation under the framework of multichannel spatial filtering. 
All the test images contain more than one textured region. The images generated for this 
study are composed of a set of nine Brodatz textures which are selected to represent the
type of textures easily found in nature. The Brodatz texture images were histogram equal-v
ized and combined into six pairs as shown in Figure 4.7. Each test image, 256 x 256 pixels, 
contains a slanted textured "cross' placed on a background with different texture. The 
images constructed in this way in various texture combinations are assumed to provide 
a realistic representation of the range of complexity of texture segmentation problems 
encountered in real imagery.
The performance of these two texture extraction approaches is assessed by means of 
segmentation accuracy. A supervised Bayesian pixel classifier was used for the two-class 
supervised segmentation problems [5]. Each test image was subjected to two texture 
extraction methods as described previously. Applying the Bayesian pixel classifier to 
these two different multifeature representations of the original test image then yielded 
segmentation results. As the supervised classification approach requires training samples, 
from each Brodatz texture we extracted a 128 x 128 subimage as a prototype texture for 
training. The training samples are subjected to the same texture extraction processes in 
order to obtain the class statistics.
Our intent was to study how the size of the filter kernel affects the segmentation 
results. Although the Gabor filtering was performed in the Fourier domain, the spatial size 
of the filter kernel is fixed implicitly by the four parameters as expressed in Equation (4.8).
fgabor.lO y f )  = ~  1 >J ~  ^  “  / )
(4.14)
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The question we address in the study therefore is whether we should use larger size 
operators to extract features directly; or use a set of relatively small size operators to 
describe the local features, followed by computing a local statistics, such as local variance, 
on the filtered image over a moving window of larger size.
4.3.2 Texture Representation
The main consideration in local energy texture representation is to derive a set of channel 
filters of small cardinality to minimize the computational complexity of the filtering 
process.
Discrete Cosine Transform A set of eight 3 x 3  DCT masks are generated from three ID 
DCT basis vectors um. For N = 3, the basis vectors u m defined in Equation (4.1) and 
their frequency responses are given as
' «1 = { 1* 1» 1} T ’ ’ u 1 = 1 + 2  cos(2nu) 1
u 2 = { 1, 0 , - i } T
*
U2 = j2  sin(2 nu) >
. U3 = { 1, - 2 , 1} T , < U3 = —2 + 2 cos(27tm) J
The basis vectors have been scaled accordingly to give integer coefficients. Us­
ing Equation (4.2), the set of two-dimensional DCT masks was then generated. 
The Fourier transforms of these masks can be determined simply by multiplying 
the frequency responses of the corresponding basis vectors1. The resulting two- 
dimensional masks are either symmetric or asymmetric with respect to the origin. 
It follows that their transforms are either real even or imaginary odd functions in the 
Fourier domain. Figure 4.5 shows the frequency responses and the corresponding 
power spectrum for a complete set of the masks including the low-pass mask ui uj.
We excluded the mask with low pass nature to form our set of channel filters 
since the low pass filter does not respond to the structural property of the texture. 
Texture features are reflected by the local variance (LVDCT) of the filter output 
computed on a moving window of 15 x 15 pixels as expressed in Equation (4.4).
Gabor Filter To make the feature set comparable, a set of eight Gabor filters is defined 
to partition the half plane into four orientation and two frequency bands. The
‘Let /(x ,y) = fi(.x)f2(y) where (f¡(x),Ft(u)) and (frOO.^v)) are the Fourier transform pairs. The Fourier 
transform of f(x,y) is given as
F(u,v)= [ f f(x,y)e~J'2*(ux*vy) dxdy= f fiOOe'^dxf /2(y)<r'7'rvy dy =Fl(u)F2(y).
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.5: Frequency responses of the channel filters.
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Figure 4.6: Intensity plot of frequency responses of Gabor channel filters
four orientations are equidistant and the two frequency bands are distributed in 1.5 
octave steps. The orientation bandwidth Be of the filters therefore equals 45° and 
the preferred orientations 0O are chosen to take values from {0°, 45°, 90°, 135°}. The 
radial frequency band widths Bu are of 1.5 octave width and the following values of 
radial center frequency f 0 are used: 0.125 and 0.35. Figure 4.6 shows the frequency 
responses of this set of Gabor channel filters.
Filtering operations are performed in the Fourier domain, in order to save 
computation time; and the energy (EOG) is evaluated from the inverse Fourier 
transform of the filter output. The spatial extent of the corresponding complex 
Gabor filter can be determined from Equation (4.8).
4.3.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
For a quantitative comparison, the segmentation results for all test images and different 
texture representation schemes are given in the series of images in Figure 4.7. Considering 
the boundary effect on obtaining the feature image with the LVDCT approach using the 
spatial filtering technique, the resulting segmentation results are images of 240 x 240 
pixels. In all cases, the LVDCT features yield better segmentation results. The EOG 
features are good in deterministic textures, for example, Figure 4.7c. Table 4.1 shows the 
correct classification rate of all images.
The findings of our study seem to favour the methodology which involves the 
following procedure. In the first step a texture image is convolved with a set of small 
masks to quantify the local structures. The resulting texture representations are modified 
using a smoothing strategy. For instance, the LVDCT texture representation scheme 
applies a set of 3 x 3 convolution masks derived from the DCT to the texture image. The
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Table 4.1: Correct classification rate on Brodatz images.
LVDCT EOG
object background object background
Image 1 99.93 92.10 74.79 75.77
Image 2 98.49 92.75 72.25 68.77
Image 3 99.51 95.92 89.53 93.60
Image 4 64.74 82.01 58.55 63.68
Image 5 99.93 93.44 79.93 83.41
Image 6 100.00 76.39 62.91 75.78
Correct classification rate as % of the corresponding region sizes, 
i.e. /object/ and 'background' have 15249 and 42351 pixels respectively.
local variance is then computed for each filter output over a 15 x 15 moving window. The 
variance is then considered as a texture feature.
In all tests, LVDCT gave high quality segmentation results using a supervised 
Bayesian pixel classifier. In contrast, the performance of Gabor channel filters is rather 
disappointing. However the poor performance of Gabor filters probably relates to the 
choice of texture images. Most of the Brodatz textures we worked with are stochastic in 
nature. They exhibit no dominant frequency or orientation characteristics. In contrast a 
Gabor filter is particularly sensitive to textures which have high concentration of localized 
spatial frequencies. It is therefore not surprising to find that the only satisfactory segmen­
tation result is obtained on Image 3 composed of highly structured textures. However, the 
LVDCT scheme works well on all test images. One thing not tested in this experiment was 
the adoption of a similar two step procedure for the EOG scheme. The performance might 
improve by using local variance information as in the LVDCT scheme. As pointed out by 
Bovik et a l  [2], the instantaneous energy envelopes computed from the texture regions 
using Gabor filters are often insufficiently smooth to allow for a consistent segmentation. 
The variation can be reduced by postfiltering the channel features with Gaussian filters 
having the same shape as the corresponding channel filters, but greater spatial extents. 
However the extra smoothing procedures will seriously affect the spatial resolution and 
should be avoided in image segmentation problems. For example, the 15 x 15 window 
used in the LVDCT scheme is a compromise between reducing the within-region vari­
ance and the ability to locate the region boundaries accurately. Furthermore, additional 
computations are required.
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It is only fair to point out that the LVDCT scheme is computational demanding. No 
existing method can be used to speed up the local variance estimation in the way the Fast 
Fourier Transform accelerates Gabor filtering. On the other hand, we have demonstrated 
that the local variance representation based on DCT and the energy representation de­
rived from Gabor/quadrature filtering are inherently identical in their representational 
structure. This raises yet another question: is it possible to derive a set of Gabor filters or 
quadrature filters which are spectrally equivalent to a set of orthogonal masks from the 
texture features extraction point of view?
4.4 Directional Selectivity of DCT/Cartesian Separable Masks
Although the DCT filters work well on the images in the previous experiment, observing 
their spatial frequency properties casts some doubt on their orientation discriminability. 
As may be noted from Figure 4.5, the power spectra of all DCT filters have a quartic 
symmetry; that directly affects their orientation selectivity. We shall demonstrate that for 
two oriented textures having their energy distributions forming a mirror reflection of 
each other about the v-axis. The estimated texture energy over the W x W macro window
at the output of the DCT filter bank is the same. The symmetrical properties of such
textures are illustrated in Figure 4.8 where tu(x,y) and tu{xty) denote the texture pair. If 
ta(x, y) is characterized by (Ut, V,), as defined in Equation (3.1), then tD{x, y) and its Fourier 
transform TD(u, v) are written respectively as
*a(*,y) = 2{c(x,y) cos[2tt(-Utx + V,y)] + s(x,y) sin[2^ ( -U,x + V,y)]} (4.15)
and
r Q(u,vj = [C(u - U tiv + Vt) + C(m + £/„v -  Vt)] (4.16)
+j [S(u -  Ut,v + Vt) -  Siu + U(, v Vt) l
To verify the statement, we expect to find the local energy estimated from the output of 
all DCT filters to be the same for these two texture patches.
As described in Section 4.2.1 the local energy estimate is obtained by averaging 
the neighbourhood values of the nonlinearly transformed DCT filter outputs. Hence to 
facilitate the investigation, we require the analytical expression for the filter outputs. For 
simplicity, we propose an approximation of the DCT basis vectors. For instance, ui -  
{1 ,1 ,1}T from page 54 is substituted by an arbitrary function di with low-pass properties. 
The asymmetric and symmetric sequences u 2 and u3 are then simply considered as the 
modulation of d t by sine and cosine functions, respectively. Hence the set of three DCT
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Definition of 
image regions
Original Image LVDCT
(a)
(b)
(c)
M)
¿¿gSsJ f.y.’ (e)
EOG
TO
Figure 4.7: Experimental results. The images displayed show the segmentation results 
on the test images shown in column 1 using the two feature representation 
methods. Column 2): Bayesian pixel classifier using the local variance in a 
15 x 15 moving window of DCT filter outputs as texture features (LVDCT). 
Column 3): Bayesian pixel classifier with the energy of Gabor filter outputs 
as texture features (EOG).
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Figure 4.8: The two textures and the corresponding energy contributions in the Fourier domain. 
basis vectors are replaced by the following function set, that is
diix) D,(u)
ds(x) = dt sw(2nUdX) ?► <— > i j\[Oi(u + Ud) — D/(u — Ud)] .
k dc(x) = di cos(2nUdx) . . \[D,(,u + Ud) + D ,(u -U d)] .
Varying the modulation frequencies (Ud, Vd) allows us to simulate the amplitude responses 
of the DCT masks as shown in Figure 4.5. As described previously, the DCT masks are 
composed of only symmetric and asymmetric functions. Thus the analytical evaluation 
of the filter output applies to the combination of the modified basis vectors which gives 
an asymmetric or symmetric function, such as
Imaginary odd
da (x, y) = dc(x) ds(y) 
dcdx, y) = dc(x) dc(y)
Dt(u + Ud, v + Vd) +Dt(u — Ud,v + Vd)
4 1 -D,(u  + Ud,v — Vd) -Dt(u — Ud, v — Vd)
H
D,(u + Ud,v + Vd) +Dt(.u — Ud,v + Vd) 
+Dt(u + Ud,v — Vd) +D[(u — Ud,v — Vd)
(4.17)
(4.18)
Real even
where D/(w)D/(v) = Di(u, v).
Consider da (x, y) and dcc(x, y) corresponding to texture t0(x, y) first. Applying dcs(x, y) 
to /dCc.y) assuming U, *  Ud and V, ~ Vd yields the filtered texture kcs(x,y), that is
*«(*.y) -  ta(x,y) * dcsix,y)~T~l {Ta(u, v)Dcs(u, v)}
iCiu + U'.v + VJDtu + Ud.v + Vd) ‘
-iC (u  - U t, v -  Vt)D,(u — Ud,v — Vd)
-  \S(u + Ut, v + Vt) Diiu + Ud,v + Vd) 
-\ S {u -U t,v - V t) D iu -U d ,v -V d)
= T - l
1 [c(x, y) * di(x,y)] sin[27r(UtX + Vty)]
2 1 -  [s(x, y) * d,(x, y)] cos[2n(U,x + V,y)]
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A further manipulation results in
kcs(x,y) = i  yj[c(x, y) * diipc, y)]2 + |>(x, y) * dt(x, y)]2 cosl2n(Utx+ Vty) -  n+ip(x,y)],
(4.19)
where xffix, y) = tan- 1 { [>(x, y) * dt(x, }>)] / [c(*,;y) *d/0c,y)]}. Proceeding in a similar manner, 
one can derive the expressions for the filter outputs:
kcc(x, y) = tn(x ,y )*dcc(x,y) (4.20)
kcs(x,y) = ^ (x o 9 * 4 A y )  (4.21)
kcc(x,y) ~ ta(x ,y)*dcc(x,y). (4.22)
Table 4.2: Analytical expression for the filter outputs
* dcs(x,y) dcc(x> y)
*o(x,y)
A(x,}?) cos[2n(JJtx + Vty) - n  + v(x,y)]
Eq. (4.19)
A(x,y) cos[2n(Ulx + V,y) -  y/(x,y)] 
Eq. (4.20)
*a(*,y)
A(x,y) cos[2n(-Utx + V,y) -  n + yr(x,y)]
Eq. (4.21)
-4(x,y) cos[2n(-Utx+Vty) -  v(x,y)]
Eq. (4.22)
where A(x, y) = y/ [c(x, y) * dt(x, y)]2 + [s(x, y) * dfa, y)]2 
iff(x, y) -  tan- 1 { [s(x, y) * dfa, y)] / [c(x, y) * dt(x, j)]}
The corresponding expressions are summarized in Table 4.2. Using Equations (4.19) and
(4.21), the filtered textures can be considered as the smoothed versions of the original 
quasi-monochromatic function characterised by the amplitude and phase terms, A(x,y) 
and w(x,y) respectively. The significant difference between the two outputs is only in the 
propagating directions given by tan- 1(V,/i//) and tan~\-VtfUt). Hence, the estimated local 
average values over the sliding macro window on the nonlinearly transformed outputs 
of filter dcs(x,y) applied to ta(x,y) and ta (x,y) are clearly the same. The analysis applies to 
the outputs of filter dcc(x,y) to the testing textures in Equations (4.20) and (4.22).
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Figure 4.9: Feature images extracted by a set of eight DCF filters. The left shcnvs the 
texture patch and its Fourier transform where the texture pair have dominant 
orientations at 50° and 130° respectively. The remaining three columns are 
the local texture energy estimates from various channels using a 9 x 9  marco 
window.
u
Figure 4.10: Feature images extracted by a set of eight DCT filters. The left shows the 
texture patch and its Fourier transform where the texture pair have dominant 
orientations at 35° and 115° respectively. The remaining three columns are 
the local texture energy estimates from various channels using a 9 x 9  marco 
window.
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Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate the local energy estimate using a set of eight 3 x 3  
masks on two specially arranged texture patches. The size of the macro window is 9 x 9. 
The results clearly show the inherent weakness of the DCT channel model on orientation 
discrimination. For example, Figure 4.9 shows the corresponding feature images extracted 
using eight DCT masks from an image composed of two oriented textures with their 
energy distributions forming a mirror reflection of each other about the v-axis. Figure 4.10 
shows good feature extraction results once the symmetry properties are altered.
Generally speaking, the detectable orientation range for a filter with a quartic sym­
metric power spectrum is restricted to the first quadrant of a two-dimensional plane. This 
is true for any cartesian separable filter mask.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a prelimary study on seismic texture representation 
using multichannel spatial filtering techniques.
Firstly, we have conducted an experiment to find a proper model for the chan­
nel filter. The two channel models we used are based on DCT masks and Gabor filters 
which are the examples of two classes of filters: Cartesian separable masks and direc- 
tionally sensitive filters. We also noted the similarity of the two feature representation 
approaches in terms of their representation structure. Hence we concluded that the com­
parison was valid and unbiased. Empirical segmentation results with Brodatz texture 
montages appeared to favour the DCT/local texture energy representation. Nevertheless 
we considered the Gabor filters to be the correct choice because they avoid the symmetric 
ambiguity inherent in the DCT approach.
We are convinced that the complex Gabor filter or quadrature filter pair are the best 
choice for describing seismic texture for the following reasons:
• Directional selectivity is important. As the reference frame of the seismic data is 
fixed, i.e. the horizontal axis for the earth surface and the vertical axis for the earth 
depth, two groups of rock strata may manifest themselves in seismic data to have a 
similar appearance as in Figure 4.9. We have demonstrated in Section 4.4 that the 
DCT approach cannot discriminate the two textures/rock strata. In contrast, Gabor 
filters are spatial frequency and orientation selective. Such ambiguity in orientation 
discrimination would not affect the Gabor filter result.
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• Line enhancement. The real even part of the complex Gabor filter or quadrature 
filter pair can be used for directional line enhancement. This is important for seismic 
horizon picking which will be discussed in Chapter 7.
The empirical segmentation results showed that a poor segmentation will be obtained 
when using the Gabor power decomposition approach without any postfiltering. The 
necessity of a postfiltering stage was explained by Bovik [2]. He argued that additional 
processing is required to suppress the variability of the channel outputs. However, any 
further filtering has the side-effect of reducing the accuracy with which texture boundaries 
may be determined. Furthermore the low-pass filter for the postfiltering requires a 
spatial extent larger than the corresponding channel filter which dramatically increases 
the computational complexity of the texture representation approach. In Chapter 6 , we 
shall propose a novel segmentation scheme which can overcome the problem and thus 
provide good segmentation with Gabor energy features.
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Chapter 5 
Pyramidal Data Representation
Prologue
In Chapter 1 we outlined the two main problems being addressed in this thesis namely 
seismic section segmentation and automatic seismic horizon extraction. This chapter and 
Chapter 6 are devoted to tackling the seismic section segmentation problem. The second 
problem will be addressed in Chapter 7.
The seismic section segmentation problem belongs to the texture segmentation 
problem. To segment a texture image, we first decompose the textural structure in terms 
of some representable features and then segment the image into regions with similar 
features. In our preliminary study on texture representation by multichannel spatial 
filtering technique, we had been led to the situation where we adopted the Gabor filtering 
representation in favour of the directional selectivity criteria even though the approach 
gave worse segmentation results in comparison with the DCT approach. In fact, we 
noted that the results could be improved by applying postfiltering to individual Gabor 
features using a Gaussian kernel with spatial extent larger than the corresponding Gabor 
filters. However, the filtering solution was found undesirable because of the side-effect of 
reducing the accuracy with which texture boundaries may be determined and increasing 
the computational cost.
To rectify this drawback, we propose a new segmentation scheme which is embed­
ded in a multiresolution framework. Within this framework, a multiscale representation 
of the Gabor features is constructed by iteratively smoothing individual feature images 
using a small kernel with typical size of 4 x 4 pixels. In effect, the multiple smoothed 
features can be considered as being convolved with a much larger size kernel. A coarse 
segmentation of the image can be carried out at the level of the pyramid determined by
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the required degree of smoothing. Of course, the higher the pyramid level, the more 
intensive smoothing is applied, and the less noisy of the feature images become. Details 
of the segmentation scheme will be presented in Chapter 6 .
In this chapter, we concentrate on generating the pyramidal data representation. 
In particular, we address the problem of designing the smoothing kernel. The work 
described in this chapter has been motivated by seismic texture segmentation. However 
it has a wider relevance and can be considered as a piece of stand-alone work on general 
multiresolution image processing problems.
5.1 Introduction
Pyramidal or multiresolution data representation [7,20] has been widely employed in 
many domains of image processing problems including image coding using wavelet 
transform [11] or Laplacian operator [4], region segmentation using linked pyramid [5] 
or quadtree [21] or multiscale edge detection using relaxation [8].
In the pyramidal data structure, a collection of subsampled images is stacked to 
form an image pyramid with the original input image sitting at the bottom of the pyra­
mid. The successive layers are defined using some local operations which are repeatedly 
applied to generate all levels. Besides the ability to preserve the original spatial connec­
tion between pixels at the same layer of an image pyramid, links between pixels from 
successive layers have also been established via the local operation. Hence information 
can traverse bi-directionally within the pyramid due to the spatial connection between 
all pixels. Furthermore, salient image features may exist in various spatial scales. Such 
data representations allow all processing performed at multiple levels of resolution. This 
ensures that processing is performed at a resolution appropriate for a particular type of 
image features.
One of the most widely used pyramidal data representation is the Gaussian pyra­
mid [3]. The Gaussian pyramid is constructed by repeated local averaging and down- 
sampling. Specifically, the Gaussian pyramid is a stack of smoothed and downsampled 
versions of the original image. Each pyramid layer is obtained by computing a local 
average of the image on the level immediately below. The whole process can then be 
considered as a multiscale low pass filter and individual levels of the pyramid are ef­
fectively the filter outputs from different sized low pass filters namely the equivalent 
kernels. Burt [3] proposed a set of spatial constraints on the generating kernel coefficients 
such that all equivalent low pass filters have similar function shape as the original local 
average operator approximating a Gaussian. During the process of pyramid construction,
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the amount of noise presented in the image is progressively reduced from one level of 
the pyramid to another at the expense of the spatial resolution of the image. The new 
segmentation scheme which is to be introduced in Chapter 6 makes use of this effective 
noise reduction property.
Works on designing local smoothing kernel have also been reported by Meer et al. [15] 
and Wilson and Bhalerao [23]. However, neither of these works considers Burt's spatial 
constraints on the kernel coefficients that induce some undesirable effects which we will 
discuss later.
The main objective of this chapter is to propose a general approach to designing a 
generating kernel of arbitrary size and applicable to different decimation rates. Further­
more, the resultant generating kernels should converge to characteristic functions which 
are smooth, continuous and compactly supported. Some of the results will be used for 
further processing in Chapter 6 .
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 presents an overview of the 
construction of a Gaussian pyramid developed by Burt [3]. In particular, we discuss the 
implication of Burt's spatial constraints on designing a generating kernel. In Section 5.3, 
we consider some kernel design approaches and look at the effect of violating any spatial 
constraints imposed on the generating kernels. Section 5.4 details the proposed new 
technique to synthesise the generating kernel in which Burt's constraints are taken into 
account. The approach will be demonstrated on designing Gaussian generating kernels in 
both one dimensional and two dimensional cases in Section 5.6. We conclude the chapter 
with some remarks.
5.2 Gaussian Type Pyramid: Block Averaging Approach
The Gaussian pyramid [3] is one of the most widely used pyramidal data representations 
in which successively reduced both spatial and signal resolution versions of a given 
image are stacked to form a pyramid as shown in Figure 5.1. The given image indexed as 
/{<)}(•> *)/ or simply /(*, •) occupies the bottom layer of the pyramid with the highest spatial 
resolution with respect to individual pyramid levels. Progressively reduced both spatial 
and signal resolution images, /pj (•, •)/ are generated by repeatedly applying a procedure 
combining weighted averaging and decimation processes as defined by the following 
correlation operation:
Af*
i {/> (x, y )=  h - 1} (x S + ys  +t)-
ij=M~
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Level n
1 xl
Level n-1
2x2
Level 22n-l x2h-2
Level 1
2-1 x2-i
Level 0
2"x2”
(Original Ima g»)
Figure 5.1: Illustration of the pyramid generation that the original image is 2N x 2N in size 
and the generating kernel is defined in a 4 x 4  region. Entities at l-th level are 
the weighted average of the entities in the shaded region from (l-l)-th level and the 
sample density is halved from both size relative to the previous lower level. Both 
spatial dimensions are reduced by a factor of two for S = 2.
The weighting coefficients {G(i,j)} can be considered as a spatial realization of an ideal 
low-pass filter which provides adequate filtering to prevent aliasing effects caused by 
the subsequent decimation process with subsampling rate 5. The discrete kernel {G(z,/)} 
defined on an N x N lattice with the upper and lower bounds, M~ and M+, expressed as
AT = N -  1
for odd N : <
M~ = -
2
N -  1
for even N : < * " ï (5.2)
with G(i,j) zero outside the kernel domain as illustrated in Figure 5.2. The independent 
points of G(i,j) in the fourfold symmetry are shown in the shaded regions in the figure.
The entities denoted by /{/>(*, y) at spatial coordinates (x,y) and the /-th level of 
the pyramid can either hold a scalar or a vector quantity depending on the nature of 
the original input image, i.e. a monochromatic image or a multispectral image. Our 
discussion focuses on the general case of multiple feature images. Monochromatic images 
can be referred to as single feature images.
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Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional generating kernel of odd and even support regions, (a) Sequence 
with support on a 5 x 5  lattice. M+ = — M~ = 2. (b) Sequence with support on 
a 4 x 4  lattice. M+ = 2 awd M" = — 1. Sma/Z dots imply a sample of value zero. 
Samples in the unshaded region can be determined from the shaded region imposing 
the symmetry constraint. The kernel is assumed to be fourfold symmetric.
5.2.1 The Generating Kernel
Burt [3] laid down a set of constraints on designing the weighting pattern or generating 
kernel G(i,j). The constraints shown below apply to both even and odd size generating 
kernels with a fourfold symmetry as illustrated in Figure 5.2. In particular, they can be 
stated as
Normalization:
Symmetry:
Unimodality:
Equal contribution 
to every level:
M+
Ê  GO'./) = 1
ij=M~
for i j  = 0 , — 1
G{M~ + i,M~ + j) = G(M~ + i,M+ — j)
= G(M+ -  i,M~ +j) = G(M+ -  i,M+ -  j)
G(p, q)  ^G(i,j) ^0 for i è p and j  £ q
M* £ i,j,p,q^O  for oddN 
M+ è  i,j,p, q > 0 for even N
AT j
G(iS +p,jS + q) = — for S > p ,q  Z 0.
ij=M~
(5.3a)
(5.3b)
where (5.3c)
(5.3d)
The equal contribution constraint ensures that every sample point of I(x, y) contributes with 
equal weight to every level of the pyramid [3]. More importantly, the special form of 
the coefficients G(i,j) due to this constraint leads to the construction of a computationally 
equivalent representation which will be discussed later in this chapter.
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An additional Cartesian separable constraint can also be imposed in order to simplify 
the design task. The separability constraint implies that G(i,j) -  G(i)G(f). The one 
dimensional generating sequence {G(/)} must of course satisfy all spatial constraints. For 
example,
M*
Normalization: ^  G(z) = 1 (5.4a)
i=M-
Symmetry: G(M~ + i) = G(M+ -  i) for 1 (5.4b)
( M+ z i ^ p z  0 for oddN 
Unimodality: G(p) £ G(0 £ 0 where \ r _ (5.4c)
M*
M+ k i k p  > 0 for even N 
Eqmlt o T ^ :  Z G U S + p ^ 1-  for 5 > p ä 0. (5.4d)
i=M~
5.2.2 Gaussian Type Pyramid: From Wavelet Theory Point of View
The main property of a Gaussian generating kernel in Burt's hierarchical computational 
framework is that a family of equivalent kernels associated with individual pyramid 
levels can be generated by applying repeatedly the correlation operator to itself and the 
resultant kernels resemble the functional form of {GO,7)} or {GO)}- In other words, 
filtering performed by a large size kernel can be decomposed into successive convolution 
processes using a small kernel repeatedly as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The small kernel 
resembles the shape of the large kernel if the kernel coefficients are obtained according 
to Burt's spatial constraints. The example shows that repeating the convolution process 
with a 5 x 1 kernel four times with 2:1 subsampling is equivalent to a convolution with a 
29 x 1 kernel. In Figure 5.3, the nodes in the higher level of the pyramid are repacked in 
order to show that the same convolution kernel was used at every stage of the process.
Figure 5.3: Equivalent kernels. Graphical illustration of the procedure to repeatedly apply 
a small kernel to achieve the result from an equivalently much large size kernel 
with similar shape.
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The shape which the equivalent kernels approximate is characterised by a contin­
uous function as the pyramid level is increased, i.e. E ^ J x ,  y). The convergence of 
the original discrete sequence G(i>j) to a regular, smooth continuous function £c(x, y) is 
guaranteed if the generating kernel satisfies all the constraints imposed at specification [3].
The convergence property was also studied by Daubechies [6 ] in her work on 
Wavelet Theory. She demonstrated that the constraints laid down by Burt [3] allowing 
the generating kernel to converge to a compact support continuous function are analogous 
to the scaling function in wavelet based multiresolution analysis [6,12,19]. From this point 
of view individual equivalent kernels and the generating kernel can be considered as a 
discrete scaled realization of this continuous function which can be expressed in terms of 
the dilation equation in wavelet theory.
5.2.3 The Equivalent Kernel
Recalling the equivalent kernels we described in the previous section, the recursively 
formulated pyramid generating procedure given in Equation (5.1) can then be redefined 
in a direct construction form as
Af-
/{/}(*> y) = 5 2  ^(1,7) + i,yS +f)
ij=M ~
R{‘}
<=> /{/}(*>y) = 5 2  E{l}(.i,j)I{0}(xSl + i,ySl +J). (5.5)
The equivalent kernel, {£{/}(*,./)}, which is spatially bounded by Ryy and is related to 
the generating kernel by a recursive expression, i.e.
M+
E{i}(x, y) = 5 2  y “  R{1} ^ x >y^  {^/} (5 - 6)
ij=M ~
with the initial conditions stated as £{o}C*,y) = 6 .^ The kernel domain is bounded by Rfo 
and R{q which can be determined from the following expressions:
R*V) =
%  = R T ^ + S '-'M - =
for / > 0 (5.7)
where M~ and M+ are given in Equation (5.2). It should be noted that the equivalent 
kernel at level 1 is equal to the generating kernel, i.e. £ {i}0 ,9 = G(-, •). Hence, we have the 
initial conditions for the spatial indices defined as = M+ and R ^  = M~. Furthermore, 
the constraint expressions can be adopted to the equivalent kernel case by substituting
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the kernel boundaries with and Rfo respectively and the equivalent kernels are then 
defined in a lattice Nyy x Nyy with Nyy = -  R^ + 1. Thus for each /, E ^ (i,f)  is
normalized, symmetric, unimodal and has equal contribution.
Assuming a Cartesian separable generating kernel G(i,j) = G(i) G(f), we have 
E{i}(i,f) -  £{/} (i) £■{/}(/)• Hence the recursive expression relating the two kernels defined 
in Equation (5.6) can be written as
M+
£{/}(*) = G(i)£{/_i}(x -  /S'-1), R ^  < *  < 7?|/} (5.8)
i=M~
with the initial state given as £{<>}(*) = §*•
5.3 The Need For a New Approach to Generating Kernel Design
The choice of kernel coefficients is dictated by application considerations. In his work 
on image coding [4], Burt's objective was to obtain a kernel so that its equivalent kernels 
resemble a Gaussian since it is a plausible function satisfying most of the constraints 
except the equal contribution one. Special care has to be taken to ensure a best fit to the 
Gaussian and satisfying the equal contribution constraint. However, no general design 
procedure was suggested.
Recent work by Meer etal. [15] and Wilson and Bhalerao [23] addressed the problem 
of generating kernel design as the spatial realization of an ideal low-pass filter. In the 
approach of Meer et a l, they considered the case of Cartesian separable generating kernel 
and then approximated G(i) to an ideal one dimensional low pass filter by minimizing the 
Chebyshev error criterion [16, pages 260-267]. In contrast, Wilson and Bhalerao empha­
sized the importance of having a circularly symmetric generating kernel; in particular for 
some image processing problems involving orientation estimation [23]. To achieve the 
desired generating kernel, they developed a design procedure to obtain the coefficients 
G(i,f) based on combined optimization and frequency sampling techniques. The opti­
mization process, which involves minimizing the integral of the square of the difference 
between the actual filter response and the desired filter response over the Fourier plane, 
is constrained by a set of linear equations expressed in terms of the kernel coefficients by 
sampling the frequency response of the desirable filter to preserve the natural rotational 
symmetries of the resultant kernel.
Neither of these works considered Burt's spatial constraints on the kernel coeffi­
cients. In fact the generating kernels they produced do not guarantee convergence to 
any regular functions as the pyramid level is increased. To illustrate this point, we apply 
Equation (5.6) to obtain the equivalent kernels of three generating kernels, that of Burt,
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Spatial Kernel Spatial Kernel
at level 1 at level 3
(a) Burt
{Gfi.j)} =
0.05 0.05
0.25 0.25
0.40 X 0.40
0.25 0.25
.0.05 0.05.
(b) Wislon and Bhaleraoj
{Gd.j)} =
.0006 .0178 .0290 .0178 .0006
.0178 .0670 .0880 .0670 .0178
.0290 .0880 .1194 .0880 .0290
.0178 .0670 .0880 .0670 .0178
.0006 .0178 .0290 .0178 .0006
(c) Meer et a lj
{GdJ)} =
0.0001 0.0001
0.051 0.051
0.000 0.000
-0.087 -0.087
0.000 0.000
0.298 0.298
0.475 X 0.475
0.298 0.298
0.000 0.000
-0.087 -0.087
0.000 0.000
0.051 0.051
0.000 O.OOOJ
13x1
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the effect of violating the spatial constraints on the generating 
kernel. Row (a) Burt's 5 x 5  Cartesian separable kernel. Row (b) Wilson 
and Bhalerao's 5 x 5  circularly symmetric kernel, and Row (c) Meer et al.
13x13 Cartesian separable kernel.
Wilson and Bhalerao and Meer et al. for the pyramid level I = 3. The sizes of the gener­
ating kernels and the corresponding equivalent kernels are respectively 5 x 5  and 29 x 29 
for both Burt and Wilson and Bhalerao kernels. For Meer et al. kernel, the sizes of the 
generating kernels and the corresponding equivalent kernels are 13 x 13 and 85 x 85. As 
it can be seen in Figure 5.4, irregularity, as expressed in the form of lack of smoothness, 
is exhibited in the the corresponding equivalent kernels of Meer et al. and Wilson and 
Bhalerao' generating kernels.
Whether the convergence of the generating kernel to a "nice" regular function is 
desirable depends on the applications. However, for applications where local smoothing 
is a desirable feature such as the segmentation scheme we shall introduce in Chapter 6, a 
smoothly converged unimodal equivalent kernel is an important property.
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In the following section, we propose an alternative method to synthesise the gen­
erating kernel in which Burt's constraints are taken into account. The main objective is to 
develop a general way to design a generating kernel of arbitrary size and applicable to dif­
ferent decimation rates. Furthermore, the resultant generating kernels should converge 
to characteristic functions which are smooth, continuous and compactly supported.
5.4 Generating Kernel Design as a Constrained Nonlinear 
Optimization Problem
As discussed in the previous section the pyramid generating algorithm can be considered 
as a repeated averaging and decimation process. In effect the averaging procedure can 
be regarded as a lowpass filtering with the bandwidth proportional to the subsampling 
rate S of the subsequent decimation process [15,19]. Hence we can formulate the problem 
of choosing the generating kernel coefficients {G(i,f)} as designing a lowpass FIR filter. 
Then we can write the filter impulse response { h(jii, n2)} as the generating kernel {GO',/)}.
Representing a generating kernel as a FIR filter
Let D(a>i, • • •, con) or £>(©) denote the desired amplitude response of a lowpass filter over 
the region R» in an TV-dimensional Fourier space. The FIR filter or the generating kernel is 
the discrete realization of the ideal frequency response by some optimization technique. 
The actual amplitude response of the FIR filter is given by
//(©)= Mn) (5.9)
mil),
where 7Zh is the region of support of {h(n)} in an //-dimensional discrete space.
If we impose the spatial symmetry constraint described in Section 5.2.1, then the 
required FIR filter has zero phase. Specifically, for an odd size zero phase FIR filter, { h(n)} 
is symmetric with respect to the origin, that is h(ri) = h(~n). The amplitude response in 
Equation (5.9) can then be expressed as a linear combination of cosine terms,
H(a>) = /*(©) + 2h(r i  cos(nT®) (5.10)
mn\
where the region lZ'h is about half of Rh containing only the independent points in {h(n)}f 0  
is the null vector representing the origin point. For even size kernel, the spatial symmetry 
is about a point equidistant from each axis of the N dimensional discrete kernel domain, 
that is
H(a>) = J 2  2A(n) cos(nTG>) (5.11)
mll'h
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where r i = n  -  [ 1/2 * - -1 / 2]T. A further reduction of independent points is possible 
by imposing additional symmetries on {A(n)}. For example, Burt defined the symmetry 
constraint on his two-dimensional generating kernel assuming fourfold symmetry (see 
Section 5.2.1).
For notational simplicity regardless of the dimensionality of the FIR filter, the ampli­
tude response can be written as a linear system in terms of some basis functions [10, pages 
238-245]. From Equations (5.10) and (5.11), the amplitude response can be re-expressed 
as
H(co) = ^2 a(n) cos(?iTct>)
ne72.«j
=  '^2 a (n ) COS (« 1  CO] +  • • • +  fix (Oh)
nzTlg
K
ak¥k (®1. ••■><%; • • •,
fc=l
K
ak &(®)
fc=l
<j>(a))Ta  (5.12)
where K  is the number of independent points in {a(nx, • • •, n^)}, which are organized as 
a vector a  in the region 7La = © u 1Z'h or 1Za ~ lZ'h for odd and even kernels respectively, 
ak is one point in {a(ni, • • *,n^)} via a one-to-one index mapping f  : («1,■••,«//) (k).
Let (nf\ • * *, njj?) denote the mapping of an index pair ({nl> • " ,n N),k^ where k points to 
individual elements in the vector a  and (ji\, • • •, nN) positions the corresponding points in 
the N-dimensional grid. Hence we can define the basis functions as
<frfc(©) = <f>'k (coi, •••,<%; n f\ • • ♦ , =  cos(«i<»i *  • • • + %<%).
The adopted vector representation allows us to generalize the approach to solving other 
formulations of the generating filter design problem. For instance, when imposing ad­
ditional symmetries on h(n) or changing the dimensionality of the filter, H(co) can still 
be expressed in a form similar to Equation (5.12) provided the basis functions <j>(a>) are 
changed accordingly. The index mapping function f  is defined in order to arrange the 
independent points as the elements of the column vector a. Once the filter specification 
is known, the functional expression for the mapping function / as well as the relation 
between a{n ) and h(n) can be worked out. A detailed description of the procedures can 
been found in Appendix A.
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Why is it a constrained nonlinear optimization problem?
To approximate a desired response with a FIR filter is one of the most widely studied topics 
in Digital Signal Processing [18]. One approach to obtain the optimal approximation of 
the desired filter response is to choose { h(n)} which minimizes the integral squared error 
over Ra as in [14,17,22,23], i.e.
ErrorQi) = [  [D(ay) -  H(co) ]2 day (5.13)
J a>eR0
From Equation (5.13), a more compact representation can be written by substituting for 
H(co) from Equation (5.12) and expanding the result. That is
Error(a) = Error(Ji)
=  [  [D(co) -  H {a y )f day
J  <ozRa
=  f  [D(cd) -  (¡>(ay)T a]2 day
J coe.Ra
= / [D(©)2 — 2D(ay) <K©)T « + uT$(co)0(fi>)Ta] day
J (BE/io
= C + £Ta  + a TQ a (5.14)
where £ and a  are K  vectors, Q is a K x K positive definite symmetric matrix. The constant
term C is given by the integral of the squared desired response over the region R» defining
the filter response, that is C = / D2(ay) day. The elements of £ and Q are given by
•J' oeR0
Çk = - 2  / D(ay)<}>k(ay) day (5.15)
J aeRw
Qkk -  I fain) day (5.16)
J  <ae.Ra
The error function can then be minimized once D(ay), Ra, and the spatial properties of 
the generating kernel are known. Under certain conditions, such as in our case that 
the function is strictly convex, minimizing Erroria) can be done by taking its derivative 
with respect to each of the ak. Setting these derivatives to zero, and solving the resulting 
equations, we find
^ ^  = f  + 2Qa. (5.17)da
Equating this to a null vector 0  leads to
a  = - \ Q - l i; (5.18)
provided that Q~l exists. However, the problem is complicated by involving a set of
linear equality and inequality restrictions on the resulting filter coefficients. Hence, we
consider the minimization of Erroria) as a constrained nonlinear optimization problem.
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5.5 Linear Constrained Quadratic Programming
A constrained optimization problem involves finding the values of a set of variables 
{* 1, • ‘ -,xN]  minimizing function F(x1, •■-,xN) (called the objective function) subject to 
restrictions on the values of the variables defined by a set of constraint functions. The 
problem can be classified into particular categories, where each category is defined by 
the properties of the objective and constraint functions. For instance, the filter design 
problem we have formulated in the previous section involves the minimization of an 
error function which is of quadratic form and strictly convex. The constraints on the 
values of the resultant filter kernel coefficients reflecting bounds, inequality and equality 
are exemplified in Table 5.1. Note that not all the Burt's constraints have to be specified. 
The symmetry constraint, for instance, has already been considered in formulating the 
error function.
Table 5.1: Formulation of Burt's spatial kernel constraints
Types of linear 
constraint
Mathematical
expression
Normalization
M*
J^ G (i,fi=  1
iJ=M~
equality
b ja  ~ 1
where bij = 1
Unimodality G(i,j) 2> 0 
for i £ p and j  à q 
G(i,j)-G(p,q)i>  0
bounds
inequality
a, à 0; j  -  1 
b ja  £ 0
Equal
contribution
ij=M~
equality b ja  = constant
where a i s a K  dimensional vector contains the K  variables to be determined
bi is a K  dimensional vector contains the K  coefficients for the ith constraint
From Equation (5.14), the problem can be stated as follows:
Minimize Error(a) -  C + £Ta  + a TQ a  subject to  ^ ~ (  S o  )  — (5.19)
Let M denote the total number of equality and inequality constraints, then B  is a M x K  
matrix and I and u  are (M + K) vectors. Note that the upper and lower bound vectors I 
and u  are specified for all the variables and for all the constraints. In particular, if the r-th 
constraint is an equality, we have /, = w,-. If certain bounds are not present, the associated 
elements of I or u  can be set to or (cf. design examples in Appendix A.2).
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As mentioned in the previous section, if the objective function is strictly convex, 
then the values of x  for which = 0  give the global minimum of the function. Suppose 
the required solution is subject to M equality restrictions on the N variables {*i, • • •,.%} 
where N > M. For every imposed restriction, at least one independent variable loses its 
arbitrariness. Thus the number of independent variables is reduced from N to N ~ M. 
Hence, the aim is to differentiate the objective function to obtain a set oiN  simultaneous 
equations: Substituting for any M variables, say, -fo, • * in terms of the remaining 
N - M variables using theM restrictions, we solve the remainingN -M  linear equations to 
get the values of the independent variables. Finally the M dependent variables are eval­
uated. For instance, Wilson and Bhalerao [23] applied a similar optimization technique 
to their generating kernel design. However, while the substitution of variables in terms 
of the others is possible in many cases, sometimes this is not convenient [2, pages 220-  
221]. Furthermore, their method is characterized by an unnatural distinction between 
variables [2, pages 244-245]. In particular the substituted variables are treated as depen­
dent on the remaining variables. This raises the question which of the variables should 
be substituted. Thus the method is not symmetrical with respect to the treatment of 
variables.
To avoid such distinctions and to treat each variable equally and at the same time 
preserve the integrity of the constraints, one can use the special mathematical program­
ming technique known as quadratic programming [1] that involves Lagrange multipliers 
for these constraints. Under such formulation, all the variables are treated equally to 
reach the solution. A quadratic programming model is defined as follows:
1  T  w  X
Minimize Fixi, • • •, xN) = c Tx + -  xTH x  subject to  ^~  ^ A x J  —u  (5.20)
where c  is an N vector and H  is an TV xN  Hessian matrix of the quadratic objective function 
which is real symmetric and positive definite. The elements of H are given by 
and j = insuring the symmetry property. Equating individual terms in
Equations (5.19) and (5.20) with a  = as,we have £ = c  and 2 Q = i f .  Note that the constant 
term C in Equation (5.19) has no effect on determining the solution and can be neglected. 
To obtain the optimal solution, we use the NAG numerical library routine E04NAF. The 
quadratic programming technique was also found applicable in various one dimensional 
FIR filter design problems [9,13,14].
In summary, we have presented a new approach to designing a generating kernel 
imposing all of Burt's spatial kernel constraints. The reason for using quadratic program­
ming to solve the problem has been discussed. The remaining part of this chapter will 
be devoted to illustrating several design examples on both Cartesian separable and circu­
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larly symmetric types of generating kernels approximating respectively one dimensional 
and two dimensional Gaussian functions in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed technique.
5.6 Examples
A new approach to designing the generating kernel for constructing a Gaussian pyramid 
has been presented. The method is based on constrained optimization techniques namely 
constrained quadratic programming. The main emphasis is focused on obtaining the 
kernel coefficients of arbitrary spatial extent and applicable to different decimation rates.
To illustrate the approach, we demonstrate it with some examples which include the 
generating kernels of size 4 x 4 to 8 x 8 with different integer valued subsampling S. Both 
Cartesian separable and circularly symmetric generating kernels are considered in the 
illustration. In order to compare with Burt's approach [5], we set the desired frequency 
response D(co) in Equation (5.13) as a Gaussian function. Hence, we have
• In the Cartesian separable case, the two dimensional kernel can be obtained by the 
product of a one dimensional kernel and its transpose. Hence the design problem 
is effectively reduced to a one dimensional design problem. The desired response 
is then expressed as
• In contrast to the Cartesian separable case, circular symmetry will be assumed in 
the design specification of the generating kernels. Eightfold symmetry for h(n) or 
K«i> «2) can be assumed to provide good approximation for circularly symmetric fil­
ters. Furthermore, this assumption significantly reduces the number of independent 
points ak for a given size of h(nu ri2). The desired response is given as
(5.21)
(5.22)
which is a two dimensional Gaussian function.
The necessary mathematic derivations involved for the illustration can be found in Ap­
pendix A.
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Example 1: Cartesian separable generating kernel for 2 :1  subsampling rate
This example concerns the design of a Cartesian separable generating kernel with 2:1 
subsampling rate where the desired frequency response models a one dimensional Gaus­
sian. The value of o  in Equation (5.21) varies according to the target kernel size as shown 
in Figure 5.5 second column from left. The values are chosen to have the corresponding 
Gaussian functions well confined within both domains which are the basic frequency 
range [-n ,n ]  and the spatial kernel size, respectively. For example, we put <r = 0.93 to 
make a large portion of the Gaussian function covered by four kernel coefficients and 
with its frequency response, also a Gaussian function with the spatial extent given as 
I / o ,  well confined inside the range [-n , n]. If we decrease a  to allow the Gaussian well 
approximated by these four kernel coefficients, its frequency response will inevitably 
extend beyond the basic frequency interval which then violates the assumption we made 
on page 173 in Appendix A.1.1 to obtain the integral solution of the terms in the error 
function.
The kernel coefficients are obtained by optimizing the quadratic error function 
subjected to four spatial constrains expressed in Equation (5.4). The spatial constrains are 
formulated and incorporated in the optimization process according to the guidelines given 
in Appendix A.2. Note that for even size kernel with 2 :1  subsampling rate, the fourth 
constraint in Equation (5.4d) namely the equal contribution, is automatically satisfied 
once the first three constraints expressed in Equations (5.4a)-(5.4c) are satisfied [3].
The resulting kernel coefficients are shown in Figure 5.5. Note that the kernel 
coefficients for the 4 x 4  and 5 x 5  are similar to that in [3]. Equivalent kernels for 
Gaussian-pyramid levels 1, 2 and 3 are shown respectively in the last three columns 
starting from left to right. As can be seen, the shape of the generating kernels converges 
rapidly to a continuous function which is similar to the Gaussian function. The first 
column at far left in the figure shows the corresponding amplitude response of the kernels. 
The frequency bandwidths of the kernels are decreased by an octave when moving up 
from level to level.
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Frequency Response Spatial Kernel 
al level 1
Spatial Kernel
at level 2
Spatial Kernel
at level 3
<»)
(a>)
(CO)
4x1 Kernel 5x1 kernel 6x1 Kernel 7x1 Kernel
0.12285
0.37715
0.37715
0.12285.
Generating Kernel Coefficients
0.05168
0.25000
0.39663
0.25000
0.05168
0.01782
0.12981
0.35236
0.35236
0.12981
0.01782
0.01286
0.07891
0.23714
0.34219
0.23714
0.07891
0.01286
8x1 Kernel
0.00981
0.05186
0.15917
0.27916
027916
0.15917
0.05186
0.00981
Figure 5.5: Cartesian separable generating kernel for 2 :1  subsampling rate. The illus­
tration shows the assumed Cartesian separable generating kernels sized from 
4 x 4 to 8 x 8. Equivalent kernels for Gaussian-pyramid levels 1, 2 and 3 
are shown respectively in the last three columns starting from left to right. 
The first column at far left shows the corresponding amplitude response of the 
kernels. The frequency bandwidths of the kernels are decreased by an octave 
when moving up from level to level. The kernel coefficients are listed at the 
bottom table.
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Example 2: Cartesian separable generating kernel for 3 :1  subsampling rate
This example uses a formulation similar to Example 1 with 3 :1 subsampling rate. We 
demonstrate here a pair of kernels of odd and even size 7 x 7  and 8 x 8 respectively. In 
contrast to the previous example on even size kernels, the equal contribution constraint 
was adopted in the optimization process.
The resulting kernel coefficients are shown in Figure 5.6. Equivalent kernels for 
Gaussian-pyramid levels 1, 2 and 3 are shown respectively in the last three columns 
starting from left to right. As it can be seen, the shape of the generating kernels converges 
rapidly to a continuous function which is similar to the Gaussian function. The first 
column at far left in the figure shows the corresponding amplitude response of the kernels. 
The frequency band widths of the kernels are much narrower than in Example 1.
Frequency Response Spatial Kernel
at level 1
Spatial Kernel
at level 2
Spatial Kernel
at level 3
Generatina Kernel Coefficients
7x1 Kernel 8x1 Kernel
0.03894 0.022631
0.11848 0.07340
0.21485 0.16667
0.25546 0.23730
0.21485 0.23730
0.11848 0.16667
0.03894 0.07340
0.02263
Figure 5.6: Cartesian separable generating kernel for 3:1 subsampling rate. The illustra­
tion shows the assumed Cartesian separable generating kernels of size 7 x 7  
and 8 x 8 .  Equivalent kernels for Gaussian-pyramid levels 1, 2 and 3 are 
shown respectively in the last three columns starting from left to right. The 
first column at far left shows the corresponding amplitude response of the 
kernels. The frequency bandwidths of the kernels are decreased much rapidly 
than in Example 1. The kernel coefficients are listed at the bottom table.
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Example 3: Circularly symmetric generating kernel for 3 : 1 subsampling rate
This example concerns the design of a circularly symmetric generating kernel with 2 :1  
subsampling rate. The desired frequency response models a two dimensional Gaussian 
and the value of cr in Equation (5.22) is chosen using the same criterion as in the previous 
examples. To achieve a generating kernel of approximately circular symmetry and with 
limited number of independent points ak for evaluation, we consider h(n) or h(ni>n2) of 
eightfold symmetry The mathematic derivation involved to formulate the optimization 
process is detailed in Appendix A.1.2 and Appendix A.2.
The resulting coefficients for kernels of size 4 x 4 to 8 x 8 are shown in Table 5.2. 
Figure 5.7 shows the perspective view of the kernels and their frequency responses. 
Equivalent kernels for Gaussian-pyramid levels 1, 2 and 3 are shown respectively in 
the last three columns starting from left to right. As it can be seen, the shape of the 
generating kernels converges rapidly to a continuous function which is similar to the 
Gaussian function. Furthermore, the contour plot of these kernels demonstrates that the 
circular symmetry has been achieved. The first column at far left in the figure shows the 
corresponding amplitude response of the kernels measured along the diagonal axis of the 
two dimensional Fourier plane. The frequency bandwidths of the kernels are decreased 
by an octave when moving up from level to level.
Example 4: Circularly symmetric generating kernel for 3:1 subsampling rate
The final example uses a formulation similar to that of Example 3 with 3:1 subsampling 
rate. We demonstrate here a pair of kernels of odd and even size 7 x 7  and 8 x 8 
respectively
The resulting kernel coefficients are shown in Table 5.3. Figure 5.8 shows the 
perspective view of the kernels and their frequency responses. Equivalent kernels for 
Gaussian-pyramid levels 1,2 and 3 are shown respectively in the last three columns start­
ing from left to right. As it can be seen, the circular symmetry and convergence criteria are 
satisfied. Furthermore, the frequency responses demonstrate good anti-aliasing property 
for 3 :1 subsampling rate.
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Table 5.2: Kernel coefficients of circularly symmetric generating kernels sized from 4 x 4  
to 8 x 8 for 2 :1  subsampling rate in Example 3.
4 x 4  Kernel
.017040 .046100 .046100 .017040
.046100 .140800 .140800 .046100
.046100 .140800 .140800 .046100
.017040 .046100 .046100 .017040
5x5  Kernel
.003690 .019458 .025840 .019458 .003690
.019458 .062500 .086100 .062500 .019458
.025840 .086100 .131900 .086100 .025840
.019458 .062500 .086100 .062500 .019458
.003690 .019458 .025840 .019458 .003690
6 x 6 Kernel
.000800 .001813 .006543 .006543 .001813 .000800
.001813 .017475 .045425 .045425 .017475 .001813
.006543 .045425 .124150 .124150 .045425 .006543
.006543 .045425 .124150 .124150 .045425 .006543
.001813 .017475 .045425 .045425 .017475 .001813
.000800 .001813 .006543 .006543 .001813 .000800
7x7  Kernel
.000129 .001266 .002960 .004377 .002960 .001266 .000129
.001266 .006020 .018745 .027065 .018745 .006020 .001266
.002960 .018745 .056450 .080600 .056450 .018745 .002960
.004377 .027065 .080600 .117660 .080600 .027065 .004377
.002960 .018745 .056450 .080600 .056450 .018745 .002960
.001266 .006020 .018745 .027065 .018745 .006020 .001266
.000129 .001266 .002960 .004377 .002960 .001266 .000129
8 x 8 Kernel
.000165 .000552 .001584 .002732 .002732 .001584 .000552 .000165
.000552 .002731 .008263 .014455 .014455 .008263 .002731 .000552
.001584 .008263 .025320 .044375 .044375 .025320 .008263 .001584
.002732 .014455 .044375 .077850 .077850 .044375 .014455 .002732
.002732 .014455 .044375 .077850 .077850 .044375 .014455 .002732
.001584 .008263 .025320 .044375 .044375 .025320 .008263 .001584
.000552 .002731 .008263 .014455 .014455 .008263 .002731 .000552
.000165 .000552 .001584 .002732 .002732 .001584 .000552 .000165
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Frequency Response Spatial Kernel
at level 1
Spatial Kernel
at level 2
Spatial Kernel
at level 3
(to)
(to)
4x4
5x5
6x6
Figure 5.7: Perspective plot of circularly symmetric generating kernels and their associated 
equivalent kernels in Example 3. Equivalent kernels for Gaussian-pyramid levels 
1, 2 and 3 are shown respectively in the last three columns starting from left to 
right. The first column at far left shows the corresponding amplitude response of 
the kernels measured along the diagonal of the two dimensional Fourier plane.
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Table 53: Kernel coefficients of circularly symmetric generating kernels sized 7 x 7  and 
8 x 8 for 3:1 subsampling rate in Example 4.
7 x 7  Kernel
.000724 .005365 .009408 .009405 .009408 .005365 .000724
.005365 .015160 .023411 .031771 .023411 .015160 .005365
.009408 .023411 .049131 .049796 .049131 .023411 .009408
.009405 .031771 .049796 .070582 .049796 .031771 .009405
.009408 .023411 .049131 .049796 .049131 .023411 .009408
.005365 .015160 .023411 .031771 .023411 .015160 .005365
.000724 .005365 .009408 .009405 .009408 .005365 .000724
8 x 8  Kernel
.000565 .001425 .004599 .005402 .005402 .004599 .001425 .000565
.001425 .005399 .012213 .017550 .017550 .012213 .005399 .001425
.004599 .012213 .027776 .038744 .038744 .027776 .012213 .004599
.005402 .017550 .038744 .056392 .056392 .038744 .017550 .005402
.005402 .017550 .038744 .056392 .056392 .038744 .017550 .005402
.004599 .012213 .027776 .038744 .038744 .027776 .012213 .004599
.001425 .005399 .012213 .017550 .017550 .012213 .005399 .001425
.000565 .001425 .004599 .005402 .005402 .004599 .001425 .000565
Frequency Response Spatial Kernel Spatial Kernel Spatial Kernel
at level 1 at level 2 at level 3
|H(a>)|
1.0
0 8
0.6
0.4
0 2
0.0 I
(<d)
Figure 5.8: Perspective plot of circularly symmetric generating kernels and their associated equivalent 
kernels in Example 4. Equivalent kernels for Gaussian-pyramid levels 1,2 and 3 are shown respectively 
inthelast three columns starting from lefttoright. The first column at far left shows the corresponding 
amplitude response of the kernels measured along the diagonal of the two dimensional Fourier plane.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter multiresolution data representation was introduced. In particular, we 
have detailed the construction of a Gaussian pyramid. Among the many advantages 
of processing with multiresolution representation as compared to processing at a single 
resolution, the most important one is efficient noise reduction which is crucial to our 
image segmentation scheme to be presented in the next chapter. During the process 
of pyramid construction, the amount of noise presented in the image is progressively 
reduced as the pyramid continuously moves upward.
The computation of a Gaussian pyramid involves iteratively smoothing and sub­
sampling an image using a small size kernel, the generating kernel. In effect, individual 
levels of a Gaussian pyramid can be treated as being filtered by various size lowpass filters 
namely the equivalent kernels. Burt [3] originated this idea and proposed a set of spatial 
constrains on designing the generating kernel guaranteeing that all equivalent kernels 
have similar functional shape to the generating kernel. However, there was no general 
design procedure provided. Furthermore, we illustrated the importance of satisfying 
Burt's design constraints with some examples from other design methods.
The main contribution of this chapter is the proposed general approach to designing 
a generating kernel of arbitrary size and applicable to different decimation rates. The 
design procedures are appropriate for FIR filter design which involves the minimization 
of a quadratic cost function subject to some linear constraints. The cost function is given 
by the least square error of the FIR filter response to some desired filter response.
We have demonstrated the approach on various generating kernel design examples. 
In order to compare it with Burt's approach, we set the desired response to a Gaussian 
function. In some cases, we achieved similar kernel coefficients to [3]. One may argue 
that the Gaussian function does not resemble an ideal lowpass filter response, in this case, 
we can reformulate the cost function in Equation (5.14) in the optimization process to 
accommodate the required specifications.
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Chapter 6 
Supervised Multiresolution Image 
Segmentation: Theory and Analysis
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a new method for segmenting multiple feature images is presented. It 
builds on the two well established methodologies: Bayes decision rule and a multireso­
lution data representation. The proposed method is aimed at image analysis applications 
involving routine processing. The goal is to improve the classification reliability of 
conventional statistical based pixel classifier by taking account of spatial contextual infor­
mation conveyed in an image via multiresolution data structure as discussed in Chapter 5 
-  Pyramidal Data Representation.
Segmenting an image into spatially disjoint regions of uniform property has been 
the subject of extensive research over the past decades. The prime aim is to provide a 
symbolic description of the constituent parts of the image for scene interpretation. In 
seismic stratigraphic analysis, for instance, the seismic sections are firstly subdivided into 
regions of concordant reflections for subsequent analyses.
The many different approaches to the problem of image segmentation can be clas­
sified into distinct categories on the basis of either mathematical framework (statistical, 
fuzzy, knowledge driven approaches) or image phenomenon (region homogeneity, edges) used 
for segmentation [11,15]. Among them, the statistical approach such as per-pixel classi­
fication has been widely applied in industrial part inspection, classification of remotely 
sensed multispectral image data for land-cover analysis [9,10,18] and identification of 
productive hydrocarbon reservoirs [1,14].
However criticism has been raised against the approach of classifying pixels based 
solely upon the statistical distribution of individual pixel intensity or pixel features, on
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the ground that the spatial contextual information conveyed in an image is not taken into 
consideration. Consequently, any spatial coherence and localization of the regions which 
result from the classification is entirely fortuitous. Put in another way, noisy features of 
individual pixels cause erroneous decisions about the pixel labels for these single-pixel 
classifiers. This may be the reason why these procedures tend to produce an abundance 
of false regions.
Incorporating contextual or spatial information for improving classification reliabil­
ity has been a major aim of recent research into this problem. The resulting methodologies 
include contextual decision rules, probabilistic relaxation, maximum aposteriori probabil­
ity (MAP) estimation, and multiresolution processing. The latter approach in particular, 
in which processing is carried out over a range of spatial scales of the input image, has 
proved very promising in terms of computational efficiency [17].
Applying a multiresolution data structure to image segmentation has been reported 
by various researchers [6,12,19,22,24]. The essence of such data structure is to allow 
local and global information to be concurrently available in guiding the segmentation 
process. Our method is closely related to the Spann and Wilson unsupervised quadtree 
segmentation algorithm. However, we shall demonstrate that a supervised formulation 
under the assumption that image classes are normally distributed, leads to a significant 
simplification of Spann and Wilson's algorithm and gives more consistent segmentation 
results.
Firstly, the computational framework for the supervised multiresolution segmen­
tation scheme is presented. In order to incorporate Bayes decision rule with a Gaussian 
image pyramid, the class statistics at each resolution level must be available. The issue 
of acquiring class statistics at each resolution level is discussed in Section 6.3. However, 
we shall point out the difficulty to estimate unbiased parameters of class distributions via 
direct calculation. An efficient method to acquiring the parameters is then proposed. We 
also show the validity of the method using numerous statistical tests. Section 6.4 details 
the implementation of the segmentation scheme. A numerical example using a synthetic 
image is given to facilitate the discussion concerning the Spann and Wilson algorithm. 
Section 6.5 shows some results on a set of images composite of Brodatz textures [4]. Some 
of the images were used in the experiment in Section 4.3. A detail discussion of the 
results in terms of computation efficiency and segmentation quality is also included in 
this section. In Section 6.6, we demonstrate the applicability of the proposed algorithm on 
the seismic image segmentation problem. Finally we conclude the chapter with several 
remarks about the proposed algorithm.
6.2 Overview of the Segmentation Scheme
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The proposed supervised multiresolution segmentation scheme can be functionally di­
vided into three parts as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The key difference between the new 
approach and a traditional pixel based Bayes classification approach is that the classi­
fication process is applied to a reduced spatial resolution version of the image to be 
segmented. The segmentation result which we call a coarse segmentation, is then the 
input to a coarse-to-fine process to restore the spatial resolution of the segmentation result.
Image for Segmentation
the input image; which can he a grey level 
or muttMeature image
H the originai image is input to the bottom 
layer of the pyramid in order to invoke 
the process
¡3 the PROCESS is terminated at level (i) 
of the pyramid
Efl the SEGMENTATION PROCESS is
carried out at the top level of the truncated 
pyramid by using a Bayes classifier
ga inherit class label from the father node 
which has been classified either by the 
coarse segmentation process or the 
boundary refining process at the higher level
i  reclassify all the nodes which iie 
within the boundary region
Segmented Image
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the Supervised Segmentation Scheme using 
pyramidal data representation.
The favourable features of this approach are that the supervised Bayes classifier 
is known to be a very effective tool for classification problems, and that the lowpass 
pyramidal data representation can relieve the computational burden involved in the 
classification process in addition to having a beneficial effect on reducing image noise. 
Furthermore, the "what and where" paradigm for image segmentation as discussed 
in [23, Chapter 2] can be effectively implemented in such structural approach. The 
effective noise suppression achieved by the pyramidal construction process increases the 
confidence in establishing "what" is in the image. The subsequent refining processing 
can reliably indicate "where" it is.
£
Image Pyramid 
Construction
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6.3 Estimating the Class Statistics for a Reduced Resolution 
Image
In order to apply the Bayes decision rule to a lowpass image pyramid, it is necessary to 
have the class statistics at each resolution level. Let us assume that the entities of the image 
function I(x, y), or /{<>}(*, y)* constitute a set of random vectors {X} which are statistically 
independent and identically distributed (iid) according to NQi, S )  or N ^{o}) • The 
multivariate normally distributed function is specified by mean vector n and covariance 
matrix S  defined as
jU as E{X} and S  = E{(X -  ju)(X -  ju)T}
where E{-} is the mathematical expectation operator. The implicit assumption we make 
here is that all pixels in the image represent the same physical phenomenon.
Let us recall the image pyramid generation equation and its equivalent form as 
discussed on page 71 in Chapter 5, that is
A f"
/{/}(*> y) = ^2  GOj) • (xS + ityS +j) (6.1a)
ij=M~
%C*y> -  E  E{l}(i,j) l m (xS' + i,yS'+j). (6.1b)
In Equation (6.1a) it is shown that an entity I^y(x,y) at level I is given by a linear combi­
nation of its son nodes at level I -  I (see Figure 5.1 on page 68). Since the vector /{/}(*, y) 
is obtained by a linear combination of normally distributed random vectors, then /{/}(*, y) 
itself is normally distributed as N £{*}).
Hence the problem in here is to obtain an unbiased estimate of the class statistics at 
each resolution level.
6.3.1 Potential Problems
An unbiased estimate of the class distribution parameters at each resolution level cannot 
be obtained by direct calculation unless a sufficient by large sample size of statistically 
independent and identically distributed data is available at these levels. However as a 
result of the pyramid construction process the nodes at higher levels of the pyramid are 
no longer independent.
To illustrate this problem, a one dimensional pyramid is considered as shown in 
Figure 6.2. The pyramid is generated according to the equation modified from Equa-
1 As mentioned on page 68 in Chapter 5, the entities denoted by / (x, y) or I yy (0, y) at spatial coordinates (x, y) 
and the 0-th level of the pyramid can either hold a scalar or a vector quantity. For example, our discussion 
focuses on the general case of multiple feature images.
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S = 2; Af+ = 2 ; M  = -1; and G = [ b a a b ] T
Figure 6.2: Graphical illustration of the procedure to determine the node values at various 
levels of the pyramid.
tion (6.1a). That is
M*
/w(*) = ¿ 2  G®  ■ v » * 2* + <) «> 2>
i=M~
where the subsampling rate 5 is 2. Let the width of the generating sequence be 4, then 
we have M~ = — 1 and Af+ = 2 and the kernel coefficients are given as {b ,a ,a ,b }  where 
2a + 2b -  1 (cf. the spatial constraints imposed on {G(/)} in Section 5.2.1).
As shown in Figure 6.2, each node at higher level of the pyramid shares half 
the population of its son nodes one level below with its neighbouring nodes for 2 : 1 
decimation rate. Hence the statistical independence assumption holds only when the 
nodes are separated by a certain distance. For example, at pyramid level 1, alternate nodes 
are statistically independent. Moving one level upward, that is / = 2, the independence 
is only valid for nodes which are three units apart. The distance required monotonically 
increases as we move further up the pyramid. As a result, neither can we determine 
the class statistics from the data at each level since the estimates would be highly biased 
nor can we estimate them from the subsampled independent data because the sample 
size is not large enough to provide sufficient statistical confidence for the results. The 
combining effect of the statistical dependence of neighbouring nodes at higher levels of 
the pyramid and the successive decimation process to reduce spatial resolution makes 
the direct calculation impossible.
So far we assumed that the entities of the image function I(x, y) are drawn from a 
single normal distribution. However the image function is normally composed of several 
segments each filled with samples drawn from a distinct distribution. This gives rise to yet 
another problem when the image pyramid is constructed, namely the segments at higher 
levels of the pyramid will contain mixed population pixels. These originate from the
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kernel smoothing across the boundary of two adjacent segments. The relative proportion 
of these mixed pixels rapidly becomes significant as one moves up the pyramid and can 
seriously affect (bias) the estimated class statistics.
Summing up, all these problems re-enforce the need to find a way to estimate the 
class statistics for each level of the pyramid without recourse to the image at that level.
6.3.2 Parameter Inference
If a large enough training sample is available, the local correlation due to filtering could 
be avoided by subsampling the nodes at higher levels. In most cases, however, the 
number of training samples at higher levels is limited. Hence, an alternative approach 
to estimating the statistics is required. In the following, we shall demonstrate how the 
class statistics at higher levels of the pyramid can be expressed in terms of the statistics 
estimated from the full resolution data.
To show that both and can be expressed in terms of ju{0} and £ { 0} respec­
tively we shall involve the equivalence relation as expressed in Equation (6.1b). In this a 
direct relation between the entity value at any level to the original resolution image has 
been established. For example consider the mean vector = E{/{/}(x,y)}. Substituting 
for 7{/}(x,y) from Equation (6.1b), we have
f R+{,)
P{i} = E< • J{o}(xSl + i,ySl +j) (6.3)
Further simplification yields
Rti' Rl*{/) «{!}
P{1} = Y2 E{i} (hj) E {l{0}(xSl + i,ySl +J))} = ß {0} ■ £{/}(/J) . (6.4)
ij=R{/> ¡J=R{0
Since = 1/ we finally have = fi{0} ~ \l. Formally speaking, the mean
vector is invariant under the weighted averaging process as long as the smoothing kernel 
is normalised.
Similarly, the covariance matrix £{/}, can be expressed as 
£ {0 = E j [/{/}(x,y) - M{/}] ~
= E
%
E{f}(i,j) I{o}(xSl + i,yS‘ +J) I -}X{1}
k lJ=R{iy
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(  Rh
E
L y*7i>
\
- H d
j
(6.5)
Expanding the summation terms in Equation (6.5) and substituting for from Equa­
tion (6.4), we find
S W =  e |  5 3  E i ‘) ^  £ < 0 t 7« »  +  i .yS'  + ; )  -  M{0 )] [/<»}(* S ' +  ( , yS1 + / )  -  (i<o>]
= E  £{/}0‘j')  £{/}(/',/)e| [ / { 0 } ( ^  4- i,ySl +J) -  M{0}] [ / { 0 } ( ^ ? + i'.yS1 + j)  -  ju{0}]T|
it? 1 _
(6.6)
Since /{o}( > ) are independent, the mathematical expectation of the cross product-term 
deviations have zero value. That is
E  j  [l{0 }(xS‘ 4- i,y S l + j )  -  jU{0>] [l{o}(xSl +  i ,y S ‘ + / )  -  ¿¿{0 }] *  j  =  0
for (/,/) ^ (f,/). Thus Equation (6 .6) can be simply expressed as
RV)
£{/} = E  Ei ^ D 2 ' E {  [*W<& 4- i,ySl +j) -  M{0}] [l{o}(xSl 4- i,ySl +j) -  M{0}] T|
W n
MO
ij=R{0
or
R{iy
(6.7)
1, I ~ 0.
This shows that £{/} can be obtained directly from E^0> by multiplying it with a scaling 
factor f {l}.
6.3.3 Numerical Example
In the preceding section we developed a method for estimating the class statistics at 
higher levels of an image pyramid using zero level pyramid data. In this section, we 
shall test the validity of the estimation scheme using standard statistical tests. The two 
hypotheses we test are as follows:
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1. Testing the hypothesis that a covariance matrix is proportional to a given matrix 
(the Sphericity test). In this experiment, we test the statistical confidence about the 
estimate as compared with the theoretical predications.
2. Testing the hypothesis that a mean vector and a covariance matrix are equal to a 
given vector and matrix. In particular, we shall test the statistical significance of our 
estimates of class statistics as compared with the expected statistical parameters, 
that is fixed mean vector and scaled covariance matrix.
63.3.1 Creation of Test Data
A set of independent and identically distributed random variables are generated for both 
hypothesis tests. The random variables generated using the NAG routine G05AEF are 
bivariate normal, distributed according to the parameters as shown
' 0.0 ' ’ 1.0 0.9 ‘
M = = 0.0
IIo'Hr*
aII'A
0.9 2.0
A sample at a higher image pyramid level is obtained from a two dimensional lattice 
as shown in Figure 6.3. The size of the lattice is equal to the size of the corresponding 
equivalent convolution mask, {£{/}(•,)}. The lattice entities are filled by the random 
variables drawn independently from the bivariate normal population as given above.
Level /
A
Level 0
The size of the two dimensional lattice and 
the equivalent smoothing kernel,E{l)(x j )  
is given as: (Rfl} - K[l}+ l ) 2
Figure 6.3: Determining the node value at level I direct from the original resolution data.
The coefficients of {£{/>(-, •)} are determined from Equation 5.6 in Section 5.2.3. To 
obtain {£{/}(•,)}, it requires firstly to fix the generating kernel {G (v )} . We use a 4  x 4 
generating kernel with circularly symmetric response for 2:1 downsampling rate. The 
kernel was design to approximate a two-dimensional Gaussian and satisfied Burt's spatial 
constraints on kernel coefficients (cf. Section 5.2.1). The design was detailed in Section 5.6
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Table 6.1: The generating kernels for experimental work. The kernels of size 4 x 4  and 
6 x 6 respectively have circularly symmetric response for 2:1 decimation rate 
(extracted from Table 5.2).
4x 4  Kernel
.017040 .046100 .046100 .017040
.046100 .140800 .140800 .046100
.046100 .140800 .140800 .046100
.017040 .046100 .046100 .017040
6 x 6 Kernel
.000800 .001813 .006543 .006543 .001813 .000800
.001813 .017475 .045425 .045425 .017475 .001813
.006543 .045425 .124150 .124150 .045425 .006543
.006543 .045425 .124150 .124150 .045425 .006543
.001813 .017475 .045425 .045425 .017475 .001813
.000800 .001813 .006543 .006543 .001813 .000800
and the kernel coefficients are showed in Table 6.1. We use this generating kernel for all 
experiments.
It should be noted that each generated sample at level / is determined indepen­
dently and does not therefore correspond to the actual averaging process in image pyra­
mid construction. This method was adopted in order to avoid spatially correlated data. 
Alternatively a normal pyramid smoothing could be used but then it would be neces­
sary to obtain a sample set of independent random variable by means of appropriate 
subsampling.
6.3 .3.2 The Sphericity Test: the validity of the estimated scaling factor
As mentioned the statistical test conducted is the Sphericity Test [2, pages 427-433] where 
we test the null hypothesis £{/} = • E{0} against the alternative £{/} ^ fyy ■ £ { 0}. More
specifically we use a sample of P-component vectors y l, ...,yN from to test
the null hypothesis. The hypothesis is tested by the following statistic:
where
B  =
y  = 
N =
fin  = 
£ {0} =
_ trJ3Sr0i.
/ =  . W (6.8)
N
-  yXvi -  y f1
i-l
sample mean vector 
the sample size 
the expected scaling factor 
a positive definite matrix
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Table 6.2: Results of the hypothesis test: A covariance matrix is proportional to a 
given matrix.
btbsp Level fin fin * 2
Level of Significance a
a  = 0.05
2 2 
*0.975 *0.025
a = 0.01 
*0.995 *0.005
1 0.09685 0.09746 97.386 72.501 127.282 65.694 137.803
2 0.01999 0.01998 98.025 72.501 127.282 65.694 137.803
3 0.00400 0.00478 81.972 72.501 127.282 65.694 137.803
f{i) is the predicted value which can be evaluated using Equation (6.7) 
/{/} is the estimated value which is obtained using Equation (6.9) 
degrees of freedom = p(N -  1) = 2(50 — 1) = 98
The above statistic is distributed as x2 with P • (TV -  1) degrees of freedom and the critical 
regions for such test are as follows:
Alternative hypothesis: ^ /{/} • £{<>}
Reject null hypothesis if: x2 < X2~f or %2 > x\
where a  is the level of significance. Also an unbiased estimator of fyy under the null 
hypothesis is given as
  trB £7n\
(69)
The test is applied to the first three levels of the pyramid, that is / = 1,2,3. At each of 
these three levels, 50 bivariate data vectors are generated using the procedures described 
previously in Section 6.3.3.I. The results are summarized in Table 6.2 with different values 
for the level of significance a.
In all these tests, the x2 values obtained are well confined within the critical region 
established by the specified level of significance. Therefore we can conclude that the null 
hypothesis is accepted at significant confidence level. More precisely, the covariance of 
the samples at higher levels of the pyramid are proportional to the covariance obtained 
from the original resolution samples. The ratio is given by the Equation (6.7).
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6.3.33 Testing specified values for the mean vector and covariance matrix
From the previous test, we confirmed that the covariance of the samples at higher levels 
of the pyramid can be obtained directly by multiplying an appropriate scaling factor /{/} 
to the covariance matrix of the original samples, that is at level 0. Now, we conduct the 
second statistical test to verify our claim that the class statistics at higher levels of the 
pyramid can be estimated from the original resolution sample set.
Given theP-component observation vectors y v ...,yN from N w e  test the 
null hypothesis H0 : = ys, = S ,  using the following statistic [2, pages 440-4463:
x2 = - 2 6/V • (P + 3)
loge A (6.10)
where
Â = ( i f - B s r 1\NJ
ys ~ the specified mean vector and covariance matrix 
y -  sample mean vector
N
B  ~ ~ v fo i  ~
¡=i
When the null hypothesis is true, the above statistic is approximately distributed as %2 
with ~P ■ (P 4- 3) degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis is rejected if x2 > xl where a  is 
the level of significance of these tests.
We employed the same set of data used in the previous test for the current test. 
Table 6 .3 shows the test results. A high level of confidence for accepting the null hypothesis 
is achieved. Hence the argument for estimating the class statistics at higher levels of the 
pyramid from the original resolution sample set is validated.
6.3.4 Summary
The key requirement to incorporate Bayes decision rule with a pyramidal data structure 
is that the class statistics at each level of the pyramid must be available. However, we 
have pointed out that at the coarse level it is difficult to obtain sufficient training data 
to estimate the parameters. Furthermore, the assumption of statistical independence of 
samples is violated at higher levels of the pyramid. Hence it is impossible to determine 
the class statistics directly from each level of the pyramid.
The idea of predicting class statistics for reduced resolution image suggested that 
there maybe some ways to express the class statistics of any level of the pyramid in terms
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Table 6.3: Results of the hypothesis test: Testing specified values for the mean vector 
and covariance matrix.
Level expected class^  
statistics
estimated dass  ^
statistics
* 2 a = 0.05 
(*0.05)
1
L i =
/ i  =
Mi -
' 0.0< 
0.0Î
0.09746
0.0000 ' 
0.0000
>746 O.Oi 
5772 0. IS
5772 ' 
>492
J i =
Sl "  [ 0.C
’ -0.0121 ' 
0.0231
0944 0.07 
>7796 0.14
796 ’ 
733
7.577 11.070
2
^2 =
/2 = 
M2 =
* 0.0] 
0.0]
= 0.01998
■ 0.0000 ' 
0.0000
1998 0.0 
L798 O.O:
L798 ' 
5997
3
S2 =
’2 “
■ 0.C 
0.C
‘ -0.0090 1 
-0.0291 J
>2102 0.01620' 
>1620 0.03373
3.385 11.070
3
£3 =
h  =
M3 =
' o.oc
0.(X
= 0.00478
' 0.0000 ' 
0.0000
)478 0.<X 
M30 0 CK
)430 ‘ 
)956
3
S3 -
. r -0 .0009 1
?3~ [ -0.0016 J
“ 0.00437 0.00385 ' 
0.00385 0.00752
2.669 11.070
0.000
0.000
1.0
0.9
0.9
2.0t S = + Ml = M2 = M3 = Mo =
degrees of freedom = \p(p + 3) = 5 
/{/} is the predicted value which can be evaluated using Equation (6.7)
of estimated statistics of the original resolution samples. We have described a method 
for efficiently acquiring the parameters of the class distribution at each resolution level 
under the assumption that the original data are statistically independent and identically 
distributed according to N(jx, £ ). We have also conducted some statistical hypothesis 
tests to justify the assertion. The proposed method has been found very effective on 
simulated data. It will be subjected to further tests in the following sections.
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6.4 Segmentation Scheme
In this section, we detail the proposed supervised segmentation scheme. The contruction 
of pyramidal data representation was described in Chapter 5. In the following, the second 
and third stage of the segmentation scheme are explained in more detail. A numerical 
example using a synthetic image is given to demonstrate the approach and in support of 
our remarks concerning the Spann and Wilson algorithm.
6.4.1 Implementation
6.4.1.1 Supervised Coarse Segmentation Scheme
The Bayes classifier Let D-dimensional observation Xbelong to one of C possible classes, 
,..., cdc. A canonical form of the Bayes classifier [8] is illustrated in Figure 6.4 where dis­
criminant function Qi (•) is associated with class <¡¡*. Assuming that classes are distributed 
normally with ju, and covariance matrix E¿, then, the discriminant function takes the form
f t 0 0  = log,/>(«*) -  ilo g , [(2n f  ■ |S,|] -  ¿ (X -  ju,')T£ r ‘(X -Mi) (6.11)
where P(co¡) is the a priori probability of class co¡. Formally then, the classifier allocates an 
observation X to class <d¡ if and only if
gi (X )> g j (X) V j i l  (6 . 12)
Discriminant Maximum
Calculators Selector
Class
Isabel
O: number of classes or categories 
Figure 6.4: A Bayes classifier.
Implementation of a Bayes Classifier for Reduced Spatial Resolution Image When 
applying the Bayes minimum error rule to an image of reduced resolution such as Iyy (x, y), 
a new set of discriminant functions g^y (•) define the decision rule: 
assign I{iy(x, y) to class ©, if
Qi,{iy (/{/>( y^)) > Gj.{iy (I{iy(x,y)) V j  i  i. (6.13)
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In this case Qit^ y (Iyy(x,y)) is given as
(/{/}(*, y)) = log, P M  -  i  log, [(2n f  • |SM01]
[*{!}<*'?) -  [Ao&y) ~ % o ] ■ (6*14)
Applying the results obtained in Section 6.3, we have
Gm  {I{i}(x,y)) = log,/*(<$) — ^log, [(2nf{iy)D • |S«i{0}|]
~ 2 [hntoy* ~ M,{0}] I W w )  ~
(6.15)
where and S , {/} are substituted by /i^0y and jfy} • S;,{0} respectively, and the deter­
minant of the matrix, /</} • E^o}, is given as f { i } ' |S,{o}|. Ignoring the zero level indices, 
we have
£/,{/} (/{/} (*> y>) = log, P M  -  i  log, [(2n f{i))D * | E, |]
• [/ {/}(^>?) -  [/{/}(^,y) -  Mil (6.16)
or, equivalently,
etw(Ao (*•?)) = iogc/>(ffli)-iiogct(2iI)D|si|]-|ioge/{,)
- g r -  ■ [/{!}(*•>) -  M,]Ts r ‘ -  Ml] • (6-17)
For / = 0, we have /{0> = 1, then Equation (6.17) is reduced to the expression given in 
Equation (6.11).
In summary the Supervised Coarse Segmentation procedure involves the following 
steps as illustrated in Figure 6.5.
Step 1. Estimate the class statistics juf, E* for each class from the full spatial
resolution training data
Step 2. Build the pyramid for image I(x, y) to be classified
Step 3. Choose the level at which the classification is to be carried out,
say at level /
Step 4. Generate the equivalent convolution mask E^y (i,j) using the equa­
tions derived in Section 5.2.3 and then evaluate the corresponding 
scaling factor fy} by Equation (6.7)
Step 5. Classify the pixels of the reduced resolution image /{/> (x, y) by 
evaluating the discriminant functions given in Equation (6.17)
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Classify the coarse 
r ©solutiIon Image;
Discriminant
Calculators
Maximum
Selector
Input [ \
Image *—y
Coarse 
Segmentation 
at level I
Classification
Class Statistics 
Estimate
Training I > 
Data ■—-j/
Modify the class statistics 
for the dlscimlnant functions 
by using an appropriate 
scaling factor fu)
Figure 6.5: Block diagram of the supervised coarse segmentation system. The upper part 
of the diagram shows a modified version of a typical Bayes classifier as depicted 
in Figure 6.4. The lower part is composed of two mechanisms. The first one 
is the training mechanism which is used to estimate the class statistics from 
full spatial resolution training data. The second one is the control mechanism 
which is used to generate the appropriate class statistics at corresponding 
pyramid level.
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6.4.1.2 Boundary Refining
Recalling our earlier discussion, in our approach the coarse segmentation is obtained at a 
higher level of the pyramid where the class identities for regions in an image become more 
salient at the expense of accurately determining the region borders. This segmentation 
is propagated to the next lower level of the pyramid where it is refined by a boundary 
estimation process. The boundary estimation process is designed to restore the accuracy 
of spatial location of the region borders. The procedure is similar to that proposed 
by Spann and Wilson [20]. To adapt it to our computational framework the following 
modifications have been introduced.
• Reclassification of boundary nodes -  the term will be introduced later -  is achieved 
by a supervised classification technique rather than the non-supervised approach 
using minimum Euclidean measures employed in the original algorithm.
• The step of adaptive filtering on boundary nodes before reclassification was elim­
inated as additional filtering on each pyramid level will alter the predicted class 
statistics.
In the following, we detail the implementation of the process and return to the modifica­
tions in due course.
The algorithm works on the following principle: It is assumed that a satisfactory 
preliminary segmentation was obtained at the /-th level of the pyramid. Based on the 
assumption that the relative spatial location of the regions in an image is invariant over 
the scales of resolution we can immediately conclude that the classification introduced at 
this level of the pyramid is valid at lower levels. This implies that the refining process 
at the successive layers can be reduced to the problem of classifying a small number of 
nodes which lie near the region borders.
To illustrate this, consider an image consisting of three different regions as shown 
in Figure 6.6. Suppose a coarse segmentation has been obtained at level / of the pyramid 
either from the Coarse segmentation process or the previous boundary refining procedure 
applied at level I. Then every node at the level immediately below, that is level / -  1, 
inherits the class label from its father node at level /. Let us first introduce two terms: 
boundary node and interior node.
• A boundary node is a node which is less than two pixels away from the coarse region 
border inherited from the previous level.
• An interior node is a node which is not a boundary node.
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level I
i.e. I ,(x j)  = 8x8 = 64
level l-l
i.e. 11 (x„y) = 16*16 = 256
»
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proceed downward 
the image pyramid
this boundary nod# is sssociatsd 
with class 1 or class 3; hsncs the 
classification process can be reduced 
to a two class problem
'I 1 i »»4 « 1 it i
2
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V
l&i IY-
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I V 3
**
W
approximate region border 
inherited from higher level 
of the pyramid
true region border at thii level 
boundary nodes
In this example the total number of pixels 
or nodes need to be reclassified = 104 = 40.6%
Figure 6.6: Boundary refining procedure. In this example, we consider a three region 
image. First the image is expanded by a factor 2 on both sides. The shaded 
region in level 1—1 represents the boundary nodes. All nodes in the boundary 
region are reclassified in order to recover the true boundary which is shown 
as a dotted line. At this particular step, only 40.6% of image at level I — 1 
needs to be processed. The percentage of reprocessed nodes will be reduced as 
the process proceeds doumward the pyramid.
The true region boundary must be confined to the boundary region which is shaded as 
shown in Figure 6.6. Thus the true border can be recovered by reclassifying those nodes 
which are lying within the boundary region.
For the classification process, we make use of the classifier implemented in the 
previous stage of the segmentation scheme. However, some modifications are necessary 
to adapt it to the boundary refining process. Firstly, instead of considering all the possible 
class labels, the re-classification process can be viewed as a two-category classification 
problem as illustrated in Figure 6.6. When more than two regions meet, a vote will be 
held among the 8 connected neighbours to decide which two regions are most likely 
associated with this part of the region border? From here we also estimate the 'local' a 
priori probabilities P(cof) of these two classes in Equation (6.17). It is done by counting the 
frequency of these classes appearing on the 8 connected neighbours. The reclassification 
procedure proceeds recursively until the full spatial resolution has been restored.
However, there is a problem concerning local uncertainty between regions. In Spann 
and Wilson algorithm, the reclassification of the boundary nodes is based on the minimum 
Euclidean distance. In order to minimize the uncertainty, adaptive filtering is applied
2When the decision about the position of the boundary between two regions is not clear cut, an arbitrary 
assignment is made.
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on the boundary nodes before reclassification. The filter that is used for smoothing the 
boundary region is adaptable on the basis of the estimated local inter-region signal to 
noise ratio, which is an approximation of the local uncertainty [20]. However, in our 
case, such additional filtering process is undesirable because of the side-effect of altering 
the predicted class statistics when using the supervised reclassification process, apart 
from increasing the computational cost. We take the view that adequate smoothing 
is applied on higher levels of the pyramid via the pyramid construction. The noise 
problem becomes significant when the boundary refining process reaches the bottom 
level of the image which contains the original feature images. To counteract this problem, 
smoothing is required at this level. In fact, the reversed pyramid construction process can 
be considered as an alternative way to obtain a smooth version of the original image [5]. 
Its effect is to expand a reduced spatial resolution image into a higher spatial resolution 
one by interpolating new node values between the given values using the same generating 
kernel by reversing the pyramid building equation, so that
where S is the decimation rate and only terms for which (x+i)/S and (y+j)/S are integers are 
included in this sum (cf. the pyramid building procedure in Equation (6.1b>). It cannot 
be overemphasised that the procedure applies only to the final stage of the boundary 
refining process.
In summary, the boundary refining process can be outlined in the following general
form:
Step 1. At fc-th level of the pyramid:
if nodes do not lie at the region boundaries
(6.18)
then give them the same class label as their fathers 
else label as boundary nodes
Step 2. if the bottom level of the pyramid is reached
then obtain the smoothed node values by interpolating the 
corresponding node values from the first pyramid 
level using Equation (6.18).
Step 3. Reclassify the boundary nodes using the Bayes classifier with the 
corresponding class statistics at level k.
Step 4. Terminate the process if full resolution has been restored; other­
wise proceed downward to (k -  l)-th level
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6.4.2 Numerical Illustration and Discussion
It was remarked in the introductory section that using the supervised learning approach 
the class membership will be more stable at coarser image resolution and this aids to 
achieve low classification error rate. The relevance of this can be appreciated if one 
considers the following simulation study. We return also to the comments made on the 
Spann and Wilson algorithm.
6.4.2.1 Segmentation Results
Consider Figure 6.7. This 128 x 128 image is composed of three concentric squares of 
different size. The entities of these regions are defined by bivariate data vectors which 
are drawn independently from three normal populations specified in the figure.
Class 1:
32 x 32 square
Class 2:
(64 x 64 - 32 x 32) square ring 
Class 3:
(128 x 128 - 64 x 64) square ring
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
Sample size 1024 3072 12288
Mean vector .. _ 126-° 
[l26.o| |_162.o] ^ [ i2 0 .q j
Covariance ("324.0 291.6*| 
Matrix M - [ 291.6 648.oj
[486.0 0.01 
L 0.0 486.0J
[648.0 -324.ol 
U 24.O 324.0J
Figure 6.7: The ground truth of the multiple classes bivariate feature image and the 
statistical parameters.
The pyramid representation of this image is constructed using the same 4 x 4  
generating kernel in Section 6.3.3.2. Figure 6.8(a)-(d) shows the scatter plot of the pixel 
vectors from four successive layers of the pyramid starting from level 0 in the feature 
space. It can be seen from Figure 6.8(a) that the original class density functions overlap 
quite severely. For instance only 2 modes are distinguishable at level 0 since density 
distribution of class 1 is embedded within that of class 3. Despite the fact that no class is 
well separated, the three clusters can be clearly identified in the scatter plot of the data 
from the higher level of the pyramid. In Figure 6.8(b)-(d) we can see that these three 
clusters become rapidly separated from each other and shrink towards their center of 
mass.
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Figure 6.8: Scatter plot of the data in a two dimensional feature space (for statistical 
parameters, see Figure 6.7). Data shown in (a), (b), (c) and (d) are from four 
successive layers of the data pyramid starting at level 0. The sample size for 
each plot is a quarter of that immediately below.
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Figure 6.9: Segmentation results of the synthetic image, (a) Segmentation result obtained 
by using pixel based classification method applied to the full resolution input 
image, (b) Segmentation result obtained using the proposed method. The 
segmented regions are grey level coded.
The results shown in Figure 6.8 dearly justify our opening statement that global 
information existing in an image is more salient in coarser resolution versions of this 
image. In other words, even though class identities are not well defined in the original 
image as in this example, correct dassification may still be achieved in a lower resolution 
version of the same image. Before discussing the segmentation result for this illustration, 
let us go further to investigate why the clusters become more compact in higher levels of 
the pyramid.
Recall Equation (6.1a), nodes at one layer are obtained by the weighted averaging 
of nodes from a local region of the layer immediately below. In this case, for example, 
the local region contains 16 nodes for a 4 x 4 kernel. Moreover the spatial relationship 
between nodes is preserved in all layers in this process. So the relative spatial position of 
the regions in an image is invariant over a range of resolutions. Consequently, this enables 
the pyramidal smoothing process to combine the nodes having the same statistics even 
in the presence of multiple regions. The rate of condensation of dass density function is 
given by the corresponding scaling factor The effect can also been seen as that of a local 
noise suppression process or lozopass filtering process. The variation of data within a local 
region is smoothed out during the pyramid building procedure. Hence subsampling the 
filtered image is then permitted. As a result the next layer of the pyramid is produced.
Figure 6.9(b) shows the restored ground truth of the above bifeature image. The 
coarse segmentation is carried out at level 3 of the pyramid where the spatial resolution 
is equal to 16 x 16 pixels in size. It can be seen that the algorithm has produced a 
segmentation in good agreement with the given ground truth. In comparison, we show 
in Figure 6.9(a) the result of segmenting the bifeature image in full resolution directly. As 
expected, the segmented regions are extremely 'spotty7.
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6A.2.2 Spann and Wilson's Approach: A comparison
We present also the results of coarse segmentations obtained using Spann and Wilson 
algorithm. As mentioned, our proposed segmentation scheme shares some similarities 
with Spann and Wilson's approach. For instance, multiresolution data representation is 
employed in both methods. However the fundamental difference lies in the stage per­
forming coarse segmentation. In their approach, a nonparametric classification method 
known as local centroid clustering is used and requires no a priori information about im­
age statistics. These characteristics make their algorithm ideal for general segmentation 
problems.
The local centroid clustering algorithm is most easily described by considering a 
single feature image, for example a grey level image. The image information available 
for the clustering process is the histogram of the image. As illustrate in Figure 6.10, 
the algorithm can be viewed as an iterative process shifting the histogram masses to 
their nearby local distribution peaks defined within some local window. It is assumed 
that local maxima represent region identities. The algorithm can be easily extended to 
handle multiple feature images in which it works on locating the centroids of clusters in 
multidimensional space.
However, the local centroid clustering method works efficiently and effectively only 
under certain conditions. For example, the algorithm performs well when applied to an 
image which can be segmented solely by grey level information. This is because the 
feature space the algorithm is working in is then one dimensional with finite resolution, 
say 256 possible locations for a 8-bit grey level image. Hence the performance in terms of 
computational effort is independent of the image size. However, in the case of a multiple
Original histogram h(i)
Updated histogram A"(i>
Figure 6.10: Graphical illustration of the local centroid clustering algorithm applies on a 
single feature image
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feature image, it is impossible to visit all the possible sites existing in the finite continuous 
feature space in order to locate the cluster centroids. One can take advantage of the 
sparsity of the feature space to speed up the process but one should remember that each 
pixel in an image holds some values which define a point to the feature space. In the worst 
case, the total number of distinct points in the feature space matches the size of the image. 
Since the clustering process is applied to some coarser resolution images, in general, the 
image size is much smaller than the dimension of the feature space. Hence substantial 
time reduction can be achieved. In other words, the computational efficiency should be 
degraded when applying the process to a large size image. Comparatively speaking, our 
supervised coarse segmentation method is more efficient since it is a one-pass process 
while the local centroid clustering algorithm needs to proceed iteratively.
The estimate of local centroid is constrained to some local window of certain size. 
As reported in [7], the class dominance is determined by the local window size. Too 
small a window will tend to locate some local peaks which do not represent any distinct 
regions in the image. On the other hand, too big a window will smooth out small regions. 
In Wilson and Spann's implementation, they introduced a mechanism to remove the 
dependence on the local window size in which the window size is increased by some 
fixed value after each iteration and the clustering process terminates when successive 
runs produce consistent results. However, Figure 6.11 shows the coarse segmentations 
obtained from the local centroid clustering algorithm with different local window sizes. 
It can be seen that the initial choice of the local window size affects the judgement of 
successive runs and hence gives inconsistent coarse segmentation.
Furthermore, the choice in the algorithm, such as the minimum detectable region 
size affects qualitatively the segmentation result, yet there is no prior knowledge available 
to help to make a correct choice. Figure 6.12 shows the coarse segmentation results with 
a different minimum size of the desired regions for the data in Figure 6.11.
6.4.3 Summary
This section covered the details of our proposed segmentation scheme. We also demon­
strated on simulated data the consistency of our algorithm as compared with the results 
achieved using Spann and Wilson's method. Some remarks have been made about both 
approaches especially concerning segmentation consistency. We have shown that the 
local centroid clustering algorithm may fail to yield consistent segmentation owing to the 
unpredictable effect of some of the parameters of this method which are automatically 
selected in a data dependent manner. However, it cannot be overemphasised that the
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Figure 6.11: Coarse segmentation using local centroid clustering algorithm. The results show the 
effect of varying local window size when the minimum detectable region area is 6% of the image size. 
The segmented regions are grey level coded. As can be seen, correct coarse segmentations are obtained 
with the local window sizes varying from 7 to 14.
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Figure 6.12: Coarse segmentation using local centroid clustering algorithm. The results show the 
effect of varying local window size when the minimum detectable region area is 10% of the image 
size. The segmented regions are grey level coded. As can be seen, no correct coarse segmentations are 
obtained with the range of local window sizes used in the experiment.
above findings do not diminish the importance of Spann and Wilson's approach which is 
designed for nonsupervised segmentation. We have simply shown that when the prob­
lem at hand can be cast on a supervised image segmentation task, the prior knowledge 
can be used to advantage to achieve more consistent results.
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6.5 Brodatz Texture Montage Segmentation
To clarify the applicability of the proposed algorithm a set of experiments of its use in 
texture image segmentation has been carried out. The performance is demonstrated on 
the images shown in Figure 6.15. The first six images of the test image set have already 
been used in our preliminary texture representation experiment in Section 4.3. The last two 
images contain more complex structures. All images are formed by combining portions of 
textures from the Brodatz album [4] using the templates shown in Figure 6.13. The image 
construction procedures were detailed in Section 4.3.1. The use of such texture composites 
allows us to perform quantitative evaluation of the algorithm since the textures are fairly 
homogeneous and the textured regions are unambiguously defined.
Image size: 256x256 pixels 
class 1: 15249 pixels
class 2: 50287 pixels
Image size: 256x256 pixels 
class 1: 6458 pixels
class 2: 6113 pixels
class 3: 52963 pixels
Figure 6.13: The templates used to compose the test images.
In the following, we detail the experiment procedures to obtain training samples and 
class statistics of the test images. Segmentation results will then be presented, followed 
by a detailed discussion on segmentation quality and computational aspects. The results are 
obtained with the proposed segmentation scheme for using respectively 4 x 4  and 6 x 6  
circular symmetric generating kernels for constructing the pyramidal data structure. The 
kernel coefficients are given in Table 6.1.
6.5.1 Experimental Procedures and Results
The segmentation process operates on a set of 'feature images' which have been extracted 
from the original textured image. As discussed previously, we represent texture by 
complex Gabor filter outputs. In order to make the segmentation results comparable to 
the previous experimental work in Section 4.3, we apply the same procedures to obtain 
Gabor features for texture representation and individual class statistics as detailed in 
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
To illustrate the way the algorithm operates, we refer to Figure 6.14 which demon­
strates experimental results on Image 7 of Figure 6.15. The feature images we started
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Boundary Refining
Level 0 Level 1
256x256 128x128
[ final segmentation ]
Level 2 
64x64
Level 3 
32x32
Pyramid Construction
—  - Coarse
Segmentation
Level 1 
128x128
Level 2 
64x64
Level 3 Level 4
32x32 16x16
Figure 6.14: Graphical illustration of the proposed segmentation on Image 7 of Figure 
6.15.
with are of size 256 x 256 (original image size). The upper part of the figure shows the 
coarse segmentation obtained at each of the first five pyramid layers. We use here the 
4 x 4  generating kernel G(i,j) of coefficients shown in Table 6.1. It can be seen that the 
region identities become more certain when moving up the pyramid. As a compromise 
between the degree of noise immunity and the ability to retain small distinct regions, 
the pyramid is terminated at level 4 with the size of 16 x 16 at which we obtained the 
coarse segmentation. Boundary refining is then performed until full spatial resolution is 
restored as shown in the lower part of Figure 6.14. The quality of the final segmentation 
depends very much on the coarse segmentation. For example the false regions shown in 
the segmentation result are inherited from the coarse segmentation. Alternatively, one 
can apply some prior knowledge about the image to prune out the false regions from the 
coarse segmentation.
We apply the same process to the rest of the test images which include the seismic 
images in Section 6.6.
For the purpose of quantitative comparison, the segmentation results for the test 
images are given in the series of images in Figure 6.15. From left to right, the images in 
the second column show the result of segmenting the multiple feature image in full spatial 
resolution directly. The results shown in the third and fourth columns were obtained 
from our segmentation scheme using respectively 4 x 4  and 6 x 6  generating kernels for 
constructing the pyramidal data structure. It can be seen that the proposed scheme has 
improved very much the segmentation quality in comparison with the results directly
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Table 6.4: Correct classification rate on Brodatz images.
Supervised classification 
at level 0
Proposed segmentation 
scheme using 4 x 4  kernel
Proposed segmentation 
scheme using 6 x 6  kernel
dassl class 2 dass 3 dassl dass 2 dass 3 dass 1 dass 2 dass 3
Image 1 74.79 75.14 97.00 93.70 96.92 95.04
Image 2 72.25 68.87 91.28 93.99 91.59 94.71
Image 3 89.53 92.36 94.39 99.24 94.59 99.27
Image 4 58.55 63.79 71.67 83.74 72.65 84.75
Image 5 79.93 82.54 96.02 97.73 96.20 97.69
Image 6 62.91 75.42 92.38 81.64 92.17 83.42
Image 7 45.54 60.72 65.69 91.47 86.90 94.31 91.36 87.06 96.21
Image 8 60.92 44.59 71.78 86.40 90.40 97.74 87.00 90.35 97.66
Correct classification rate as % of the corresponding region sizes.
obtained at full resolution. This finding is supported by the numerical evaluation of the 
classification accuracy of all images as summarized in Table 6.4. It is notable that the 
classification accuracy goes up substantially as compared with the classification based 
on full resolution feature images. However, the results on Image 4 and Image 6 are 
far from satisfactory. The problem is connected with the texture measures used which 
appear unable to extract representative properties from these textures. Nevertheless, the 
proposed scheme does improve the segmentation results and achieves nearly the same 
quality as those obtained by using the Discrete Cosine Transform representation described 
in Section 4.3.3. Finally, using the generating kernel of large size seems to give a better 
overall performance on this set of test images.
6.5.2 Discussion
6.5.2.1 Segmentation quality
The proposed supervised segmentation scheme using multiresolution data representa­
tion seems to work satisfactorily in most experiments and produce good segmentation. 
Although we cannot recover the exact ground truth of the Brodatz test images, the clas­
sification accuracy achieved is high.
However, it should be pointed out that there exists a lot of factors which may affect 
the classification accuracy. As mentioned previously, for instance, the segmentation al-
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(1) Original Image (2) Segmentation Result (3) from proposed scheme (4) from proposed scheme
at full resolution using 4x4 kernel using 6x6 kernel
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6.15: continued on next page
gorithm relies on the performance of the texture characterisation/representation method 
used. Furthermore, as the texture property is defined in terms of a patch of neighboring 
pixels rather than by a single pixel value, uncertainty affects the texture features extracted 
near the region border. Such feature vectors are prone to misdassification. Another factor 
affecting the classification accuracy is the height of the pyramid. On one hand, to cope 
with high levels of noise, it is desirable to start the coarse segmentation process at a high 
level of the pyramid affording a good separation of image segment classes. However, 
operating at a high pyramid level limits unfavourably the minimum size of detectable 
segments. In addition this is associated with a large proportion of boundary pixels for 
which the assumption about scaleability of class statistics does not hold. A suitable com-
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(1) Original image (2) Segmentation Result (3) from proposed scheme (4) from proposed scheme
at full resolution using 4x4 kernel using 6x6 kernel
Figure 6.15: Brodatz texture montages segmentation. The images displayed show the 
segmentation results on the test images shown in column 1 using the pro­
posed segmentation scheme. The textures were represented by eight Gabor 
features as described in 4.3.2. The images in column 2 show the result of 
segmenting the multiple feature image in full spatial resolution directly. In 
columns 3 and 4, the images show the results obtained with the proposed 
segmentation scheme using 4 x 4  and 6 x 6  kernels respectively.
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promise, therefore, is necessary and it is of course easier to reach it in the supervised 
segmentation mode than in the nonsupervised one.
Even though our proposed algorithm does not perform so well near region bound­
aries, it performs much better than a pixel based supervised classification algorithm 
when considering the classification accuracy of the region interiors. In general, a post­
processing step must be used to improve the consistence of the region interiors in order 
to obtain similar results. Such post-processing algorithms include Probabilistic Relaxation 
techniques [13] and Maximum aposteriori probability estimation [3,21]. However they are 
computationally demanding. Alternatively, the boundaries between texture regions in 
the final segmentation can be smoothed using a median filter kernel [16]. For example, 
passing a median filter kernel over the boundary image may reduce the number of isolated 
pixels and smooth the boundaries, thus providing a more easily interpreted image.
6.5.2.2 Computational aspects
We proceed to discuss the computational efficiency of our scheme. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 list 
the computational times required in the experimental work on Brodatz texture images 
using the 6 x 6  generating kernel. The segmentation scheme is implemented using 
Fortran 77 on a SUN SPARCstation 2. The figures record the number of seconds of CPU 
time used on individual stages of the process which includes pyramid construction, coarse 
segmentation and boundary refining with interpolation on the bottom layer. For comparison, 
we show also the time for obtaining segmentation directly from full spatial resolution 
using pixel based supervised classification scheme [8].
From Table 6.5 we note that the computational time required for the algorithm is 
roughly double the time required to classify the feature images at full spatial resolution. 
However, we must stress that the program codes we generated are far from optimal. 
For example, the procedure interpolating the node values from first pyramid layer to 
give the smoothed version of feature images in full spatial resolution is done on all 
nodes for implementational simplicity. Theoretically, we need only to interpolate the 
necessary boundary nodes. There is another computationally intensive procedure; that 
is to generate the pyramidal representation. The required time specially increases when 
using a larger size kernel. For example, the average time to build a five layer pyramid 
from eight 256 x 256 feature images using a 6 x 6 generating kernel is about 6.7s. On the 
other hand, the average computational time required using a 4 x 4 kernel is about 4 .6s. 
However, one should note that such overheads are fixed (cf. Table 6.5).
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Table 6.5: The computational times taken by segmenting individual Brodatz images using 
the 6 x 6 generating kernel. The figures record the number of seconds of CPU 
time used on a SUN SPARCstation 2. See text for details of the recorded 
figures.
Proposed Segmentation Scheme Using 6x6 kernel
Pyramid
Construction
Coarse
Segmentation
Boundary
Refining
Interpolation Total
Time
Segmentation 
at Level 0
Image 1 6.90 0.02 2.70 6.10 [15.723 6.46
Image 2 6.70 0.02 2.70 6.00 [15.42] 6.46
Image 3 6.70 0.02 2.10 6.00 [14.82] 6.47
Image 4 6.70 0.02 4.50 6.00 [17.22] 6.46
Image 5 6.60 0.03 2.40 6.00 [15.03] 6.48
Image 6 6.80 0.02 3.80 6.20 [16.82] 6.46
Image 7 6.80 0.03 2.80 6.10 [15.73] 9.56
Image 8 6.70 0.03 2.60 6.00 [15.33] 9.56
In general, the total execution time including the above overheads varies according 
to the following aspects:
1. the structural complexity of the regions/segments in the image;
2. the noise level of the feature images which defines the representative level of of the 
texture features; and
3. the total number of image classes assume to be involved.
For instance, our algorithm is greatly affected by the first two aspects and less sensitive 
to the third one. The fact is reflected in Table 6.6 which lists the detailed computational 
times for the coarse segmentation and boundary refining stages. As can be seen, for 
more complex images, more boundary nodes are generated, and as a result it takes longer 
to reclassify them. Equally, if less satisfactory initial segmentation is obtained from the 
previous coarse segmentation stage, such as in Images 4 and 6, false regions are produced 
and subsequently increase the number of boundary nodes.
On the contrary, computational time required for a pixel based supervised classi­
fication scheme increases accordingly to the total number of candidate image classes as 
clearly shown in Table 6.5. It is because the process requires to compare with all candidate
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Table 6.6: The computational times taken by the individual node classification processes 
of image segmentation on Brodatz images using the 6 x 6 generating ker­
nel. The figures record the number of seconds of CPU time used on a SUN 
SPARCstation 2. See text for details of the recorded figures.
Proposed Segmentation Scheme Using 6 x 6  kernel
Coarse
Segmentation
at level 4 
(16x16)
at level 3 
(32x32)
Boundary Refining
at level 2 at level 1 
(64 x 64) (128x 128)
at level 0 
(256 x 256)
Cumulative
Time
Image 1 0.02 0.02(364) 0.06 (912) 0.17(2412) 0.45(6592) 0.72
Image 2 0.02 0.03 (400) 0.06 (956) 0.17(2516) 0.48 (6992) 0.76
Image 3 0.02 0.02 (324) 0.05 (760) 0.11 (1680) 0.26 (3956) 0.46
Image 4 0.02 0.05(696) 0.15 (2064) 0.43 (6176) 1.19 (17604) 1.84
Image 5 0.03 0.02 (356) 0.06 (808) 0.12 (1836) 0.32(4792) 0.55
Image 6 0.02 0.04 (560) 0.11 (1592) 0.34 (4820) 0.97(13948) 1.48
Image 7 0.03 0.02 (352) 0.07(948) 0.18 (2608) 0.49 (7188) 0.79
Image 8 0.03 0.02 (332) 0.05 (796) 0.15 (2128) 0.41 (5936) 0.66
image classes before assigning a pixel to one of the candidate image classes. Equally, it 
affects the computational efficiency of the coarse segmentation. However, the effect is less 
significant since the coarse segmentation procedure is applied on a much smaller number 
of pixels from a higher level of the pyramid than in full spatial solution. Furthermore, 
the increase of distinct classes will not slow down the boundary refining process as the 
reclassification of boundary nodes is considered as a two-category classification prob­
lem between two predominant regions around the boundary nodes. Hence, the overall 
performance of our scheme is less sensitive to the increment of candidate image classes.
The computational efficiency of our scheme is not only determined by the image 
complexity, it also depends on the choice of pyramid level at which the coarse segmen­
tation is taking place. The computational time required will be reduced if the whole 
segmentation process starts from a higher level of the image pyramid. To demonstrate 
this, consider the example shown in Figure 6.16. In this example, a 32 x 32 image with 
two regions separated by a vertical edge is used. A three layer pyramid is constructed 
in which the coarsest resolution is 4 x 4. In the coarse segmentation process, there are 16 
nodes in total which are being classified. During the boundary refining session, there are 
32, 64 and 128 boundary nodes identified at level 2, level 1 and level 0 of the pyramid
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respectively. Summing up, the number of nodes being processed in both procedures is 
16 nodes from coarse segmentation process and total of 224 from the boundary refining 
process. Hence, to obtain the final segmentation, it is only required to classify 240 nodes 
in total. On the other hand, if we apply the pixel based classification algorithm to the full 
spatial resolution image, we need to process a total of 1024 nodes. There is about 76% of 
computational time saved if we exclude the overhead of generating the pyramid.
Suppose that we start the whole process far from the highest level of the pyramid, 
say level 1; in other words, 256 nodes are classified to obtain the coarse segmentation 
result. Assuming the estimated border is located at the same position as in the previous 
case and at the same pyramid level as well, then we have 128 boundary nodes being 
generated at level 0 of the pyramid. We will now need to classify 384 nodes to obtain 
the final segmentation. As a result, 144 extra nodes are involved in the whole process 
compared with the previous case. Moreover, the segmentation quality will be down 
graded (more "noisy") as the coarse segmentation process starts from a much lower level 
of the pyramid.
Coarse
Segmentation
Boundary Refining
Level 3
Level
Level 1
Level 0
Figure 6.16: A four-layer pyramid.
As can been seen, in order to obtain higher computational efficiency, we should start 
with the coarsest resolution which we can afford. Furthermore, as mentioned before, the 
certainty of class membership will be strengthened in a lower resolution representation 
of an image. This means that better segmentation quality may be obtained. However, we 
should note that small regions tend to disappear when moving up the pyramid. This is a 
side effect of the noise suppression process as discussed in Section 6.4.2.I. Thus there is 
a trade off between the degree of noise immunity and the ability to retain small distinct 
regions. The choice of the pyramid must be made with these trade-offs in mind.
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6.6 Seismic Section Segmentation
We proceed to illustrate the segmentation scheme on seismic images. There are in total 
five seismic images in two test data sets as shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. The two 
images in the first test set, both of size 512 x 512 pixels, feature a general subsurface 
strata structure and were obtained from the same survey in different location. The second 
test set contains three images of size 512 x 512, 400 x 512 and 476 x 500 respectively 
which feature a complex salt dome structure. The experimental results are intended 
to demonstrate the ability on segregating the seismic images into regions with similar 
seismic horizon configuration. For example, in the second set of test images, the task is to 
segregate the salt dome which is characterized by its chaotic interior structure from the 
well ordered sedimentary basin in these images.
Table 6.7: Filter parameters.
Design
parameters
Filter
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
fo (2 n) 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
Bu (octave) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
d0 (degree) 60 75 90 105 120 60 75 90 105 120
Be (degree) 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
As before, the complex Gabor filters were used for seismic texture representation. 
However, an alternative set of filters is used in order to obtain more representative features 
from the seismic textures. As pointed out earlier the majority of seismic horizons are 
laterally extended across the images and consequently are spectrally distributed around 
the v-axis in the Fourier plane. In order to obtain representative texture measures, we 
derive a set of ten Gabor filters to extract spectral information of the seismic textures 
as features from this regions. The design parameters of the filters are summarized in 
Table 6.7.
The experiment is performed as described in the preceding section, which includes 
pyramid building, coarse segmentation and boundary refining process. However, for brevity 
we present here only the results obtained from pyramidal data representation generated 
by the 6 x 6 generating kernel. In the following, the segmentation results on both sets 
of test images are presented as well as the detail of the experimental procedure which 
involves obtaining training samples and dass statistics.
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(b) Image 2
Figure 6.17: Test image set 1. The training regions of different seismic texture are highlighted in (a).
(b) Image 2
(c) Image 3
Figure 6.18: Test image set 2. The training regions of different seismic texture are highlighted in (a).
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6.6.1 Test Set 1
In this experiment, we perceptually identify five texturally distinct regions in Image 1 
shown in Figure 6.17. Training samples are then acquired from these regions as high­
lighted in the image with the corresponding class labels. The dass statistics for these five 
distinct textures are evaluated from the training samples. These dass statistics are used to 
segment both Image 1 and Image 2. In order to ensure that the dass statistics apply to the 
other image, we histogram equalized Image 2 in Figure 6.17 with the intensity histogram 
of the first image as reference.
For each test image, we divide it into nine overlapped 256 x 256 images as illustrated 
in Figure 6.19. These images are then segmented using the proposed segmentation 
scheme. The coarse segmentation is obtained from level 4 of the pyramid with the spatial 
resolution of the feature images reduced down to 16 x 16 pixels. The results are then 
pasted together to show the segmented regions.
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the segmentation results. As can be seen, distinct texture 
regions in Image 1 are delineated with a reasonable accuracy according to the training 
regions. However, less satisfactory segmentation results are obtained when applying the 
inferred dass statistics to Image 2. The problem may be caused by the nature of the 
image. As can be seen, the seismic horizons in the image exhibit frequent change of 
orientation when running from left to right. This differs from the training image. Hence 
the segmented regions tend to be fragmented and capture only the local variation of the 
seismic horizon property in terms of orientation and spatial separation. It is dear that the 
human visual system that is able to ignore these changes uses additional information in 
the segmentation process. In particular it relies heavily on the notion of continuity which 
is instrumental in merging areas of similar textural properties into larger regions.
To summarize, the algorithm does segment the image according to the trained 
classes. However, it is incapable to integrate these fragmented regions into coherent 
segments since it was not taught to do so. To do that, we would need to incorporate some 
merging criteria into the algorithm such as continuity of seismic horizons.
The computational times for the experimental work are presented in Table 6.8. As 
can be seen, they are on average equal to the time required to classify the feature images 
at full spatial resolution.
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Figure 6.19: Segmentation results on Image 1 of Figure 6.17. Images (a)-(e) show the regions with
similar textural appearance to the training classes 1 to 5, respectively. An example of the partitioning
into nine corresponding subimages is shown. See text on page 124 for details.
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Figure 6.20: Segmentation results on Image 2 of Figure 6.17. Images (a)-(e) show the regions with
similar textural appearance to the training classes 1 to 5, respectively. An example of the partitioning
into nine corresponding subimages is shown. See text on page 124 for details.
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Table 6.8: The computational times taken by segmenting individual subimages extracted 
from the two test images in Test Set 1 using the 6 x 6  generating kernel. The 
figures record the number of seconds of CPU time used on a SUN SPARCsta- 
tion 2. See text for details of the recorded figures.
Proposed Segmentation Scheme Using 6x6 kernel
Pyramid
Construction
Coarse
Segmentation
Boundary
Refining
Interpolation Total
Time
Segmentation 
at Level 0
Image 1 
subimage 1 8.50 0.08 6.20 7.90 [22.68] 22.15
subimage 2 8.50 0.08 6.00 8.00 [22.58] 22.09
subimage 3 '8.50 0.08 5.90 8.00 [22.48] 22.12
subimage 4 8.50 0.09 5.30 8.00 [21.89] 22.14
subimage 5 8.40 0.08 5.30 8.10 [21.88] 22.09
subimage 6 8.30 0.08 5.70 8.00 [22.08] 22.12
subimage 7 8.50 0.08 4.90 7.90 [21.38] 22.16
subimage 8 8.50 0.08 4.90 8.00 [21.48] 22.13
subimage 9 8.30 0.08 5.20 7.90 [21.48] 22.10
Image 2
subimage 1 8.60 0.08 6.20 7.90 [22.78] 22.10
subimage 2 8.60 0.08 6.10 8.00 [22.78] 22.15
subimage 3 8.40 0.08 6.40 7.90 [22.78] 22.13
subimage 4 8.30 0.08 5.60 8.00 [21.98] 22.13
subimage 5 8.50 0.08 5.80 8.00 [22.38] 22.14
subimage 6 8.50 0.08 6.20 8.00 [22.78] 22.14
subimage 7 8.50 0.08 4.50 7.90 [20.98] 22.14
subimage 8 8.60 0.07 5.30 8.00 [21.97] 22.15
subimage 9 8.40 0.08 5.90 7.90 [22.28] 22.14
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6.6.2 Test Set 2
The three images used in the second experiment feature a complex salt dome structure. 
Training samples are extracted from Image 1 of Figure 6.18. Five distinct texture regions 
are identified in the image which include the interior of the salt dome, the left and right 
flanks of the salt dome and perceptually two different types of sediment deposition of 
varying vertical spacing and intensity. The same procedure is performed to obtain the 
corresponding class statistics.
For each test image, we divide it into several overlapped 256 x 256 images. The 
way to divide these three images is illustrated in Figures 6.21-6.23 respectively. Images 
2 and 3 are histogram equalized with the intensity histogram of the first image used 
as reference to ensure the applicability of the dass statistics. Individual subimages are 
then segmented using the proposed segmentation scheme. The coarse segmentation was 
obtained from level 4 of the pyramid with the spatial resolution of the feature images 
reduced down to 16 x 16 pixels. The results are then pasted accordingly together to show 
the segmented regions.
Figures 6.21-6.23 show the segmentation results. As can be seen, the salt structure 
is dearly delineated in all images with good perceptual accuracy. Furthermore, in this 
experiment, the training patterns obtained in the first image seems applicable to the other 
two images with similar texture composites. The results at least demonstrate that the 
algorithm can be applied to routine processing where each image region represents one 
of a finite set of image phenomena whose statistical properties are approximately invariant 
over a large set of images. As before, we summarize also the computational times for the 
experimental work in Table 6.8. As in the previous experiment, the computational time 
required for the algorithm is roughly equal to the time required to dassify the feature 
images at full spatial resolution.
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Table 6.9: The computational times taken by segmenting i7tdividual subimages extracted 
from the three test images in Test Set 2 using the 6x6 generating kernel. The 
figures record the number of seconds of CPU tune used on a SUN SPARCsta- 
tion 2. See text for details of the recorded figures.
Proposed Segmentation Scheme Using 6x6 kernel
Pyramid
Construction
Coarse
Segmentation
Boundary
Refining
Interpolation Total
Time
Segmentation 
at Level 0
Image 1 
subimage 1 8.40 0.08 5.10 7.90 [21.48] 22.13
subimage 2 8.40 0.08 5.50 8.00 [21.98] 22.11
subimage 3 8.60 0.08 4.50 8.00 [21.18] 22.11
subimage 4 8.30 0.08 5.50 7.90 [21.78] 22.12
subimage 5 8.60 0.07 5.50 7.90 [22.07] 22.15
subimage 6 8.30 0.08 4.70 8.00 [21.08] 22.09
subimage 7 8.50 0.08 6.00 7.90 [22.48] 22.12
subimage 8 8.50 0.08 4.70 7.90 [21.18] 22.14
subimage 9 8.50 0.08 4.60 8.10 [21.28] 22.12
Image 2
subimage 1 8.50 0.08 5.20 8.00 [21.78] 22.12
subimage 2 8.40 0.08 4.60 8.10 [21.18] 22.10
subimage 3 8.60 0.07 4.70 8.00 [21.37] 22.12
subimage 4 8.40 0.07 4.90 8.00 [21.37] 22.12
subimage 5 8.40 0.08 4.60 8.00 [21.08] 22.10
subimage 6 8.30 0.08 5.40 8.10 [21.88] 22.13
Image 3
subimage 1 8.70 0.07 5.30 8.00 [22.07] 22.06
subimage 2 8.50 0.07 4.60 7.90 [21.07] 22.80
subimage 3 8.60 0.07 5.60 8.10 [22.37] 22.34
subimage 4 8.40 0.08 5.10 7.90 [21.48] 22.14
subimage 5 8.60 0.08 5.40 8.00 [22.08] 22.14
subimage 6 8.40 0.08 5.30 7.90 [21.68] 22.15
subimage 7 8.40 0.07 5.10 8.00 [21.57] 22.17
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subimage 1 subimage 2 subimage 3
subi mage 4 subimage 5 subimage 6
subimage 7 subimage 8 subimage 9
Figure 6.21: Segmentation results on Image 1 of Figure 6.18. Images (a)-(e) show the regions with
similar textural appearance to the training classes 1 to 5, respectively. An example of the partitioning
into nine corresponding subimages is shown. See text on page 128 for details.
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subimage 1
subimage 3
subimage 5
subimage 2
subimage 4
subimage 6
Figure 6.22: Segmentation results on Image 2 of Figure 6.18. Images (a)-(e) show the regions with
similar textural appearance to the training classes 1 to 5, respectively. An example of the partitioning
into nine corresponding subimages is shown. See text on page 128 for details.
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(d) Class 4
(e) Class 5
subimage 1 subimage 2
subimage 3 subimage 4
Figure 6.23: Segmentation results on Image 3 of Figure 6.18. Images (a)-(e) show the regions with
similar textural appearance to the training classes 1 to 5, respectively. An example of the partitioning
into nine corresponding subimages is shown. See text on page 128 for details.
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6.7 Conclusion
The main objective of this chapter was to develop an image segmentation scheme appli­
cable to large routine surveys as exemplified by the seismic image segmentation problem.
Pixel based classification is a widely used approach. However, the drawback of this 
approach is that the spatial interrelation among image pixels are ignored which is crudal 
for obtaining satisfactory segmentation results. To obviate the drawback, a supervised 
segmentation scheme has been developed in which a Bayesian approach incorporating 
a pyramidal data structure is used. The attractive features of this approach are that the 
supervised Bayes classifier is known to be a very effective tool for classification problems 
and that the pyramidal data representation can relieve the computational burden involved 
in the classification process. Furthermore, spatial information can be incorporated into 
the classification process to overcome the weaknesses of purely statistical methods.
The key question in incorporating Bayes decision rule with pyramidal data structure 
is that the class statistics at each level of the pyramid must be available. However, we 
have shown out that unbiased estimates cannot be achieved by direct calculation. Instead, 
a method for efficiently acquiring the parameters of class distributions at each resolution 
level has been proposed. Experimental results have been presented which demonstrate 
the power of the method. However, this performance can only be expected when the class 
statistics relate to normally distributed classes and image segments are of commensurate 
size to the level of noise corrupting the image.
Although the algorithm can segregate an image into regions with common char­
acteristics rather accurately and consistently, it is unlikely to provide a general purpose 
seismic image segmentation approach. For example, in some case, the segmented re­
gions capture only the local region properties and it is difficult to relate the results to any 
known geological event which is continuous in nature. To recognize geologically signif­
icant structures, we need some techniques which would determine how the segmented 
regions correspond to a particular geological event.
Finally, in terms of computational efficiency, our approach is as efficient as the pixel 
based statistical classifier operated on full spatial resolution or even better. Furthermore, 
much better segmentation result can be obtained compared with the latter one.
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Chapter 7
Automatic Seismic Horizon Extraction Using A 
Dictionary-Based Probabilistic Relaxation 
Approach
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a new approach to tackle the remaining problem outlined 
in Chapter 1, namely that of automatic seismic horizon picking. Automatic picking of 
seismic horizons is a topic of perennial interest with the primary aim being to obtain 
an abstract representation of a seismic section in terms of line segments. The resulting 
abstract representation is believed to portray the structure of the subsurface strata and is 
used as the input for the various stages of subsequent analysis. Some of the approaches 
to this problem have been reviewed in Section 2.3.1.
Meaning of seismic horizon
Let us first reiterate the meaning of a seismic horizon which was mentioned earlier on 
page 6 in Section 1.2. To facilitate the discussion, Figures 1.2 and 1.3c are redisplayed in 
Figure 7.1. Seismic horizons are an indication to the interpreter of strata boundaries in 
the Earth's subsurface and are caused by a change in the acoustic impedance across the 
strata layers. On tracking seismic horizons, some observations can be made [2]:
• Horizons usually have a consistently high amplitude of reflections.
• Horizons usually have a consistent reflection signature. The degree of similarity 
between waveforms reflecting from the same layer is great (see Figure 7.1b).
» Horizons usually display lateral continuity and change smoothly.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Redisplaying Figures 12 and 1.3c. (a) One-dimensional model of the seismic 
trace, (b) A seismic section is formed by displaying many seismic traces 
side-by-side.
Hence the horizon picking process consists of correlating laterally the abnormal reflection 
events in order to recover/estimate the subsurface strata boundaries.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the seismic sections used for interpretation have been 
subjected to various data processing procedures, namely seismic data processing. The 
primary objective is to convert the recorded field data into an interpretable section for 
a human interpreter. By interpretability we understand that it should be easy for the 
interpreter to associate a seismic event/reflected wavelet with any particular rock inter­
face. Ideally, the processed seismic section should confirm the convolution model, that is 
it contains only primary echoes (reflections) from buried interfaces. In other words, all 
seismic events originate from a single source wavelet and are modified accordingly by 
the impedance contrast across rock boundaries. A seismic section is then constituted by 
superimposing all these reflected wavelets.
Huang and Fu [7] pointed out that the major part of the reflected wavelets in a 
real seismic data approximates the central part of zero-phase Ricker wavelets [13] which 
are, in fact, the second derivative of the Gaussian function [14]. The reciprocal of the 
temporal distance between the two minor peaks approximates the peak frequency of the 
power spectrum (cf. Figure 7.1a). Hence, an interpreter can associate the abnormally high 
amplitude peak and trough with the reflecting boundary. More specifically, the process 
of marking the seismic horizons involves locating continuous peaks and troughs in the 
seismic section.
If we consider that the perceived line patterns are constituted by the predominant 
concentration of reflected energy in the main lobe of the reflected seismic wavelet, then 
the problem of tracking continuous peaks and troughs can be viewed as a line extraction
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Figure 7.2; A simple line model shows an infinite extended rectangular bar and its power 
spectrum. The figure has already been shown as Figure 3.3 on page 36.
problem as discussed in the image processing literature. The intrinsic scale of line features 
is defined by the width of the main lobe of the waveshape. (We shall go back to this point 
later in this chapter to justify our approach to use a single scale line detector.)
In the earlier discussion on seismic texture, we adopted a simple model to describe 
such line features, namely a two-dimensional line segment with a rectangular intensity 
profile. For convenience we show the line model again in Figure 7.2. We shall refer to 
this model in our following discussion.
Seismic horizon extraction using probabilistic relaxation
We are rather sceptical about the reported methodologies on seismic horizon picking for 
the following reasons. The output of some of the algorithms tends to be fragmented and 
noisy warranting some form of post-processing, such as hysteresis linking or branch and 
bound search to yield good laterally continuous seismic horizons. Other approaches even 
require human intervention in certain situations [1,12].
Our approach to the problem concentrates on automatically locating the seismic 
horizons as well as preserving their lateral continuity. To achieve this, we consider a 
two stage process which utilizes a probability relaxation labelling technique to improve 
the results. Firstly an initial measurement at each image point is given by combining 
the image convolution outputs obtained from a set of directional filters. This measure­
ment is evidence used for compiling an initial estimate of the probability of the pixel 
belonging to the class of seismic horizons. A postprocessing stage uses dictionary-based 
probabilistic relaxation to refine iteratively the initial probability estimates via contextual 
constraints imposed by neighbouring objects. In doing so, support is incorporated from 
an increasingly larger neighbourhood; the final label assignment eventually reflect the
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global structure which should give a consistent and well connected horizon map of the 
seismic section.
The layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.2 presents an overview of the 
algorithm which is built on a dictionary-based probabilistic relaxation labelling frame­
work. A brief description of the relaxation scheme is given. The directional filters are an 
integral part of the initial probability estimation stage. Section 7.3 outlines the design of 
the directional filter for local linear feature enhancement. Specifically, we use the a set of 
four real even part of a quadrature filter pair for detecting symmetric intensity profiles. 
The directional filters are designed to enforce coherence in the trend of seismic horizons. 
Furthermore, we shall demonstrate that the combine output of this set of filters is pro­
portional to that of a Laplacian of Gaussian filter and it is important in the procedure of 
assigning initial probability to object label. In Section 7.4 we detail the implementation 
of the proposed automatic seismic horizon picking algorithm. Firstly, we describe how 
to construct the permissible line structure dictionary. The relaxation process starts with 
an initial probabilistic state for all objects. Thus we focus on the issue of computing the 
initial label probabilities from the outputs of directional filters. The performance of the 
algorithm on a seismic horizon extraction task is demonstrated in Section 7.5. Finally we 
conclude with several remarks about the proposed approach.
7.2 Overview of the Approach
As mentioned, seismic horizons are generally considered as the boundaries of rock layers. 
Detecting seismic horizons is usually based on a coherence measure of the reflected 
seismic wavelets and constraints imposed by geological considerations. For example, 
the seismic wavelets originating from the same boundaries should have approximately 
the same direction of coherence and reflection strength. The intuitive approach to the 
problem is then to mark the local peaks as the embodiment of the seismic horizons 
since strong reflections usually come from the boundaries of different rock units (see 
illustration in Figure 7.1a). However, some difficulties would arise when one attempts 
to link the peak sequences to form major horizons. As a matter of fact, the coherence 
of the seismic signals related to a common reflection boundary is usually disrupted 
by noise and other disturbances within the same rock layer such as lateral lithological 
variation. Therefore, to obtain laterally continuous seismic horizons from the detected 
peaks requires a considerable amount of scrutiny and effort.
Alternatively, the raw image is first convolved with some directional filters to 
enforce the peak continuity and suppress the noise disturbance. The peak/contour
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Figure 7.3: Discrete representation of a curve. The arrows in the object label set have no 
significant meaning and are merely used for indicating the orientation of the linear 
segments.
tracking process can then be performed on such an enhanced image to locate the seismic 
horizons.
We adopt the latter approach to the problem. To describe the algorithm, let us first 
introduce a discrete representation for line/curve features. Consider a seismic horizon 
shown in Figure 7.3 as a curve which links the corresponding reflection from a partic­
ular rock layer interface. In discrete representation, the curve/seismic horizon can be 
approximated as a series of connected linear segments in a two-dimensional sampling 
grid. To retain a good approximation of the curves even at the points of high curvature, 
we consider a set of four linear segments which propagate in one of the four directions as 
illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Formally speaking, let / = {(x,y) : x  = 1, ...,X\y = 1, ...,Y } denote a X x Y rectangular 
grid which represents a seismic image. The problem can be defined as finding the class 
identity 0  ^ o f each site (x,y) e I according to a class label set Q. = {©i, ...,cjm}. In our 
case the labels denote whether or not (x, y) belongs to a seismic horizon. The complete 
label set contains five elements, namely the non-line label 0  and the four linear segments 
described above. Hence £2 = {->,/,  T, \, 0 }  where the arrows indicate the orientation of 
the linear segments (cf. Figure 7.3).
The proposed algorithm for automatic seismic horizon picking which builds on the 
framework of dictionary-based probabilistic relaxation [5,8] consists of two computational 
stages.
• Initial measurement of local anisotropy at each image point. This is used to deter­
mine the probabilities of finding part of a seismic horizon propagating in the four 
directions or having a non-line label.
Discrete
Representafon^
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• Probabilistic relaxation is used to combine evidence from neighbourhoods. Starting 
from the initial estimate, the relaxation process iteratively updates individual pixel 
label probabilities taking into account their consistency with the neighbouring pix­
els. The process terminates when all pixels are consistently labelled. Specifically, we 
use a dictionary-based probabilistic relaxation scheme recently developed by Han­
cock and Kittler [5,8]. Accordingly, the updating procedures are constrained by 
the prior knowledge specified in a dictionary encapsulating the permitted labelling 
structures among neighbourhoods.
The filter design criteria and pixel label probability computation will be discussed in 
Sections 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. The following is a brief description of the dictionary- 
based probabilistic relaxation scheme.
Dictionary-Based Probabilistic Relaxation
The essence of the probabilistic relaxation technique originally proposed by Rosen- 
feld et al. [15] is to achieve globally consistent labels for all objects in a network via 
iteratively updating individual object label probabilities taking into account contextual 
information conveyed by their neighbours. Here the network is the rectangular grid 
X x T and the objects are individual pixels. At each iteration, each object simultaneously 
admits every label in D with probabilities that reflect the compatibility with the current 
surrounding object label assignments.
Let P(n)(0ry = ©,) be the probability of (x,y) having the class label m¡ in the n-th 
iteration. The formula for updating the probabilities from iteration n to n + 1 of the 
relaxation scheme is given by
^  =  r a , )  =  ( 7 .  0
P(n\ev  =  aj) =
ajsCl
where the support function {2(n)Q is the neighbourhood support for the label assignment 
6xy = ©»• The label probabilities for each object at anytime are summed to unity, i.e 
Ylai£iiP{n)(dxy = ©,) = 1. The procedure is applied repeatedly with the current label proba­
bilities at each iteration being replaced by their updated context dependent counterparts. 
If the probability of a label at some object is unity, then the probabilistic labelling as far as 
that object is concerned will be unambiguous.
Central to the approach is the support function which embodies the updating 
constraints that the contextual neighbourhood imposes. The form of the support function 
is important because this affects the convergence of the iterative process [18].
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In this work, we use the support function formulated by Kittler and Hancock [8] 
which is derived from a Bayesian viewpoint with a dictionary containing all the admissi­
ble combinations of neighbouring object labels, namely the dictionary-based probabilistic 
relaxation approach. Let us introduce 7J, to represent the set of L neighbours which influ­
ence the label of (x, y). The neighbourhood system can be of any arbitrary form. In what 
follows, we shall consider a neighbourhood to be a system of pixels arranged on a 3 x 3 
lattice of sites. The dictionary denoted as V = {A* : k = contains all the admissible
combinations of object labels, each drawn from Q, in such a neighbourhood1. Denoting 
by A* the label on the neighbour indexed / and by A^  the label for (x, y), corresponding to 
the k-th entry in the dictionary V, then the support function is [5,8]
The a priori joint probability P( ) can be determined using the appropriate label-frequencies 
from the dictionary. Here we have assumed that all dictionary items are equally likely. 
This model leads to the condition P(Ak) = 1 IK.
Although the contextual information is encapsulated in such a small scale neigh­
bourhood system, it has been demonstrated [5,8] that the final label probabilities even­
tually reflect contextual evidence drawn from a neighbourhood which is of much greater 
size than that used by the support function at each iteration. As illustrated in Figure 7.3,
the overlapping of such a 3 x 3 neighbourhood arrangement, shown as shaded blocks, al-\
lows the labelling information to traverse across pixels. The iterative updating procedure 
helps to enhance the mutual influence among pixels over a greater spatial extent.
7.3 Directional Filters for Line Detection
This section describes the directional filter design. The main properties of the approach 
are listed as:
• The filter has polar separable frequency response. The radial part is defined by 
the Fourier transform of the second derivative of a Gaussian. The angular part is 
specified by a higher even integer power of a cosine function. The filter can be 
considered as the real even part of a quadrature filter pair.
• The directional filters are designed to operate at a single spatial scale.
1 As pointed out in [5], the number of permitted label configurations is much less than the combinatorial
possibilities of all labels in the neighbourhood. In Section 7.4 we show that only 93 different configurations
were identified in our horizon extraction problem.
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In the following, we shall explain the implication of such properties and justify their 
necessity.
Polar separable line detector
Detectors employing even-symmetric functions will respond best when centered on the 
origin of a rectangular pulse/even symmetric intensity profile (cf. Figure 7.2). Utilizing 
this property, several line detectors have been developed to extract local extrema as the 
indication of line features. The commonly used detector, regardless of the orientation 
information, is the Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) operator2. For directionally selective 
filters, one can consider a variant of the LOG operator. That is a kernel generated by taking 
the second directional derivative of a two-dimensional Gaussian along the direction of the 
ridge profile. The kernel has two functional parts. The directional derivative generates 
a functional component responsible for matching the intensity profile in a prescribed 
orientation. The second component orthogonal to the intensity profile is for smoothing 
purpose.
Notably the complex Gabor filter and quadrature filter pairs are constituted by a 
pair of even and odd symmetric directionally selective functions. The even and odd com­
ponents of these filters respond maximally to line and edge image features respectively. 
As pointed out by several researchers, by combining the outputs of the two compo­
nents to define an energy function one can detect line and edge features in the image 
simultaneously [4,10,11].
In general we could consider the case of coexisting multiple features and use the 
local energy representation for line and edge extraction. However, we concluded that 
in a seismic section the major image features are line structures. Hence it is sufficient to 
employ line detectors only.
In our approach, the directional filter is designed in the Fourier domain with polar 
separable frequency response. Figure 7.4 illustrates the filter frequency response. In the 
spatial domain, the filter is real and of even symmetry along some prescribed direction 
(cf. Figure 7.8). By making the filter functions polar separable, it is possible to formulate 
the problems of intensity profile matching and of orientation localization separately.
2Let g(x,y) = g-c^ +y2«^ 2) denote a two-dimensional Gaussian function. The Laplacian of Gaussian
operator is given as
Its Fourier transform is expressed as T  {LOG} = 4ti2(u2 + v2) e- 2"2°a(«2+vS>.
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F<a(e>, cp) = r(co) <&(<p - %)
Figure 7.4: Definition of a polar separable filter in the Fourier domain.
We have chosen the radial function of our directional filter to be equivalent to the 
Fourier transform of the second derivative of a one-dimensional Gaussian function3 and 
the angular frequency tuning function to be an even integer power of a cosine function [9]. 
The Fourier transform pair of such a filter is written as
f (x ,y )  F(u, v)
where (w,v) denote the Fourier plane in the Cartesian coordinate system. To express the 
frequency response in the polar coordinate system, we apply the following transformation 
equations 2nu ~ co cos <p, 2/rv = co sin <p and <p = tan-1 v / u. Hence
F(u, v) i—»F (co cos cp, co sin (p) \—> F(co, <p).
The frequency response of the filter expressed in the polar coordinate system takes the 
form
F^co, <p) = r{co)<$>{cp-cp0) (7.3)
where T(<o) and are the radial and angular components of the filter, and <p0 is the 
preference orientation.
The choice of the second order derivative of a Gaussian as the radial component 
for matching the intensity profile was motivated by the LOG operator mentioned earlier. 
Thus
IT © ) =  <o2e - ° ‘ "f a  fo r  <o a  0  ( 7 .4 )
3Consider a Gaussian function g( ir) = ~~then G(a) -  T  {g(x)J = The second deriva-
■y'lno
tives of g(x) and its Fourier transform is given as
d2g(x) T I**,, , , . ..——$ -  <—> —co G{o>) by derivative rule
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which is an even function. Here we disregard the negative frequency response in order 
to get our radial function.
The angular function is used to control orientation sensitivity and is given as
®(<P -  <Po) = cos\<p -  <p0). (7.5)
The choice of the function is motivated by the smoothness properties of the cosine function 
in the angular passband (cf. Figure 7.4). We shall also demonstrate in Section 7.4 that 
such an angular component allows us to synthesize the output by a LOG operator by 
combining the outputs from four directional filters described above. The directional 
filters are tuned respectively to four orientations 45° apart. This is dictated by the process 
adopted for initializing the a posteriori probabilities of the line labels, i.e. {-»,/, T, \ }.
The filtering process is performed by spatial convolution. To realize the directional 
filter, we apply a Least Square Method [3] to approximate the ideal filter response by a set of 
spatial coefficients. For an acceptable approximation, the spatial mask should have size 
of about seven a  in Equation (7.4). A more detailed description of the procedures can be 
found in Appendix B where use is made of the material presented in Section 5.4 for finite 
impulse response (FIR) filter design.
Comparatively, the above directional filter exhibits a better orientation sensitivity 
than directional second order derivative of Gaussian as illustrated in Figure 7.5.
Multi-Scale vs Single-Scale
To detect line features prior knowledge of their w«*<hk must be available. Wen and Fryer [17] 
demonstrated that a fixed size operator like the second derivative of a Gaussian responds 
incorrectly to rectangular pulses with width t greater than 2\/3 times the a  value of the 
Gaussian. Thus if we wish to use local extrema as the evidence of line profile, the width t 
of the line features must be less than 2\/3cr.
From this point of view, the most appropriate approach to the problem is to apply 
a multiscale strategy [17]. Operators of various scales are used simultaneously to handle 
the varying feature size.
In our case, however, it seems possible to predetermine an upper bound for the line 
feature size in seismic data. Hence we can apply the seismic horizon extraction algorithm 
using a single scale line detector.
Recalling Section 7.1, the reflected seismic wavelet can be approximated by a Ricker 
wavelet which, in fact, is the second derivative of a Gaussian function. Hence, by 
estimating the lowest peak frequency of the Ricker wavelet present in the seismic section
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.5: Frequency responses of line detectors.
(a) Laplacian of Gaussian: 4n2(u2 + v2)e-2?r<T2(“J+v2).
(b) Directional derivatives of Gaussian along x-axis: 4n2u2e~2*1<*l(^ J* L'>.
(c) Polar separable filter with <pa = 0 ° : a>2e~ - cos4 <p where a>2 = 4n2(u2 + v2).
we can determine the largest size of the line feature. Since the peak frequency is the 
reciprocal of the temporal distance between the two minor peaks, we can take half of the 
value as the main lobe width. Let tu denote the maximum width of the line features in the 
image. Utilizing the finding in [17], we can scale the line detector to extract line features 
with size up to tu by fixing <j^tu / (2\/3) in Equation (7.3).
To summarize: we have described an approach adopted for designing directional 
filters for line detection. Because of the nature of the seismic data, this allows us to
perform the filtering process using a fixed scale filter. The frequency response of the
directional filter /*,(*, y) at some prescribed orientation <p0 is given by
<p) = r(©)4>((p -  <p0) = ffl2e - ‘rV/2 cos4(<p -  <p0) 
where co £ 0
0 k cp Z 360°
( j^ t ul (2\/3) for maximum line width tu
7.4 Implementation
The implementation of the automatic seismic horizon picking algorithm can be summa­
rized as follows
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Step 1. Generate a dictionary V which contains the possible configurations of 
digital lines in a 3 x 3 lattice from a label set Q. =
Step 2. Compute the initial a posteriori probabilities of all labels for each pixel, 
i.e. P(0)(Oxy = toi) for all elements in set Q.. The probabilistic characteri­
zation of the raw image is based on the outputs of convolution of the 
image with a set of directional filters.
Step 3. Apply probabilistic relaxation to extract consistent seismic horizons. A 
pseudo-code of the relaxation scheme is given by
Algorithm: Dictionary-Based Probabilistic Relaxation
Labelling
Given: V and P*®
Output: unambiguous P* = P^
Begin
Set n  0
Do
Compute (2(n) from V and . .... *see Equation (7.2)
Update f*n + 1 ) 2 (n>) .... *see Equation (7.1)
n < r - n  + 1
Until (converged)
Set P* <-/*">
End of Algorithm
In the following, we detail the procedures for constructing the dictionary and estimating 
the initial state probabilities.
7.4.1 The Dictionary
The dictionary contains our expectation concerning the object labelling task. Here indi­
vidual entities in the dictionary represent the permissible line configurations in a 3 x 3 
lattice. Such a contextual neighbourhood arrangement offers a compromise between the 
potential contextual information content for each pixel and the computational complexity 
of the probabilistic updating in Equation (7.2).
Our interest is in specifiying the set of possible line structures constituted by the 
five object label set Q = {-»,/•, Î , \, 0 }  in this 3 x 3  neighbourhood. We call this set of line 
structures the generic neighbourhood labellings. The generic label set is constrained to 
single pixel wide line structures. To compile the dictionary, the criteria for permissible 
line structures in such a lattice can be stated as follows: The resulting lines should be 
continuous, one-pixel wide and change direction of propagation infrequently. These
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Figure 7.6: The generic neighbourhood labellings contained ina 3x3  lattice.
criteria lead to a total of 17 generic neighbourhood labellings identified in Figure 7.6. The 
full dictionary which contains 93 items is shown in Figure 7.7. It is generated by applying 
the operations of reflection, reversal and rotation to the generic label set.
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Figure 7.7: The dictionary entities which are generated by applying the operations of 
reflection, reversal and rotation to the generic label set as shown in Figure 
7.6.
7.4.2 In itial A Posteriori Probabilities
To commence the probabilistic relaxation process, we have to characterize the pixels in the 
seismic section image by their label probability representation. The relevant probabilities 
are regarded as evidence for the local existence of line structure that must be combined 
to improve the consistency of the resultant horizon map for the seismic section.
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Figure 7.8: The four directional filters in spatial domain. They are used to characterize 
intensity profiles in terms of the four line segment labels representing contour 
propagation in any four directions in a pixel lattice. The filters are designed 
both to smooth and localize the line response in the required directions.
The probabilistic representation is obtained from the outputs of a set of four two
dimensional directional filters, i.e. /?_» = /*/_> where /?_» is the output of filter /_, applied 
to image /. The filters are designed to enhance line features in the original seismic data 
intensity profiles in four orientations {-»,/, T, \ } respectively. Specifically, the initial label 
probabilities are expressed as a function of the filter outputs, this is
P i^Oxy = GJi) = Pidxy = GJ.If^) VGT, e ft = {->,/, T, \, 0 }  (7. 6)
where the filter bank outputs are stacked to form a feature vector
R-xy ~ R(xys)> ^ (xy,T)> (7.7)
The four directional filters {/_»,//,/r,/v } are generated by taking the value for <pa 
in Equation (7.3) from {90°, 135°, 0°, 45°} accordingly. That is
(7.8)
/-* m /*,=90° = *{©2e - <'V/2 COS4 (<p
// m /*,=135<> = T ~ l -[©2e - <TV/2 cos4(?>
/t m f  *to=0° = T~x ■{© 2e - ff2“2/2 cos4 9
K s = T~x-[ a ï e ' 0**212 cos4(ç>
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The filter design procedure has been detailed in Section 7.3. Figure 7.8 shows the filter 
set.
We apply the strategy discussed in [5,8] to infer the class conditional densities for 
the four line labels in terms of the class conditional density for the non-line label, namely 
piR^Qxy = 0 ) . The idea is to avoid the need for an explicit probability distribution model 
for the line labels [5].
7.4.2.1 Modelling Non-line Pixel
Assume the non-line pixels are independent Gaussian distributed random variables with 
standard deviation <jn and spatially a locally uniform mean. Since individual optimal 
filters are summed to have zero mean, the joint conditional probability density function 
for the filtered non-line pixels p^R^d^ -  0 )  is Gaussian distributed with zero valued 
mean vector, © and covariance matrix X, i.e. N(Q, X|0 = 0 ) . The covariance matrix for 
the filter responses in the presence of noise is given by
Thus the joint conditional density for the filter outputs Rxy resulting from non-line pixels 
is expressed as
P(Rxy16xy " 0 )  = (27r)2jS |i/2 eXP { ” 2 ^ ^  ^ ^
Following the methodology in [5], we obtain a lower bound on the a posteriori probability 
for the non-line label subject to the filter outputs which is
Hence, by taking the lower bound for = 0| R^), we assign the residual probability
ij v v y
(7.9)53 f(y.T) %->) 53 fty-h ^ (y>) 53 Ay.t)/(y.t) Y  fe) -^(y.v)
y y y y
Y  A y.x) f(y.-*) 53 /(yX) /(y>) 53 ^ (yX) /(y.t) 53 (yX) /(yX)
y y y y
(7.11)
to the four line-labels, that is Presiduai = 1 — exp { -A JS jX  
7A.2.2 Assigning a posteriori probabilities to line labels
The remaining problem is how to assign the residual probability to individual line labels. 
We consider a two step process to complete the task. Firstly, we have to determine 
whether a pixel is a candidate for a line pixel. Once qualified as a potential line pixel, we
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assign the residual probability Preside to the four line labels by comparing the individual 
directional filter outputs. Otherwise, we set a zero value to all four line label probabilities 
and reset the non-line label for this pixel to unity.
The simplest way to obtain the estimate of a pixel belonging to an arbitrary oriented 
line or not is to use a direction independent operator like a LOG. For the line features with 
width less than 2\/3cr, we expect the LOG operator to respond positively to a bright line, 
negatively right next to both sides of the line and vice versa to a dark line [17]. Instead of 
using an extra convolution step with a LOG operator, we demonstrate that the combined 
output from the four directional filters is proportional to the output from a LOG operator.
Let Rsum denote the combined output of the four directional filters to an image /. By 
the distributive over addition property of convolutions,
Rsum — R-> +R / + R'i + + /t + /-s) •
The proof involves showing +//+/? + /%) LOG. From Equation (7.8), the Fourier 
transform of combining the four directional filters is expressed as
T {/_> +  j>  +  f t  + / \ }  =  ©2e -ff2"2/2 [ cos4(<p — 90°) +  cos4(<p -  135°) +  cos4 <p +  cos4(<p — 45°)]
However, the sum of the four trigonometric terms gives a constant value4 of 1.5, so that
+ + ft + fv }  = 1.5<o2e -° I*'n = \ .5T  {LO G }.
Thus this shows that the sum of directional filter outputs is proportional to the output of 
a LOG operator with the same cr value.
With such a useful equivalence relation in hand, we go into details of the imple­
mentation of the two step process for assigning probabilities to four line labels.
Step 1. By examining the LOG operator output (combined output of the four direc­
tional filters), we decide whether a pixel could be a line pixel or not. If the
4Since cos" 8  = (e/B + e“7®)" f  2" and (e"10 + e~7"8) = 2 cos nd, we can write cos4 8  as
cos4 6  = (e70 +e~J° y  /  24 = (e740 + 4e;70 + 6 + 4e~720 + e->40) /  16= (2 cos46 + 8 cos 28 + 6) /16.
Substituting the identity into the sum of the four trigonometric terms, we have 
cos\<p -  90°) + cos4(<p -  135°) + cos4 <p + cos\<p -  45°)
= ~  1 24 + 2 [cos4(<p —90°) + cos4(ip— 135°) + cos4<p + cos4(<p —45°)] +
8 [cos2(<p -  90°) + cos2(<p — 135°) + cos2<p + cos2(qp -  45°)] |
Since the sum of the second and third parts of the above expression have zero value respectively, we have
cos4(<p -  90°) + cos40p -  135°) + cos4 <p + cos\<p -  45°) = 1.5
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Step 2.
LOG output is positive, we consider that the current pixel is located inside 
the bright line and goto Step 2. Otherwise, we set the a posteriori proba­
bilities for all line labels to zero and reset the non-line label probability to 
unity.
Having identified a potential line pixel, we compare the individual direc­
tional filter output values to assign the residual probability. Utilizing the 
same argument that positive response means inside a line, we apply the 
following strategy to assign individual line label probabilities:
P(6 =—> \R) =
P {e= s\ B )  =
P(6 =T \R) =
f  Presidual R*\ >  0
P(d = \\R) = { A x  (7.12)
I 0 otherwise
where A = Rm, Rm > 0. When A is undefined, i.e. for all Rmt < 0,
P(d ~ 0\R) is set to unity as indicated in Step 1.
^residual
oAt0Î
0 otherwise
R/ p 
A 1 residual Ry > 0
0 otherwise
Rresidual R? > 0
0 otherwise
The above formulation is set to detect bright lines. For dark lines, one should reverse *>' 
and '< ' in the Equation (7.12) and take the negative valued response as the indication of 
inverse polarity.
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7.5 Experiments and Results
7.5.1 The Experimental Data
Four experiments are presented to demonstrate the proposed line extraction scheme. The 
first uses the seismic section which displays a general subsurface strata structure. The 
image used in the second experiment features three distinct depositional sequences. For 
the final two experiments, we use two sets of seismic images which are in spatial order 
and include possible erosional channels and faults.
All the seismic data were acquired from a seismic survey at a sample interval of 
4 milliseconds. We truncated the negative cycles of the seismic data and quantize only 
the positive valued reflected amplitudes to 256 grey levels starting from 0 as shown in 
Figures 7.14-7.17. The seismic horizons associated with the negative valued reflections 
can be extracted similarly.
The lowest frequency of the Ricker wavelet was estimated to be 25 Hz. Hence the 
maximum line width in terms of pixels can be determined by half the reciprocal of the 
wavelet frequency and normalized by the sample interval, which is
_ 1 1 1 pixels _ 
tu 25 2 4 Hz milliseconds >^1Xe S*
From that, we determine the value of a  in Equation (7.3) as a  = 1.5  ^tu I (2\/3). The four
directional filters were then realized as 11 x 11 convolution masks in the spatial domain,
i.e. 7a » 11.
7.5.2 Practical Considerations
There are two issues to consider before applying the relaxation scheme for the seismic 
horizon extraction experiments. They are
• how to determine the value of the noise level cx„; and
• the convergent property of the relaxation process.
We conduct a preliminary experiment using a seismic image from Figure 7.16c to consider 
each point in turn. The algorithm is implemented in Fortran 77 on a SUN SPARCstation 2 
and is also applied to all experiments.
7.5.2.1 Choosing the parameter on
An important consideration in the initial pixel labels probabilities assignment is to es­
timate the noise level. As shown in Equation (7.11), the response to differing levels of
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Figure 7.9: Histogram of the local peaks of the seismic image in Figure 7.16c.
noise is controlled by the parameter on used in the calculation of PKSiduai• Various methods 
have been suggested for calculating the noise level from an image [6,16]. However, these 
methods are working on the assumption that the image features such as lines or edges are 
sparsely appearing on the image. Furthermore, in practical applications, the estimated 
value is always scaled empirically to give the best subjective performance.
Since seismic images belong to the type of image which is dominant in line feature 
structure, we adopt an alternative strategy for calculating on. Specifically, we determine 
the distribution of the local peaks detected from the original image to assign a value 
to <yn as our task is to track the major peak contour of the line features. In Figure 7.9 
we plot the total number of local peaks detected from the image in Figure 7.16c against 
their corresponding grey level. As illustrated in the plot, the population of the local 
peaks is about 16.53% the size of the seismic image and the distribution resembles a 
Rayleigh distribution function with the maximum value located roughly in the grey 
value range from 40 to 80. A similar "local-peak" distribution also appeared on all the 
test images. As we shall demonstrate in the following experiment that choosing the grey 
value corresponding to the main peak of the Rayleigh distribution as <y„ is appropriate in 
our application and provides good results.
Figures 7.10-7.12 show the results of successive iterations of the dictionary-based 
relaxation scheme applied to the seismic image with on = {15,50,100} respectively. The 
results illustrate the change of non-line label probability in which the intensities of the 
pixels are proportional to the probability value of the non-line label.
The effect of varying the value of on is evident. When the presumed noise level is 
low, i.e. cr„ = 15, there are plenty of pixels admitting higher probability values for one
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of the four line labels. In other words, the initial probability of a non-line pixel is very 
low. This is reflected in the appearance of many thick dark lines in the initial estimate as 
shown in Figure 7.10a. The iterative relaxation process has converged and the majority of 
extracted lines are one pixel thick. Nevertheless, after twenty iterations of the relaxation 
update, there still remain a handful of pixels for which the probability is neither zero nor 
unity.
Let us call a pixel active if it has not admitted a consistent label. The plot in 
Figure 7.13a shows the number of active pixels in each iteration as a percentage of the
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Figure 7.11: Successive iterations of non-line pixel label probabilities update with on = 50.
current image size5 with different a„. For fixed on near or beyond the maximum of 
the "local-peak" distribution as shown in Figure 7.9, the number of active pixels reduce 
substantially. For example, only about 0.1 % of the marginal number of pixels is still active 
after ten iterations with an = 50 and an = 100. However an argument against using large 
values for o„ is that the initial assignment would be biased in favour of non-line label as 
observed in Figures 7.11a and 7.12a. Nevertheless, as long as individual pixels have not 
been assigned a definitive label at the initial stage, each pixel can incrementally amend
5Due to the boundary effect, the border pixels are discarded at each iteration. For example, at iteration 
n the image is N x M pixels. After the current probability update, the resulted image for iteration n + 1 is 
(N — 2) x (M — 2) since we consider a 3 x 3 neighbourhood arrangement „
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Figure 7.12: Successive iterations of non-line pixel label probabilities update with o„ -  100.
the probability towards a correct label by drawing support from the neighbouring pixels 
via the evidence combining formula in Equation (7.2).
In order to minimize the risk of prematurely rejecting potential line pixels and 
inducing a lot of ambiguous labelling, we take the value of o„ approximately at the 
maximum of the main-peak of the distribution which is about 50. The value is used for 
all experiments and gives best subjective results.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.13: The effect of varying the noise level on. (a) The percentage of active pixels at 
each iteration of label probability update, (b) The corresponding execution 
times for individual iterations. The figures recorded the number of seconds 
of CPU time used on a SUN SPARCstation 2.
7.S.2.2 The convergence property
Ideally, the iterative label probability updating process should proceed until all pixels 
admit unambiguous consistent label assignments. However, such an approach is imprac­
tical in terms of computational requirement, that is the existence of labelling ambiguities 
of pixels would eventually eliminate all image pixels due to the boundary effect on a 
finite size image in such iterative procedures.
To avoid this situation occurring, we consider an alternative approach to terminate 
the iterative updating process. As shown in the graphs with various values of cr„, most of 
the pixel label replacements take place in the first few iterations and approach a constant 
percentage of active pixels after ten iterations. We use this observation to terminate the 
relaxation process after ten successive iterations of the relaxation scheme.
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7.5.3 Experimental Results
7.5.3.1 Experiment 1
Figure 7.14 shows the result of the application of the dictionary based probabilistic relax­
ation approach to seismic line extraction. The test image shown in Figure 7.14a is of size 
768 x 256 pixels. There are a few points to mention regarding the results. As can be seen, 
lines with various thickness were extracted. Even though the signal coherence for most 
of the seismic horizons is weak and distorted, the lateral continuity of the extracted lines 
is preserved. Furthermore the line structures themselves are smooth and clean.
The result shown here was obtained right after the relaxation process of ten iterations 
and we do not remove any short line segments in order to clean up the image. The number 
of remaining active pixels after ten iteration was 286 in the current image size of 738 x 226 
pixels; which is about 0.17% of the total pixels.
(b)
Figure 7.14: Experiment 1.
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7.5.3.2 Experiment 2
The second seismic image shown in Figure 7.15a is 511 x 243 pixels in size. It features some 
interesting geological events: a progradational unit (AA') showing a high depositional 
energy sigmoid pattern; a lower depositional energy sigmoid unit (B); and a wedge of 
sediments (C) showing an onlap unit. The detected seismic horizons are shown in Figure 
7.15b. It can be seen that most of the bright lines with various thickness were accurately 
located and show good lateral continuity. Furthermore, the underlying events were 
clearly detected. The number of remaining active pixels after ten iterations is 0.12% of 
the current image size of 481 x 213 pixels.
B '
(b)
Figure 7.15: Experiment 2.
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7.5.3.3 Experiment 3
In this set of spatially ordered seismic images, an erosional channel appears in the central 
part of the image. All images are 301 x 126 pixels in size. It fades out at both ends of the 
sequence. As shown in Figure 7.16, the channel feature is extracted and shows clearly 
at the middle of the image sequence. The number of remaining active pixels after ten 
iterations for each image is listed in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: The active pixels which retnain after ten iterations of label probability updating.
Image Figure 7.16
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Active pixels 66
(0.25%)
50 
(0.19%)
33 
(0.13%)
52
(0.20%)
29
(0.11%)
39 
(0.15%)
The image size after ten iterations is reduced to 271 x 96 pixels.
7.5.3.4 Experiment 4
In this set of spatially ordered seismic images, several faults appear which disrupt the 
continuity of the sediments. The image sequence contains six 351 x 126 images and 
features the development of the faults which are running from north-east to south-west 
(from right to left when viewed section by section). As shown in Figure 7.17, the termina­
tion of the seismic horizons can be clearly seen which indicates the faults. The numbers 
of the pixels remaining active after ten iterations for all six images are listed in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: The active pixels which remain after ten iterations of label probability updating.
Image Figure 7.16
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Active pixels 44 
(0.14%)
98
(0.32%)
54
(0.18%)
56
(0.18%)
74
(0.24%)
72
(0.23%)
The image size after ten iterations is reduced to 321 x 96 pixels.
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7.6 Conclusion
The proposed approach to seismic horizon extraction problem is based on the framework 
of dictionary-based probabilistic relaxation. The algorithm is developed with a view to 
generate good quality seismic line segments with minimal human intervention. By good 
quality we mean that the extracted line segments have strong lateral continuity even when 
the signal coherence is distorted as a result of perhaps the change in lateral reflectivity 
resulting from varying lithologies or from other seismic noise sources. As demonstrated, 
the algorithm generates good laterally continuous seismic horizons which are a single 
pixel wide.
The current implementation, however, is restricted to extracting either bright or dark 
lines in an image. It is worth extending the algorithm to accommodate both types of line. 
This can be done by introducing extra object labels. The introduction of extra object labels 
will further increase the computational time involved. Table 7.3 lists the computational 
times required for all experiments presented in Section 7.5. The figures record the number 
of seconds of CPU time used on a SUN SPARCstation 2 for which the overhead includes 
the filtering process, initial label probability assignment and ten successive iterations of 
probability updating. Note that each pixel label replacement involves invocation of all 
the 93 entities in the label configuration dictionary for evaluating the contextual evidence 
combining formula (7.2). However, as the relaxation scheme is inherently parallel, the 
computational burden can be reduced substantially by a parallel implementation.
Table 73: The computational times for seismic horizon extraction experiments. The figures 
recorded the number of seconds of CPU time used on a SUN SPARCstation 2.
Image CPU time (sec)
Figure 7.14 269.9
Figure 7.15 152.9
Figure 7.16 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
42.0 41.6 42.1 42.7 41.7 42.0
Figure 7.17 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
50.7 49.8 50.9 49.1 50.4 50.1
As a final comment, there is no rigorous approach to constructing the dictionary. 
The line configuration dictionary used here is by no means the only one available. It 
merely reflects our a priori expectation of the line structure. By identifying different 
generic configurations according to specific needs, it is possible to generate a dictionary 
containing very different entities.
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions
In this final chapter, we restate the main objectives in this thesis and summarize how 
we succeeded to meet them. The work was motivated by applying image processing 
and pattern recognition techniques to seismic data analysis and interpretation in oil 
exploration. In particular, we placed the emphasis on extracting seismic events from noisy 
seismic images based on perceived textural appearance of the seismic data. However, this 
work is only a preliminary investigation into the challenging problems of fully automatic 
seismic data analysis and interpretation. Although new approaches developed in this 
study offer some effective alternatives to the existing methodology, it is equally important 
to recognize what is their limitation. Thus, the chapter concludes by identifying several 
aspects for further research that would extend and refine our work.
8.1 Summary of the Thesis
The main aim of seismic data analysis and interpretation in oil exploration is to locate 
underground hydrocarbon reserves. As described in Chapters 1-2, the task is labour 
intensive and is still performed by human experts with sound geological and geophys­
ical knowledge and experience. The general procedures of the task are based on visual 
inspection, comparisons of data from various sources, making decisions and performing 
geologic reasoning and inference about subsurface structures. Hence, the automation 
of the task would have a tremendous impact in terms of speeding up the interpretation 
process and giving more consistent interpretation results free of human subjective judge­
ment. Emulating the expert interpreter, the current research aimed at developing an 
automatic interpretation system adopts a similar modular approach: A low-level module 
for simulating the human visual function is intended to extract predominant features
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from the data and a higher level, more symbolic level, will be responsible for handling 
additional information from various sources and to perform the geological reasoning and 
decision making (cf. Section 2.3). We argued that there was still much work to be done 
on advancing the visual processing part of such a system. In this context, we proposed 
two new approaches regarding the problems on extracting seismic events in the regional 
and local scales: Seismic Texture Segmentation and Seismic Horizon Extraction.
The Study on Seismic Texture Representation: To analyse seismic textures, we 
need to derive certain quantitative measures on the textures. In Chapter 3, we classified 
seismic textures as directional textures and introduced the necessary mathematical appa­
ratus for their representation. The directional nature of the seismic texture is manifested 
by its spectral properties. We argued that a multichannel spatial filtering representation is a 
plausible choice for describing such properties for the subsequent study. To apply such 
a representation, we need to model the channel response so that individual channels 
respond selectively to the orientation of seismic textures. In Chapter 4, we compared the 
performance of two different channel models -  the Gabor multichannel receptive field 
model and Local texture energy measures using orthogonal Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) basis masks -  to enable us to make a choice of the best approach for seismic tex­
ture representation. Empirical segmentation accuracy was adopted as a benchmark and 
applied to a set of texture images composed of Brodatz texture patches [1]. The segmen­
tation results appeared to favour the DCT/local texture energy representation which is 
based on the computation procedure referred to as local texture energy estimate proposed 
by Laws [6]. However, we pointed out that the DCT approach has an inherent weakness, 
namely it suffers from symmetry ambiguity which substantially reduces the directional 
discriminability of the approach on directional textures. Instead, we adopted the Ga­
bor/ directional filtering representation to reflect the importance of directional selectivity 
of such filters.
Seismic Texture Segmentation: To rectify the shortcomings of Gabor features 
exhibited on seismic texture, we developed a supervised segmentation scheme using a 
multiresolution data representation. The new scheme is built on Bayes decision rule and 
a multiresolution data representation and is aimed at image analysis applications on large 
routine surveys.
The construction of the multiresolution data representation, detailed in Chapter 5, 
closely follows the ideas advocated by Burt [2]. The pyramid construction procedure can 
be summarized as follows: A multiscale representation of Gabor features is constructed 
by iteratively smoothing individual feature images using a small size kernel, the generating
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kernel. In effect, the multiple smoothed features can be considered as being convolved 
with a much larger size kernel, the equivalent kernel. Hence the higher the pyramid level, 
the more intensive smoothing is applied, and the less noisy the feature images become. 
Burt originated the idea of equivalent kernel and proposed a set of spatial constrains 
on designing such kernels imposing that all equivalent kernels have a similar functional 
shape to the generating kernel. However, he only specified the coefficients for the kernels 
of size 4 x 4  and 5 x 5  and there was no general design procedure provided. In this 
context, we proposed a general approach to designing a generating kernel for pyramid 
construction which satisfies the constraints imposed on the kernel coefficients as specified 
by Burt [2]. We demonstrated the approach on various generating kernel design examples 
and for one specific design we obtained similar kernel coefficients to Burts [2].
The implementation of the supervised segmentation scheme was described in Chap­
ter 6. The scheme proceeds in the following steps: A pyramidal representation of the 
Gabor features extracted from a seismic image is constructed by iteratively smoothing 
individual feature images using a generating kernel. A coarse segmentation of the image 
using a Bayes classifier is carried out at a high level of the pyramid. The intermediate seg­
mentation result gives an approximate estimate of the spatial location of distinct regions 
in the image. To regain the highest spatial accuracy, a procedure is applied recursively to 
refine the boundaries, advancing from a coarse resolution to finer resolution until the full 
image resolution is reached.
However, the major problem in incorporating a Bayes decision rule in the pyrami­
dal data structure is that the class statistics at each level of the pyramid must be available 
and these in turn depend on the generating kernel used. Hence it is infeasible to obtain 
all class statistics in advance by direct calculation since different generating kernels may 
be used. Furthermore, we pointed out yet another problem associated with direct calcu­
lation, i.e. the difficulty of obtaining unbiased estimates of the class statistics from each 
resolution level of the pyramid due to the reduction of sample population. Instead, we 
introduced an efficient method to acquire the parameters of class distributions at each 
resolution level without actual recourse to the data from this level. The procedures in­
volve estimating the class statistics on training sites of the full image resolution which 
are assumed to be Gaussian distributed. The corresponding parameters at lower resolu­
tion are computed by multiplying the class statistics from full resolution with the scaling 
factors determined from the generating kernel used to construct the multiresolution data 
representation. Consequently, we can freely experiment with different generating kernels 
when developing the supervised segmentation scheme without the problem of having 
to predetermine the class statistics for every setting. The new segmentation scheme has
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been demonstrated on seismic images and the Brodatz texture images previously used in 
Chapter 4. Significant improvements of the segmentation results on the Brodatz texture 
images were reported.
Seismic Horizon Extraction: A new seismic horizon extraction algorithm was 
introduced in Chapter 7. The algorithm was developed with a view to automatically 
locate the seismic horizons and preserve their lateral continuity. To achieve this, we 
implemented a two stage process which utilizes a dictionary based probability relaxation 
labelling technique and a set of two-dimensional directional filters.
Firstly an initial measurement at each image point is obtained by combining the 
image convolution outputs obtained from a set of two-dimensional directional filters (the 
even parts of quadrature filters). This measurement is the evidence used for computing an 
initial estimate of the probabilities of the pixel belonging to the various classes of seismic 
horizons. The computation procedures are as follows: Firstly, the combined output of 
the filters which is proportional to that of a Laplacian of Gaussian filter is used to decide 
whether a pixel could be a line pixel. Secondly, having identified a potential line pixel, 
individual filter outputs are used to determine the probability of the line propagating in 
a particular direction.
A postprocessing stage uses dictionary-based probabilistic relaxation [3,5], to refine the 
initial probability estimates via contextual constraints imposed by neighbouring objects. 
The contextual information is specified in a dictionary which contains our expectation 
concerning object labelling. Here individual entities in the dictionary represent the per­
missible line configurations in a 3 x 3 lattice. Such a contextual neighbourhood arrange­
ment offers a compromise between the potential contextual information content for each 
pixel and the computational complexity of the probabilistic updating in Equation (7.2). 
Although the contextual information is encapsulated in such a small scale neighbour­
hood system, via the iterative updating procedures the final label probabilities eventually 
reflect contextual evidence drawn from a neighbourhood which is of much greater size 
than that used by the support function at each iteration. Since support is incorporated 
from an increasingly larger neighbourhood; the final label assignment eventually reflects 
the global structure which should give a consistent and well connected horizon map of 
the seismic section.
The supervised segmentation scheme developed can be used for general image 
segmentation, not only for segmenting seismic sections. Equally, the seismic horizon 
extraction algorithm has a wider applicability. There exists a lot of image problems in 
which is required to enhance and extract curvilinear or line-like structures or pattern (like
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roads, small stream) to initiate the higher level interpretation task. One such an example is 
to delineate and recognize road networks from airborne images [4]. Our algorithm can be 
used for such tasks. Furthermore, our study on directional texture representation and the 
discussion concerning the inherent symmetry ambiguity property in the DCT/Cartesian 
separable spatial masks should be of interest to anyone concerned with texture analysis 
problem.
8.2 Future Work
Although the algorithms we developed perform very well over a range of seismic images, 
we can identify several limitations, and suggest some possible areas for improvement.
• In Seismic Section Segmentation, we made the assumption that the seismic texture 
within a geologically distinct region is approximately space invariant as in Fig­
ure 6.18. Good segmentation results were reported on this set of images as shown 
in Figures 6.21-6.23. However, in some situations, the segmentation results are far 
from satisfactory such as in Figure 6.20 on page 126. The problem was caused by 
the violation of the above assumption. As can be seen, the local variation of seismic 
texture orientation occurs within perceptually distinct regions. In this particular 
example, the segmented regions tend to be fragmented and capture only the local 
textural properties.
It is not difficult to deduce that the present limitation has its origin in the use 
of low level information only for extracting specific features. A human interpreter 
is capable of looking beyond the quantitative aspect of the data in terms of distinct 
orientations and evoking the notion of continuity of seismic horizons which is 
instrumental in merging areas of similar textural properties into larger regions. 
When textural properties are similar, it means that the merged regions preserve 
the continuity of the seismic horizons and produce a perceptually distinct geologic 
region. Thus the area of improvement would be to incorporate some merging 
criteria into the algorithm such as continuity of seismic horizons. For example, we 
can make use of the results from the seismic horizon extraction procedures to generate 
cues for continuity. Alternatively, region merging procedures can be initiated by 
some higher level control mechanism of a knowledge based system the seismic 
region segmentation scheme is embedded in such a system.
• Besides the problem of representing space-variant seismic texture, the main prob­
lem with our multiresolution based algorithm is caused by the fixed height of the
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pyramid. This places a lower limit on the size of the object that can be detected. 
If a region is too small to be found at the lowest spatial resolution it can not be 
recovered in subsequent processing. To remove the restriction, we would need to 
apply our segmentation algorithm starting from several levels of the pyramid so 
that image regions of all sizes can be extracted. Alternatively, an adaptive approach 
of generating the pyramid such as the Dynamic Thresholding Pyramid developed by 
Spann and Horne [7] would be worth considering. In their approach, the construc­
tion of the pyramid is based on a local clustering procedure performed in a small 
rectangular analysis window, rather than by averaging the node values as in the 
Gaussian pyramid approach [2]. This results in potential region seed nodes which 
span several levels of the pyramid.
• In seismic horizon extraction, the current implementation is restricted to extracting 
either bright or dark lines in an image. It is worth extending the algorithm to 
accommodate both types of line. This can be done by introducing extra object 
labels. For example, we can duplicate the set of four object labels representing 
the propagation of a linear feature in a discrete grid to accommodate both bright 
lines and dark lines in an image. Such an extension will unavoidably increase 
the computational burden in the current implementation. However, the relaxation 
labelling processes are conceptually parallel and thus the computational cost can be 
reduced substantially by a parallel implementation.
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Appendix A 
Generating Kernel Design
A general approach to designing a generating kernel on a Gaussian pyramid building 
scheme was proposed in Chapter 5. The approach applies the quadratic programming 
optimization technique to obtain the kernel coefficients which approximate a Gaussian
where the K  dimensional vector a  denotes the independent kernel coefficients. The 
elements of £ and Q are given by
for k,k' = 1, ...,K  and they are dependent on the filter specification including the desired 
filter response D(cù). The region R<0 defines the domain of the filter response and the 
dimensionality and the size of the resultant spatial kernel.
In this appendix we derive the corresponding Ç* and Qw that are used in the 
illustration in Section 5.6. We start with the derivation for the case of designing a two 
dimensional generating kernel with Cartesian separable amplitude response. Later, we 
derive the results that are used for the circularly symmetric amplitude response generating 
kernel. Finally, we detail the steps involved in formulating the spatial constraints specified 
by Burt [1].
function by solving Equation (5.19) on page 77
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A.l Mathematical Derivations for ft and Qkk
A.1.1 Cartesian Separable Amplitude Response Generating Kernel
The Cartesian separable property of the amplitude response of a generating kernel implies 
that a two dimensional kernel can be considered as a product of two one dimensional 
kernels. Hence we derive ft and Qkk assuming a one dimensional zero phase lowpass 
filter. The amplitude response of such filter can be expressed in terms of the corresponding 
impulse response as in Equations (5.10) and (5.11), that is
H(a>) =
K0) + E  2/2(72) cos(/i©) for odd size kernel
«=i
E  2/2(72) COS [ ^ 7 2 -  ©
(A. 1)
for even size kernel
&•(©) (A. 2)
where the impulse response {¿(72)} is a discrete sequence indexed by integer n. Rewriting 
Equation (A.l) in a similar fashion as Equation (5.12), the basis functions are then given 
by
c o s ( tzco)  for odd size kernel
cos [(72 — |) to] for even size kernel.
To arrange the independent filter kernel coefficients {h(n)} into vector a, we use the index 
mapping function /, i.e.
k =  72 + 1  for odd size kernel 
k = n for even size kernel.
The vector a  and the discrete sequence {/i(ti)} are related by
(A. 3)
’ a\ *
Û2
‘ K  0) ‘ 
2/2(1)
and
' £2i ‘ ' 2/2(1) *
. aK . 2h(N) _
. aK . . 2/2(iV) .
(A. 4)
for odd and even size kernels, respectively. The filter is defined in the region Rw that is 
it has a basic frequency range of - n  < co < n. As mentioned above the desired lowpass 
filter response D{(o) is modelled by the Gaussian function and is then expressed as
D(co) , — jr/2a2^  _
I y/2na
Hence, on putting £>(©) = e“<r2°>2/2, we arrive at the explicit expressions for ft and Qkk, that
is
O2 »2e “ “5“ cos(nco) dcoft = - 2  r
J  '—71
Qkk — / COS(772©) C0S(T2©) d(û  
J —n
(A.5)
(A.6)
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where indices k and K for the elements in the vector C and the matrix Q relate to the 
position of the coefficient in the discrete impulse response sequence {/*(«)} by the mapping 
function f  defined in Equation (A.3). For simplicity, in an even size kernel, we write
cos - i ) ft) C O S (rtft)) - >  CO S(rtft)).
Hence we should subtract 1/2 from n in the integral solutions of & and Qw for even size 
kernel. From Equation (3.896-4) in [2] on page 480, we get
i
_o_2 1 fn  (  b2e  px cos bxdx-  -w  —exp ——-  
o 2 V J5 M  4/5
[Re (5 > 0].
If we consider the Gaussian function is well confined inside the range {-n , n], & can then 
be expressed as
C* = - 4  r<  Jo
« - 4  f  
Jo
cos (nay) d a
e -~7~ cos (no) d a
1 \2n
=  - 4 - 2 V ^ e X P
2tf\  
4a2 J
2y/2n (  n2
“ P (A .7)
The elements of the K x K  matrix Q are given by
2 n
Qm = 2 / cos {ma) cos(na) d a  = 
Jo
ft) sin 2na 
2 + 4n
sin (m — n)a sin(m + n)a 
4*
. 2(m — n) 2{m + n) 0
To summarize: for k,k' = 1, ...,K  
u  = - ^ o p ( - é )
2 tz;
Qkk ~ <
'co sin2«ft)
2 + 4« j 0
sin(m — n)ft) sin(m + n)a 
4*
m = n = 0 
m — n ÿt 0
otherwise.
m = n = 0 
m = n ^ 0
otherwise.
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A. 8)
2(/n — n) 2(m + n)
The indices k and k' relate to the position of the coefficient in the discrete impulse response 
sequence {h(n)} by the mapping function / defined in Equation (A.3). Note that we need 
to subtract 1 / 2 from m and n of the above equations for designing an even size kernel.
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A.1.2 Circularly Symmetric Amplitude Response Generating Kernel
There is no one dimensional computational reduction for a two dimensional circularly 
symmetric amplitude response generating kernel. However, considering the rotational 
symmetry property we can reduce the number of independent points in a kernel by 
assuming an eightfold symmetry of the kernel coefficients. Returning to Equations (5.10) 
and (5.11) for the amplitude response for twofold symmetric kernels, after substituting 
a  = (©i, a>2) and w = («1, n2), we have 
for odd size kernel
N N N
h(0,0) + 2/i(«i, 0) cos(«i<»i) + ^2  S  2^0*1» n2) cos(/iio>i + *120*2)
«1=1 n i= -N  n2=l
H((ou a>2) =
for even size kernel
Y2 Y12h(ni> *2)cos [ (ni -  «>1+ (n2 - a&l
»1=—(A?—1) «2=1 '  Z' J
(A.9)
Now consider the kernel to be eightfold symmetric. For eightfold symmetry, we have 
h(ni,n2) = h(n2tni) and h(ni,n2) -  /i(|nij, I^D- After applying the symmetry relations and 
further trigonometric manipulation, we have 
for odd size kernel
Y 2 Y 1 <2(/21>/î2)[cOS(/Îi<»i) COS(«2<»2) + COS(«2<»l) C0S(rti ©2) j
«2=0 « l= « 2
©2) for even size kernel 
with ri ~ n ~  1/2
N N
E E  a(ni, n2) cos(«i a)1 ) cos^ ori) + cos(n2©i ) cosing ori) j
«2=1 ni=n2 (A.10)
Once again, for simplicity, we write cos [(n — ©] -» cos(ria>) -» cos(ne>). Hence we must
subtract 1 / 2 from the corresponding integers in the integral solutions of Çk and Qw for 
the even size kernel. After rearranging Equation (A.10) as Equation (5.12), we have the 
basis functions given by
&(©) = fa (®i » ' ’ * * tori, nf\* * • » fl/f)
= rik {o)i,a>2\nf,nf^
= cos(nicoi) cos(n2ori) + cos(n2<»i) cos(«i&>2)
where the index mapping function f  is defined as
k = ni(n\ + 1) 12 + n2 + 1 for odd size kernel 
k = n^ni — 1) / 2 + n2 for even size kernel.
/  : ( « 1 , • • • » « * )  :
(A .ll)
(A. 12)
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Figure A.l: Ordering for computing §  and Qt± for two dimensional generating kernel 
of odd and even support regions assuming eightfold symmetry, (a) Sequence 
with the support on a 7 x 7 lattice, (b) Sequence with the support on a 6 x6  
lattice. Independent points are shown in the shaded region. The numbers in 
parentheses index the independent points as vector components.
An example of such an arrangement is illustrated in Figure A.I. For the relation defined 
as /:(/*!, n2) a  is related to {h(ni, n2)} by
h(nu n2) l2  n1=n2 = 0
2h(ni,n2) nx - n 2I 2h(nh n2) nx = n2 j  0 
* ' or n2 = 0 and ak = 4h(ni,n2) otherwise
(A. 13)
4h(ni,n2) otherwise
for odd and even kernels, respectively. The generating kernel has its frequency response 
defined in a basis region as a circular disc with radius n centered at the origin of the 
Fourier plane, i.e. max cof + co j^ < n. Hence we arrive at the explicit expressions for 
& and Qu, that is
Ck ~ [   ___  D(ct>i,fi>2) 4>t /i®,/*®) dcoi defy (A.14)
J yj a>^+OJj<^
Qkk = j  ___  4>k (a>i,<02; n f \ ((Oi,cozing,n f A dcoidaz (A.15)
J  y/eof+m*<n '  ’ ' '
where £>(©!, 02) is the Fourier transform of a two dimensional Gaussian function, i.e. 
D(©i,g>2) = T  { ¿ 2e_(Jr+y2)/2CT }  = e -<7'(“>2+0>2)/2. For notational simplicity in the following 
derivation, we transform the coordinate system to polar representation, which becomes
Ca- = ~ 2 / e -a2p2/2 <j>k (p cos 6, p sin 0; n f\ p  dpdd (A.16)
Qkk -  [  (p cos 0, p sin 0 ; nf \ <t>k- (pcos 0,p sin0; pdpdO (A.17)
J(t>.e)eR v y v 7
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We first focus our attention on After substituting with the basis function shown 
in Equation (A.ll) and rearranging, we find
Jrit rn 2 f' / p e~°~p 12 < cos(ptii cos 0) cos(pn2 sin 0)
p=0 J0=—n
+ cos(p«2 cos 0) cos(p«i sin 0) j  <ip dd
-  p e  °2p2/2 | cos [p(«i cos 0 — n2 sin 0)] + cos |p(«i cos 0 + n2 sin 0)J
+ cos |p(/i2 cos 6 — ri\ sin 0)] + cos [p(«2 cos 0 + ni sin 0)] j  dp dd
(A.18)
The integral consists of four individual terms which can be written in a canonical expres­
sion, that is
XKcan -  j  J  p e -a2p2/2 cos [p(x cos0 +y sin 0)] dp dd. (A. 19)
Let ¿f2 = x2 + j 2. If £ = 0, which implies that x = )> = 0, the integral becomes
z L  = f psap e ~°V a d p £ _ de  = 2n[ p e ^ 1'?adp  = ^  I1 ~ e ~'M2]
For £ > 0, we denote <p^ = tan- 1 7 / x, which becomes
XKcan -  J ^ p  e~°~p~'2 dp J  cos [p£cos(0 -  qp*)] dd.
Substituting the second integral by the Bessel function of zero order of the first kind 
1 f n
Jo(x) = —  / cos [x cos(0 — <p)] dd, we have 2n
l L = 2 n  [ ’  p e - ”VllM
Jo
From Equation (6.631-4) in [2] on page 717, we get
i .
x**le " "J J fix )dx = ^ - , exp j  [Re a  > 0, Re v > -1 ].
Hence, for | > 0, XL,, is expressed as
4°xL 2 n ?e x p l _ _ _  , — _ _ exp [ —JL2 CT2
In general,
Z L (3  =
1 — exp —2n 
o2
2 n
^ eXPl " 2 ^
O2^2
-r=o
£ > 0
(A. 20)
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Returning to Equation (A.18), all four terms reach the same value for Hence the desired 
result is given by simply combining the derivations from the above, that is
& =<
8/r 1 — exp [ -
V
Sn (  e
I " 2 ?
o V -  n\ + n\ = 0
¿f2 = rt[ + n\ 7^  0
(A. 21)
where the mapping of («i, n2) £ is given in Equation (A.12).
Now we continue the derivation of Qw which can be written as
Qkk -  J  J  (¡>k (p  cos 0 > P sin 9; nf\ nijPj (p cos 6, p sin 0 ; nf\ p dp dd (A. 22)
After substituting
4i (p cos 0 , p sin 0 ; nf\ n^j -  cos(pmi cos 0) cos(pm2 sin 0) + cos(pm2 cos 0) cos(pmi sin 0)
$k (p  cos 0 , p sin 0 ; n f}, -  cos(p«i cos 0) cos(p«2 sin 0) + cos(pn2 cos 0) cos(pni sin 0) 
and applying trigonometric expansion, we find
Qk k ' f  P dp f
Jp=o Je=-7z
[ cos (pm! cos 0 — pm2 sin 0) + cos (pmi cos 0 + pm2 sin 0) + 
cos (pm2 cos 0 — pmi sin 0) + cos (pm2 cos 0 + pmi sin 0) ] x
[ cos (p«i cos 0 — pn2 sin 0) + cos (pni cos 0 + pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (pn2 cos 0 — prii sin 0) + cos (pn2 cos 0 + pni sin 0) ] dd (A.23)
Further expansion gives
Q t i = \ C p d p L J
cos (pmi cos 0 — pm2 sin 0) cos (pni cos 0 — pn2 sin 6) + 
cos (pmj cos 0 — pm2 sin 0) cos (pnt cos 0 + pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (pmi cos 0 — pm2 sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 — pni sin 0) + 
cos (pmi cos 0 — pm2 sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 + pni sin 0) + 
cos (pmi cos 0 + pm2 sin 0) cos (p«i cos 0 — pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (pmi cos 0 + pm2 sin 0) cos (pni cos 0 + pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (pmi cos 0 + pm2 sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 — p«i sin 0) + 
cos (pmi cos 0 + pm2 sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 + pn\ sin 0) + 
cos (pm2 cos 0 — pmi sin 0) cos (pni cos 0 — pn2 sin 0) +
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cos (pm2 cos 0 -  pmi sin 0) cos (pni cos 0 + pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (pm2 cos 0 -  pm\ sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 -  pni sin 0) + 
cos (pm2 cos 0 -  pmi sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 + pni sin 0) + 
cos (pm2 cos 0 + pmi sin 0) cos (pni cos 0 -  pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (p/n2 cos 0 + pmi sin 0) cos (pni cos 0 + pn2 sin 0) + 
cos (pm2 cos 0 + p/ni sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 — pni sin 0) + 
cos (p/n2 cos 0 + p/nj sin 0) cos (pn2 cos 0 + pni sin 0) J  ¿0
The above expression can be presented more compactly as
(A.24)
Qkk -   ^ 5 3 y  P * /  008(p*?}cos0 + P3,i*)sin0) cos^pxf0cos0 + py2d)sin0) d0 (A.25)
where
' (mi, —m2,ni,—n2); (mi,-m2,ni,n2); (mi,-m2>n2,-n i);
(mi,-m2,«2lni); (mi,m2,n i,-n 2); (nzi,m2,ni,n2);
(mi,m2,n2,-n i); (mi,m2,n2,ni); (m2,-m i,n i,-n 2);
(m2,-m i,ni,n2); (m2,-m i,«2,-n i); (m2, -m i,n2,ni);
(m2,m i,m ,-n2); (m2,mi,ni,n2); (m2,mi,n2,-n i);
(m2,mi,n2,ni)
After a trigonometric substitution, the integral within the summation can be written as
s?an = ~ | P dp y_ cos [ p (*(16) -  4 6)) COS 0 + P  (y f  -  yf°) sin 0] ¿0
+ J  p dp J  cos [p cos 0 + p (y^ + y ^  sin©j dd^
(A.26)
The integral consists two individual terms which can be written in a canonical expression 
■^can “ L L  p cos [p(x cos 0 + y sin 0)] dp d6. (A. 27)
Let «f2 = x2 +y2. If <? = 0, the integral becomes
X?an- f  f  pdpdd = 7l3.Jp=0 J&=—n
For £, > 0, we denote <pf = tan-1 y/x,  which becomes
can / % d p £  cos [p£cos(0 -  d0.
Substituting the second integral with the Bessel function of zero order of the first kind
1 r
J q(x) ss —- / cos[*cos(0 — <p)] d0, we have
27T */—/r
2 2 . = 2 ,  r P/„(pi) dP= 2, . ^
(A. 28)
(A. 29)
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since [  xJo(f3x) dx = —  where J\{-) is the Bessel function of first order of the first 
Jo P
kind. Hence Sfan can be expressed as
= 12>+Ig„(su) (A. 30)
where
4  = + {y?
l  = o 
1 ^ 0
=
TC
2n2J\(nÇ)
To determine Qw we substitute the results from Equations (A.23)--(A.30) accordingly.
To summarize: for k,k' = 1, ...,K  determined from the index mapping function 
expressed in Equation (A.12) on the two dimensional grid 0*1, «2) containing the filter 
coefficients, the integral solution for & is given as
c■ P 'n 21 — exp I —8tt
- ^ eXPl - 2 . 2
(A.21)
To determine Qw we substitute the results from Equations (A,23)-(A.30) Note that we 
need to subtract 1 / 2 from mi, m2, n.\ and n2 of the above equations for designing even size 
kernel.
A.2 Guidelines for Formulating the Spatial Constraints
To demonstrate the procedure for formulating the unimodal, equal contribution and normal­
ization constraints, we consider an example of designing a 5 x 5 generating kernel with 
subsampling rate 5 = 2.
1. Cartesian separable
We start with the case for a kernel with Cartesian separable amplitude response. Hence 
the problem can be implied as a one dimensional computation problem. That is
h(ni,n2) = h(ni)h(n2) (A. 31)
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where - 2  < m, n2 < 2. Rearranging {/*(«)} in the manner described in Section A.1.1, we 
have ■ «i i r '
(A. 32)
Referring to Table 5.1 for the mathematical formulation of the constraints, the unimodal 
constraint can then be expressed as
1 '  K0) ‘
ai = 2/3(1)
2h(2)
ai £ 0
u2 £ 0
as  ^0
2u i — a2 £ 0 
a2 — as  ^0
bounds constraints
inequality constraints
The equal contribution constraint in Equation (5.4d) imposed on a normalized one dimen­
sional kernel with subsampling rate S = 2 can be stated as
2
y t h(2i +p) = 1/2 for 2 > p   ^0.
/=—2
It results in two equality constraint functions
2
y  h(2i) = 1 12 h(-2) + h(0) + h(2) = 1 /2 <=> + a3 = 1 /2 ; and
i'=—2 
2
^  h(2i + 1) = 1 / 2 <=> A(— 1) + /i(l) = 1/ 2«^ a2 = 1/ 2
/=-2
Note that {/z(n)} has zero value outside the kernel domain, i.e. [—2,2]. Further simplify, 
the equal contribution constraint can be written as *
a\ — a2 + as -  0
The normalization constraint is stated as
2
Y l  h(i) = <zi + a2 + as = 1
r=—2
Finally, the above constraints can be grouped and expressed as in Equation (5.19), that is
(A. 33)
0 ' ‘ 1 0 0 * CO <r- bounds
0 0 1 0 CO <r- bounds
0 0 0 1 a\ CO <r- bounds
1 < 1 1 1 a2 < 1 < <- normalization
0 2 - 1 0 «3 oo <- unimodality
0 0 1 - 1 oo <- unimodality
0 1 - 1 1 0 <- equal contribution
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Figure A.2: Illustration of the relationship between {h(ni,n2)} and {a*} given by Equa­
tion (A.13) assuming eight-folded symmetric kernel (cf. Figure A.l). The 
numbers in the square parentheses indicate one of the four spatial coordi­
nate groups where individual kernel coefficients belong to. The grouping is 
determined by using Equation (5.3d).
2 .  C i r c u l a r  s y m m e t r y
We use the results derived in Section A.1.2 that a 5 x 5 generating kernel is now specified 
by six independent points as shown in Figure A.2. From Equation (A.13), the kernel 
{¿(wi, «2)} is related to {a(ni,n2)} or {<2*} as follows
(A. 34)
'  ai ' ’ a(0,0) “ ' K 0,0)12  ■
ai *(1,0) 2h(l,0)
a3 a( 1,1) 2h(l, 1)
a4 a( 2,0) 2h(2,0)
«5 a(2 ,1) 4A(2,1)
_  <23 . . < 2,2 ) . 2h(2,2)
For unimodality, it implies that h(ni, n2) £ h(m\, m2) if yjn\ + r% < Then
h(0,0) ;> h(l, 0) 2> h(l, 1) £ h(2 ,0) :> h(2,1) ;> h(2 ,2 )z 0
rn .  <*(1,0) .  a( 1,1)  ^ a(2,0)  ^ a(2 ,1)  ^ a(2,2)  ^ n 2<2(0, Ü) k —- —   ^—- —  £ —- —   ^— -—  £ —- —   ^0
a 2 Q.% <24 <25 CLc.
2 2 2 4 2
Hence the unimodal constraint is formulated as
a\ £  0
a 2 ^ 0
<23 S  0
► a n d  <
a 4 2 0
a 5 è  0
. * 6  ^  0  ,
<22 — <23 S: 0  
<23 — <24 ^  0  
2cl4 — ¿Z5  ^0
(A. 35)
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in terms of bounds and inequality constraints respectively.
The equal contribution constraint in Equation (5.3d) can be formulated as
JU  i
> , h(2ni +p,2n2 + q) = -  for 2 > p ,q  £ 0 ,
After expanding, it becomes
- Y h^ n2) = Y h(ni,n2) 2) = ~
(«1^ 2)« (nl-n2)e
Groupi Groupi Groups Group4
where (nh n2) takes the value from four spatial coordinate groups formed according to the 
constraint and indicated by the values inside the square parentheses in Figure A.2. The 
elements of the groups are given as
Groupr. { - 1, 1} x { - 1, 1} =
Group2 . { l , l } x {  2,0,2} -  j  ( 1 _ 2) (1 Q) (12)
' ( - 2 , - 1 ) (-2,1)  '
Groups : { - 2 ,0 , 2 }  x { - 1 ,1 }  = < (0,-1) (0,1) ►
(2,-1) (2,1) ,
' ( - 2 , - 2 ) (-2,0) (-2,2)
Groups : { - 2 ,0 , 2 }  x { -2 ,0 ,2 }  = 1 (0 ,-2) (0,0) (0,2)
(2 ,-2) (2,0) (2 ,2)
Substituting h(nltn2) with ak, we get
Groupi: 2a3 = 1/4
Group2 : a2 + «5 = 114
Groups: ¿z2 + <25 = 1/4
Groups : 2^  + 2<24 + 2a6 = 1/4
Neglecting the redundant equation, we find
Groupi : <23 = 1 / 8
Group21 Groups: u2 + <25 = 1 14
Groups : <21 + a4 + a6 = 1/8
The normalization constraint is given as
2
Y  n2) — Groupi + Group2 + Groups + Group4 = 2(<2i + <22 + <23 + a 4 + <25 + a^) = 1
lt\/l2=—2
References 1 8 3
Rearranging all constraint equations, which become
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 CXI
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a\ 00
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
0 < 4 - 1 0 0 0 0 <23 < 00
0 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 <34 00
0 0 0 1 --1 0 0 a5 CO
0 0 0 0 2 -1 0 .  &6 . 00
0 0 0 0 0 1 - 2 00
1 /8 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 /8
1/4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1/4
1 /8 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 /8
✓ S. ✓ s
a
B a
u
<r- bounds 
<- bounds 
<- bounds 
<r~ bounds 
<r- bounds 
<- bounds 
normalization 
<- unimodaility 
<r- unimodaility 
<- unimodaility 
<r~ unimodaility 
<r- unimodaility 
<- equal contribution 
<r~ equal contribution 
<- equal contribution
(A. 36)
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Appendix B 
Discrete Realization of the Directional Filter
In this appendix, we describe the procedures adopted for approximating the ideal fre­
quency response of the directional filter F ^ p , <p) in Equations (7.3)-(7.5) by a discrete 
spatial convolution kernel /,*(/ii,/i2). One should refer to Section 5.4 for detailed discus­
sion about the formulation and notations.
The ideal frequency response of the filter is defined in the polar coordinate system 
and is given as
F<po(p> <P) = Hp) <h(<p -  <p0) = p2e~°2p'a  cos*(<p -  <p0). (B. 1)
The spatial kernel coefficients in /^(«i, n2) are chosen to minimize the mean squared error 
in Equation (5.13) as described on page 76 in Section 5.4, i.e.
Errorih) -  f [£>(©) -  H(g>)]2 da> (B. 2)
v <D€.Ra
where D(co) (ahas F^) denotes the desired frequency response of the filter defined in a 
region Rw and //(«) (alias F^) denotes the optimally approximated response.
The spatial kernel is N x N in size where N is the nearest odd integer to seven 
times the value of a  in Equation (B.l). Since the ideal frequency response is a real even 
symmetry function, the resulting spatial kernel should be real and is at least twofold 
symmetric [2]. Recalling Equation (5.10), the approximated frequency response can be 
written as
F<Po(P> <P) = (^<»l>fi>2)
bt N N1
= /?b(0,0) + ^ 2/ ^ (n 1>0)cos(nict)i)+ 5^2/*,(/ilf/i2)cos(/ii©i + /i2a>2)
«1=1 «2=1
where N  = (N -  1) / 2. As can be seen, for computational simplicity, we convert the 
response defined in polar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates via the transformation
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*- ♦  ♦
• • • •
Figure B.l: Ordering for an odd size twofold symmetry kernel. Independent points 
are shown in the shaded region. The numbers in parentheses index the 
independent points as vector components.
equations ©1 = p cos qp, ©2 -  p sin cp and da>1 da>2 -  P dp dtp. Furthermore, for the purpose of 
performing the least square approximation, it is convenient to write F^ip, <p) in the same 
form as in Equation (5.12), that is
K
F^ip, v) ~ F i^cox, C02) = ^  at fa (©!, ©2) = <j>(co)T a  (B. 3)
*=i
where it is an index that denotes some ordering of the samples («i, n2) in the kernel and 
K = (N2 + l)/2is the number of independent coefficients in the impulse response /^(ni, n2). 
The order is illustrated in Figure B.l. The elements in vector a  relate to the impulse 
response values as
/* (« ! .  * 2) n1 = n 2 = 0
** = < (B.4)
2/ *, (ni,n2) otherwise
The basis functions {¿*(©1, ©2)} are given by &(©i, ©2) = cos(/ii©i + /i2©2). Hence the error
function can be explicitly written as
Error! { f ^} )  = Error(a) = f  [F^ip, <p) -  F^(p, qp)]2 p dp d<p
=  /  [F^(©i, ©2)  -  F^(©i, ©2>]2 d(oi da)2
J  (o»i ,<»2)€ Rm
= C + If1 a  + a TQ a  (B.5)
where £ and a  are K vectors and Q is a K x K  positive definite symmetric matrix. The 
constant term C is given as
The elements of C and Q are given by
C -  / F^(©i, ©2) d©i d©2.
ck = - 2  F^(©!, ©2) </>i(©i, ©2) d(ùx d(ù2
J  (o>l .C^ feR"
(B.6)
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Qkk ~ / <M®1. ®2) #(®1. ®2) <^*>1 d.G>i (B.7)
J  (®i,<92)e/?0
In contrast to the generating kernel design problem in Chapter 5, there is no restric­
tion on the resulting kernel coefficients. Therefore, {ak} can be determined by equating 
the first derivative of Error with respect to a to a null vector © and solving the
subsequent simultaneous equations, i.e.
d Error (a) „ _  _ 1 , _  _
  ------- = Ç + 2Q a  = ©<=>a = - - Q  C (B. 8)
da  2
provided that Q~l exists.
Although we have already determined the integral solution for Qm in Appendix A, 
the integral Çk is rather tedious to solve. The difficulty can be partially alleviated by 
replacing the error function by
Error ({/%}) = Error (a) = c^)]2 (B. 9)
m
using a frequency sampling approach [1]. The set of frequencies {(©im, co2m)} correspond 
to a finite number of discrete locations in the Fourier plane. Hence, Çk and Qw are replaced 
by their discrete counterparts, which are
m> <J>2m) 0Jt(®lm> 0)2m) (B.10)
m
Qkk = 7 :  (¡>k(CQlm, (02m) <t>k((Olm> (Olm) (B.ll)
m
To obtain the spatial kernels for the directional filters, we sample the desired fre­
quency response F^p, <p), which is defined in the polar coordinate system, at equally
spaced points on the Cartesian grid {(©im, ©2m)}. As illustrated in Figure B.2, we sample
51 points from each axis and in total 2601 sample points are used to solve Equation (B.8) 
in order to determine the spatial filter kernel coefficient n2)}.
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Figure B.2: Sampling of the ideal frequency response in a equally spaced Cartesian grid. 
The ideal response is defined in the polar coordinate system.
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